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Arf eRACT

The final report of Operation SAFE SIDE presents the results of

a USAF one-year test program to determine the organization, equip-

ment and training requirements for the establishment of Air Force

Combat Security Squadrons. These squadrons will provide the Air

Force with an improved capability to provide protection for air

installations located in a hostile environment.
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Ciapter 1

SUMMARY, GENERAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Purpose and Scope. Thi.s ii the final report oi a one-year USAF

test program - Operation SAFE SIDE - conducted during the period

1 September 1966. through 11 August 1967. This program developed

an Air Force Security Police unit specifically organized, trained,

and equipped to accomplish the following tasks:

a. Evaluate advanced security equipment, including intrusion

detection/ surveillance devices, communications equipment, weapons,

vehicles and other individual and unit organizational equipment.

b. Evaluate Air Force Security Police training methods and

requirements for air base defense.

c. Acquire the experience necessary to develop the doctrine and

tactics for air base defense in a limited war or insurgent environ-

mnent.

Z. Backgrourad. The conflict in SEA has required the USAF to operate

in an insurgent environment in which there are no fronL- liue a"d

where there is the constant threat of sabotage, commando-type raids,

and mortar, artillery, and/or rocket attacks. In addition tie Air

Force has been required to provide its own internal defense for its

air bases. Lacking the in-house capability to perform this defense

1i
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function, a study was initiated to find a means for providing adequate

protection and defense for future Air Force deployments to hostih:

environments. The study, as approved by the Chief of Staff, USAIF,

recommended that a special base security force, organic to the
r_

USAF, be organized, traiiued and cquipped to perform tlidi functio.i.

Operation SAFE SIDE was an evaluation of this specially trained

and equipped unit of USAF Security Police designed to provide pro-

tection and security of forward air bases. The reports, facts axid

findings of the SAFE SIDE Operation coupled with a current

functional study and recent systems analysis of air base vulnerability

and defense have been used to assist in determining:

a. The optimum size and magy tude of USAF Gombat Security

Police forces;

b. The most effective organization for such forces;

c. The required equipment and tr~dniný for such forces;

d. The basic USAF concepts for the security and limited deiense oa

I air installations located within insurgent environments; and

e. The optimum methods for employing these security forces.

3. _Operation SAFE SIDE. The evaluation of Operation SAFE SiDE

involved two phases: (1) training, and (Z) employment within a

hostile environment. The 104ist USAF Security Police Squao-.on (T)

VZ
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was designalcd and organizcd on 1 July 1966 and ;unCtiO(i as thi

test vehicle for this operation.

The USAF concept for the local ground defense of air instal-

lations located in limited war or insurgent cnvironnje-it• %v.Wa cjM,)i)Vy t-,.

This concept involves the employment af an integrated sector dci cnse

system within a three-ring model of defense in depth with the

specific application of the basic principlcs of defcnse.

The outer ring of the model, generally located along th.2 perinr tcr

of the installation would provide for deterrent wLd dvteeLioui through

the use of barriers and sensors. The middle ring would provide - r

interception and neutralization through the use of mobile reaction

teams. The inner ring would control entry to and provide for static

defense fortifications around vital areas. Varying characteristics

of the individual installation will necessitate minor modification 01

this model.

4. Findings and Recommendations.

a. Concept of Operations:

(1) Finding: The current Air Force concept of the three-

ring defense in depth within the installation perimeter is pragmatic

and sound. (Chapter 3)
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* f(2) Recommendation: That the concept be made a part

of the Aiir Force Doctrine and, future Security Police forc-s be

trained and equipped to carry out this concept.

(3) Finding: Tha-t proposals which provide for centralized

control of the installation defense from a single command post require

unduly sophisticated and costly data processing and display systems.

(4) Recommendadon: That the installation defense be

controlled by sectors, each of which monitors its own sensors and

relays recommendations to the central command post for approval

and implementation.

(5) Finding: Although there are conditions which may require

(• the use of ambush and *other type patrols, these represent less than

ideal solutions to the installation defense problem.

(6) Recommendation- ¶fhat Combat Security Police Units

be trained in patrol tactics but that such patrQls only b used whei,

sufficient men and sensor equipment are not available to fully imple-

rnent thq three-ring defense in depth concept.

(7) Finding: Air support is a vital element of the installation

defense system which can provide additional warning/reaction time for

installation security forces and limit or preempt damage from standoff

4
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w weapons. Appropriate agencies have been tasked to define tac

vehiclC s and tactics rcquircd as an integral part of the installation

defense system. (Chapter 4)

(8) Recommendation: That prebent programs be continued.

b. Organization:

(1) Finding: The 559 man squadron outlined in Annex C

is an effective organization for providing internal defense of air

k bases in limited war environments.

(2) Recommendation: That follow-on Combat Security

Police Squadrons be so organized.

c. Individual Equipment:

(1) Finding: The equipment provided was in excess of that

required for the mission.

r, (2) Recommendation: That the reduced equipment list at

Annex J (Part A) be adopted as standard for the Combat Security

Police Squadron.
d. Organizational Equipment:

(1) Vehicles

(a) Finding: The M-series vehicles were far superior

to the commercial models and are adequate interim vehicles for the

mission. However, better vehicles are required which should be

5
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lighter in weight and have a greater cross-country capability.

(Annex G)

(b) Recommendation: That all future Combat Security

Police Squadrons bc provided M-series vehicles as an interim mea.iurc

and that development efforts be continued to provid a more air-mobile

vehicle with a greater cross-country capability.

(2) Weapns:

(a) Finding: The M-16 with the MX-148 grenade

launcher and the M-60 machine gun were well suited for the mission.

However, both the M-16 and the XM-148 require modifications to

improve their performance. Modifications for the M-16 are already

underway. The XM-148 requires modifications to provide a better

F sight and eliminate the trigger pull problem. There is still a aeed

for increased short range firepower in the installations defense

system. (Annex H)

(b) Recommendation: That the M-16 be accepted as

standard equipment for Combat Security Police Units. That the

XM-148 grenade launcher be modified to eliminate present short-

comings and that efforts be continued to increase the unit firepower

by developing such equipment as the 40 MM grenade cannon.

0
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* B(3) Radios:

(a) Finding: The commercial non-tactical radios

subjected to rough, field handling and prolonged exposurc to adverse

weather conditions fell short of the tactical requirement. The

tactical radios on the other hand had the range, durability aInd

serviceability characteristics desired by a Combat Security Force.

(Annex I)

(b) Recommendation: That a study be initiated to

examine tactical radio sets currently in use within the U. S. Services

and determine which sets best meet the Combat Security Police Force

needs. In the interim, recommend the radios and landline equipment

listed in Annex J (Part B, Section 4), be adopted for Combat Security

Police Squadron use.

e. Unit Traininý:

(1) Finding: The 15 week SAFE SIDE "pilot course" was

satisfactory, and with further refinement and modification car, be

reduced to 10 weeks. There is also a need to give NCOs and officers

a separate course of training to fit them for appointments as Combat

Security Police supervisors.

(2) Recommendation: That a 10 week training course be

approved for airmen being assigned to follow-on Combat Security

Police Squadrons and that NCOs and dfficers be given special separate

training to fit them for supervisory duties.

7iLi
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(3) Finding: Every individual selected for instructional

duties must be formally trained, and selected instructors required

to periodically attend specialized training courses on tactical

security support equipment (TSSE) and support wCalJo0s.

(4) Recomnmendations: (i) Future instructors attend a

formal instructor's training course provided by Ai•- Training Command,

and Air University; (ii) A special course be established to train

selected instructors on the employment, utilization, care, and

maintenance of tactical security support equipment, and (iii) Selected

instructors periodically attend specialized weapons courses.

(5) Findig: 15% of the airmen assigned to the 1041st USAF

* •"Security Police Squadron (T) were eliwminated for either lack of

j .motivation . unsatisfactory physical standard.

(6) Recommendation: Personnel assigned to follow-on

Combat Security Police Squadrons be specially selected to meet the

rigorous training standards.

- (7) Finding: It was not possible to maintaigi proficiency in

iI
assigned primary AFSC during the training and test phases of Operation

SAFE SIDE, therefore, Hq USAF agreed to remove all personnel from

OJT during this period.

(8) Recommendation: A separate UTS and SKT be developed

[8



for Combat Security Police personnel and an AFSC shredout or

AFSC prefix or suffix be accomplished to ensure their recognition.

1. SCcuriLy Police Do;s:

(I) Findin." The scout dog is excellent for patrol missions,

however, as Conb at Security Police operations will normally be

limited to within the base perimeter the sentry dog is con6idered

more suitable.

(2) Recommendation: Tha; Combat Security Police Squadrons

be provided with sentry dogs to the ratio recommended in Aninux C.

g. Tactical Security Surport Equipment (TSSE)

(1) Finding: Surveillance and detection equipment signi-

ficantly enhances the capability of the security forces to detect

threats emanating from beyond the inst;4l1ation perimeter. However,

presently available sensors are unable to adequately discriminate

between a threat and a non-threat, even when employed in mnixes.

Therefore, sensors must be located so that the discrimination

function can be inferred, or backed up by security forces to performn

the discrimnninadon function.

(2) Recommendation: (i) Sensors presently being procured fo'"

use in RVN should be continued at an accelerated rate; R&D efforts

must be continued to up-date technology and seek new and diversified

techniques; and (ii) The TSSE list congained in Annex J, Part C, be
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approved for the Combat Security Police Squadrons.

h. Communications

(1) Finding: The base defense Command and Control systern

must be suppo,:ted by a tactical security communications netwvork _

which is independent of other base communications. This requircnt

is vital to insure non-interference with and prevent overloading of

these communications systems during attacks.

(2) Recommendation: That present development efforts to

provide this communications capability be continued at an accelerated

pace.

i. Standoff Weapon Attacks

(i) Finding: There is no adequate system for coping with

C. standoff weapon attacks.

(2) Recommendation: Although this responsibility has been

assigned to the Army by JCS direction, the USAF must continue to

press for an early solution to this problem. Special emphasis should

I oe given-to testing the feasibility of the terminal defense proposals.

10
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Chapter 2

INTRODUCTION

1. Background. Even before the Air Force became involved in the

current Vietnam conflict con-manders had been plagued with the problem

of base defense. As a result of USAF experience during the Korcearn

War the Air Force launched a massive ground defense training effort

under the 355 series of Air Force directives. However, a few years

after the Korean stalemate this program slowly began to deteriorate.

In 1956 these directives were rescinded and during the years follow-

ing little was done by the Air Force in the area of base defense.

2. Until early 1964, Air Force activities in Vietnam were limited to

( •an assistance role implemented by the Military Assistance Advisory

Group, There was no requirement for USAF Security Police support

of •MAAG activities. During 1964, concurrent with the increased

insurgency activities, the MAAG was replaced by the Military Assist-

ance Command, Vietnam, thus increasing USAF advisory activities.

The Air Force recognized a new situation which required operation

from air bases located in a hostile environment. In August 1964,

the Chief of Staff, in a memorandum to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, noted

that the heavy concentration of U. S. aircraft on Vietnamese bases

would provide a prime target for the enemx y and questioned the

()
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capability of Vietnamese Air Base Secullity Forces to dcfcnd these

bases. The Chicf of Staff recommended the repositioning of

certain aircraft to Thailand to reduce bamc vulnerability, This

concern was confirmed by the attack on Bien Hoa in November 1964.

On ZZ December 1964, the Commander of 13th Air Force commented:

"The only way off-base mortar and small arms fire can be prevented

from attacking our aircraft is for the U. S. Army or U. S. Marines

to occupy the area surrounding there airfields, we can't depend on

the RVN to accomplish this, and it would take at least a battalion

of U. S. troops to do the job adequately. No increase in Air Police

personnel, 10, 100, or 500 can accomaLish this job because they

are not trained, organized or equipped (or this type operation ....

.3. In December 1964, the Chief of Stat approved a CINCPAC request

for additional USAF Security Police to 1xnprove security of Republic

of Vietnam air bases, but advised the 4NCPAC and the JCS that

this measure failed to solve the t'areats to U. S. resources and only

forceful action to insure perimeter deforuse, coupled with Security

Police augmentation would materially reduce vulnerability. Subse-

quently, numerous attempts were rmade by CSAF through the Joint

Chiefs of Staff to obtain additional gr'vOd force support.

1Z
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4. By February 1965, the conflict in Vietnam has escalated to

the point whcrc tactical Air Force units were boiLg dupluyed to

Vietnam for full-scale operations. Concurrently, it became evident

that the Air Force required a rapid and bubstantial increase in its

capability to secure its installations against the mounting threat.

5. In August 1965, the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, USAF,

requested The Inspector General conduct a detailed security survey

of all ba3es in Southeast Asia which contained USAF resources.

.n addition to pointing out that current USAF Security Police were

not adequately organized, trained or equipped to provide for the

security defense task required in an insurgent environment, the

survey revealed that US ground forces in RVN would not be committed

-to static defense of air bases. This survey also indicated that USAF

resources located on air bases in RVN were subject to three types

of thhreat. These were: (i) internal threats - those involving theft,

espionage, and sabotage, (ii) perimeter threats - those concerned

with raids for diversion, harassment, destruction: or resupply;

and (iii) exterior threats - standoff attacks employing recoilless

rifles, mortars and/or rockets of increasingly longer ranges (now

out to approximately 14 km). It was also learned during this period

that U, S. Army and other friendly ground forces in RVNI could not

13
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be spared to provide static defenses of air bases and other critical

facilities.

"6. In December 1965, COMUSM-ACV called for "a greatur level of

participation in sclf-defense by every element and every individuLi"

within his command, lie pointed out that he could not afford to use

his combat battalions in a purely static defense role. He told

subordinate units they would have to perform a defensive role. -This

was to include patrolling, the establishing of outposts, and provio. -,g

of their own reaction forces.

7. During the period July 1964 to January 1966, Air Force Cornandcrs

were making efforts to shore-up internal close-in security through the

r use of TDY security police and base augmentees. During the and

.quarter of FY 66 security police manpower inputs for RVN were

increased from 148 to 2880. By the ead of January 1966, sufficient

security police were available to provide adequate close-in protection

for USAF resources at the four original bades, i. e., Tan Son NLhut,

Bien Hoa, Da Nang and Nha 'frang. However, it was not until mid-

March with the arrival of necess&ry equipment, construction of

facilities, and the initiation of a security training program did these

personnel represent a competent security force.

14
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t 8, Though the internal security capability had greatly increased,

the problem uf deffeinu agaiinst an overt ... ack at the basec , ,e-mte

remained entirely unresolved. Additioilly, the problem of

dcfending the base against mortar, recoilless rifle, and rocket

attack remained and has continued to remain prevalent. 'iChcse

inadequacies resulted in a continuation of overt attacks by small

hostile forces which penetrated base perimeters, attacking priority

resources and inflicting casualties against USAF personnel. Mortar,

recoilless rifle and rocket attacks also continued causing severe

damage to USAF resources and personnel.

9. In November 1965, The Inspector General directed that a formal

study be conducted to analyze the problem of security of air instal-

.lations located in hostile environinents with a view toward develop-

ing Air Force doctrines and concepis for air base defense. The

concept which was developed visualized the formulation of a base defense

organization designed to provide a growmd defense capability against

an insurgent threat. It was advocated tiat the Air Force establish

a special security police force equipped and trained to perform the

function of air base defense.

10. In April 1966, the Chief of Staff directed that a special security

police unit be formed, trained, and employed in an active combat

15.8



S. theater. This project was designated Operation SAFE SIDE.

11. Objectiv. The objective of Operation SAFE SIDE was to

evaluate within an active combat theater the adequacy of the concept,

training, equipment and tactics of USAF Security Police organization

designed to provide security for Air Force installations and resources

in an insurgent environment.

12. Command and Control. The 1041st USAF Security Strike Force

Test Squadron, later redesignated the 1041st.USAF Security Police

Squadron (T), was organized and designated on I July 1966. It

functioned as a field extension of The Inspector General, Headquarters

USAF, under the operational control of the Director of Security

j f Police. This unit was tasked with:

a. Evaluating advanced security equipment including intrusion

detection/surveillance devices, communications equipment, weapons,

and vehicles.

b. Evaluating Air Force security police training methods and

requirements for the local ground defense of air bases.

c. Acquiring the experience necessary to develop Air Force

doctrine for air bases located in limited war or insurgent environ-

mnents.

13. Purpose. Operation SAFE SIDE was conducted in two phases:

training and employment.

16



S a. Phase I - Training (5 Sep - 16 Dec 66). The primary

purpose of this phase was to equip and train the 1041st Security

Police Squadron for deployment to an aii installation in RVN - and

to evaluate the Air Force's ability to conduct such training.

b. Phase II - Operational Deployment (16 Jan - 4 July). During

this phase of Operation SAFE SIDE the 1041st Security Police

Squadron was deployed to Phu Cat Air Base, RVN, and was assigned

to the Commander, 37th Combat Support Group (PACAF). The.

squadron was placed under the operatioaL1 control of the Installation

Director of Security Police and tasked ta provide surveillance and

protection in depth along specified sectozs of the base perimeter.

r •To accomplish this task the unit employed tactical security support

*equipment along selected portions of Kho hase perimeter, established

observation/listening posts, conduttei meon patrols and ambushes,

and provided a mobile security reaction Eorce for deployment within

their assigned TAOR.

14. Combat Security Police Functiona1l udy. In January 1967, the

Chief of Staff directed that a functional shidy be initiated to determine

the size and nature of the USAF Security Police forces required for

the defense of future Air Force resources located in hostile environ-

ments. The study recommended that a combat security force

17



consisting of 10 squadrons of 559 men plts supervisory personnel

El be developed over a five-year period. in addition the study recom-

mended the establishment of a combat security police training

center. The Chief of Staff approved the study and cirected that

action be initiated to implement the USAF Combat Security Program

as proposed. However, the procurement of resources was to be

held at a five squadron level with the establishment of a training

base and staff to support a program capable of growing to ten

squadrons by the end of FY 1973. The Tactical Air Command was

designated single manager to administer, train, and deploy the

security police forces.

15. This force will be designed primarily to provide security

* support for USAF tactical units deployed to bare bases in hostile

environments. Combat security police units will be deployed in

advance of, or concurrent with, the combat units. In addition to

its primary mission this force will be capable of:

a. Providing augmentation support for other security police

forces under emergency operations.

b. Providing defense/security for minor installations, such as

deployed radar or mobile cornmunications units.

18



r c. Aiding civil control in the protection of U.S. interests and

property.

d. Providing security for USAF units on deploymunt exercises.

e. Developing or evaluating tactics, doctrines and equipment

"for the defense of air bases.

f. Providing ground combat training for other USAF clemcrntb.

g. Providing security and search parties in the event of nuclear

incidents.

h. Providing additional security forces for CONUS dispersal

plans and to furnish emergency security for SAC missile sitcs.

16. These forces will employ the USAF concept for the security o:

f air bases in limited war or insurgent environments. This concept

.is based upon a three-ring model of defense in depth. The outer

ring would provide for deterrence and detection through use of fences,

mines, and sensors. The middle ring would provide for interception

and neutralization using mobile reaction teams. The inner ring

would control entry to and provide for static defense fortifications

around restricted areas. Varying characteristics of individual

irnstallations will require minor modification of this model.

17. The combat security squadron force is not designed to operate

without external defense support, nor to cope with standoff enemy

19
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weapons without air support, nor to deal with enemy forces larger

than company size.

20
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Chapter 3

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONiS

1. USAF Limited War Insurgency Threat Model. In formulating

an operational concept for the ground defense of air installaticni.;

located within a limited war or insurgent environment first con-

sideration must be given to the threat. The following threat model,

used as the basis for current USAF air installation ground defense

doctrine, was based predominantly on the threats associated with

an evolving insurgent - limited war environment. This threat is

that of clandestine operations conducted within a limited war area

or insurgent environment to achieve destruction or damage to USAF

forces, weapon systems or other resources. For the purpose of

.security and local ground defense, the term "clandestine operations"

has been adopted to denote those forms of enemy actions that are

considered to deal with actions of the enemy who approach their

target area covertly or with actual intent concealed (such as infil-

trating the indigenous working force on base with intent to commit

sabotage or the covert movement of a band of guerrillas into an

area adjacent to an instailation with the intent to raid or fire upon

the installation). This threat is further considered in the following

context: (i) Internal threats - those invclving theft, sabotage and

21
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espionage; (ii) Perimeter threats - those concerned with raids on

the installation, and (iii) Exterior threats - standoff attacks

employing recoilless rifles, mortars and/or rockcts.

2. Air Installation Defense - Geographic.-l Zones. It is contzidered

convenient for the purpose of explanation and discussion, to relate

the techniques and operations of air installation defense to one or

more of three separate geographic areas:

a. External Defense Zone - area outside the air installation

boundary.

b. Perimeter Defense Zone - area within the immediate vicinity

of the installation boundary.

c. Internal Defense Zone - sensitive or vital areas within the

installation.

I 3. External Defense Zone. This area should be the early warning

zone where surveillance is maintained to detect any possible prepa-

rations for attack, against which appropriate counteractions can be

taken. The existence of such a demonstrated surveillance/detection

and reaction capability will in itself be a deterrent to enemy action;

These external defenses serve the purpose of deterring the enemy,

detecting undeterred actions, and bringing the enemy force under

fire. ideally, this zone should extend out from the installation for

22(4
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C
a distaince at least equal to the maximum effective range of the

weapons known to be in the possession of the eCnemy.

4. Perimeter Defense Zone. The concept of a perimeter defense

line is based on the accepted procedure of firmly fixing and engaging

the attacking element to prevent its access to the installation. This

is based on the fact that in almost all, cases a partial penetration or

an attack upon an air installation has a great likelihood of seriously

inhibiting or negating the junction for which the installation exists.

Therefore, -perimeter area defense should not be predicated upon

the concept of yielding the installation to the attacker with the intent

of regaining it by counterattack. That is, generally the perimeter

zone should be prepared to conduct a defense in place. Therefore,

-this zone will in most cases be prepared with fortifications and

barriers that will assist in directly destroying or repelling the

aggressor.

5. Internal Defense Zone. Within this zone which includes the

installation's vital, resources and facilities, basic internal security

principles are applied. In addition, established practices regarding

protective measures as reflected in current directives are applied

as required.

23



C 6. Rcsponsibilitics. In almost evcry coniceivable limited war or

insurgency area which the USAF has found, or will find itself,

the area in-mediately adjacent to and surrounding the air installation

(TAOR) will be the responsibility of one or more friendly ground

force commanders. Thus the installation commander will be

responsible for the security and defense of the area within the

defined perimeter of the installation. This division of responsibility

though subject to controversy, has the advantage of being based on

clean-cut geographical divisions. However, regardless of the

strength of the internal or external forces, it is important that the

installation defense organizational structure be so unified to ensure

adequate control over all the forces by a single command center.

7. USAF Concept of Local Ground Defense. Insurgent strategy

in attacking an air installation which houses an obviously stronger

military force has been to draw on the element of surprise and the

ability to concentrate forces at the weak point in the installation

defenses. inasmuch as the insurgent relies heavily on ourpr:ie a1k

rapid approach, penetration, attack, and withdrawal, the value and

need of effective surveillance and quick reacting security forces is

readily apparent.

8. The USAF concept for the local ground defense of air installations

24



involves tie employment of an integrated scctor dcfense systern

within a three-ring model of defense in depth with the specific

application of the basic principles of defense. Tfie outer ring- of

the model, generally located along the perimeter of the inbtallatiua,

would provide for deterrence and detection thi-ough the use of

barriers and sensors. The middle ring would provide for inter-

ccption and neutralization through the use of mobile reaction tenam,-;.

The inner ring would control entry to and provide for static defeCeIc

fortifications around vital areas. Varying characteristics of the indi-

vidual installations will necessitate minor modifications of this

model. For example, at some installations one or more of these

r ings may merge.withinla sector(s).

"-9' I: inust be Llearly'understood that this concept of operation does

not infer that any two installation defense systems can or will be

identical, There is no standard to be followed. The defense system

of every air installation must be "tailor-made" to suit each location.

10. T11e evaluation of security/defense systems employing this

concept revealed that:

a. In terms of concept, the general principles of internal security

operations (i. e., close-in protection, circulation controls, support in

depth, detection and reaction) are fully valid for the limited war

25
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security - defense capability being sought. Similarly, established

Air Force policies regarding protection measures (passive defense)

are valid.

b. It is essential that the. perimeter of an installation be

defended to provide the needed threat deterrent and minimize the

chances of the penetration type attack. These forces must be provided

with an all-weather defensive capability.

c. Presently employed internal security system techniques have

been generally effective against internally generated threats. How-

ever, with a more effective perimeter system, the numbers of

internal security personnel presently required probably can be re-

C duced.

d. Evaluation of security communications, comir.and and control

systems has concluded that a tactical security communications

network, independent of other base communications activities, is

required in order to exercise rigid control of all elements of the

installation defense system. This includes the requirement that the

system be provided with discrete allocation of radio frequencies to

avoid interference with other communications functions being carried

out on the installation.
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c. At the present time no adequate system is available to

provide ,-at dtection of standoff attack threats. Addit'onal

development effort along these lines to include the development of

not only a preempt but tcrminal defense system is required. In

the interim improved intelligence systems appear to offer the

best, most rapid means of providing pre-attack information.

I2
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Chapter 4

UNIT OR-GANI•ZATION

I. The Threat. The main ground threat to a forward operating base

will come from sinall groups of enemy who have avoided or filtcred

through the external defense forces. These groups (probably of

7 up to Army Company strength) may be local guerrilla forces or

highly trained commando-type troops. They avoid pitched battles

and are masters in the art of surprise attack. A forward air base

complex offers an attractive target for enemy troops of this category.

2. Mission. The mission of the Combat Security Police Squadron

must be to ensure that the work of the forward operating base con-

tinues with the minimum interruption from enemy ground forces.

.The organization herein postulated is the absolute minimum required

at a base to satisfy this aim.

3. Faccors Considered. In arriving at the proposed squadron organ-

izatior. tie following factors were considered:

a. The three-ring, sector base defense model already described

in this report.

b. The present RVN threat model where the area to be defended

varies from 4.I/2 - 9 square miles to accommodate a 5000 - 9000

z8
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foot airstrip (7 - 14 mile perimeter).

c *. .h. Bar Base Security concept when it is es~ential for

combat security units to deploy to the FOB with, or in advance of,

the initial Air Force unit.

d. Command and control requirements.

e. The employment of support weapons, scout dogs, surveil-

lance and detection equipment.

4. SAFE SIDE Organization. During the training phase of Operation

SAFE SIDE several alternate models were evaluated. The one

selected for tne operational phase was further refined to meet the

particular security needs of the developing air base and permit the

F operational evaluation to continue. In brief, the 104lst Security

Police Squadron fighting elements consisted of an Observation and

Surveillance Flight (I officer and 37 airmen), a Close Combat

Flight (Z officers and 78 airmen), a Weapons Support Flight (I officer

and 31 airmen), an Operations Section (I officer and 21 airmen)

and a Scout Dog Section (15 airmen).

5. Future Organization. The recommended future organization is

shown at Annex C. It comprises a 559 man squadron of three

Field Flights (6 officers and 16i airmen each), a Tactical Headquarters
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(3 offi(.ers and 4 airmen) and a Headquarters Administrative Flight

(51 airmen). employing an optimum balance of officers, NCOs and

airmen to provide effective control and experience at all levels.

6. The squadron package is designied to:

a. Be readily air transportable.

J ib. Provide a continuing 24 hour defense capability.

I c. Give maximum flexibility in the utilization of manpower and

firepower.

d. Deploy either as a complete unit or as tactical sub-units with

F the capability to react immediately on arrival ;at the FOB.

e. Allow breakdown into three independent flights and a tactical

headquarters for employment in either primary or secondary roles.

.7. The Combat Security Police Squadron and Independent Field

Flight personnel summary charts are shown at Annexes D and E,

respectively.

3
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Chapter 5

MATERIEL

1. The equipment provided for Operaltion SAFE SIDE wva 0 i;. CXccss-

of that needed by a -00 man combat security unit since the exact

requirement could not be determined prior to the test, and because

many of the items being evaluated were new to the Air Force. items

are categorized under three main headings, namely, individual,

organizational and tactical security support equipment (TSSE). This

chapter covers the first two categoric.s, and TSSE being largely in

a development and trials stage is treated separately in Chapter 8.

Z. Individual Equipment.

a. The majority of this equipment was issued Lo all assigned

personnel in October/November 1966 during the training phase in

Hawaii. Thereafter it was maintained by the individual until the

operational phase was completed in July 1967. In all it was subjected

to approximately eight months continuous use and generally proved

adequate in both quantity and quality.

, b. Three types of field uniform, two types of combat boot and

a baseball type fatigue hat were the subject of special evaluation. It

was concluded that the most practical uniform for use by combat

security personnel in tropical climates was the camouflage fatigues,
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the tropical combat boot and a camouflage hat maidc of soft material

with an all round bill. A summary of individual issued equipment

and clothing test results can be found at Annex F.

3. Organizational Equipment.

a. Vehicles. The vehicles selected for Operation SAYE SIDE

were from the military series. They were used on very rough

terrain, varying from shallow rice paddies to unbroken country.

All vehicles performed well and coped with the adverse weather

and ground conditions. However, as was expected, evcn the four

wheel drive vehicles could not negotiate the deep mud and rice

paddies after tropical downpours. Only the M-113 armed personnel

carrier could surmount these hazards. Detailed vehicle performance

data is contained in Annex G.

b. WeaPons. The M-16 rifle and M.-60 machine gun were

selected as the basic weapons for the test. Both proved ideal for

use by combat security units. They are lightweight, reliable,

durable and capable of producing the desired firepower. The only

shortcoming is the incompatibility of the ammunition. A completc

analysis of all weapons is in Annex H.

c. Housekeeping Equipment. This included administrative and

billeting equipment that is in general use within the Air Force. With
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exception of tentage this equipment was satisfactory. Tents were

Iarge, heavy and not readl!y air t r;ansportable. Furthermore.

erection was a lengthy process and improvements were costly in

materials, manpower and time. The requirement is for a hlail,

six man, lightweight tent that can be erected and disassembled

rapidly. Recommended scales of issue are in Annex J.

d. Radios and Landline. Commercial non-tactical radios,

US Army tactical radios and a landlinc system were used during the

operational phase. Tse commercial radios were the same type as

those used for all USAF non-tactical radio nets in the CONLT5; for

which use they are most satisfactory. However, then subj-cted to

( rough, field handling and prolonged exposure to adverse weather

conditions; for which they were not designed, they fell short of the

tactical requirement. The tactical radios on the other hand had the

range, durability and serviceability characteristics desired by a

combat security force. The landline system was successfully

employed for both operational and administrative tasks. The only

limitation was found to be the 12 drop switchboard. This was

rectified by acquiring further boards. A detailed account of radios

is in Annex I.

e. General Equipment. This includes all organizational equipment
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not falLing into any of the foregoing categories. In common with

housekeeping equipment is in general service use and not subject -o

suitability comment. The recommended scale of issue may be

found in the equipment list in Anncx J.

4. Conclusions.

a. The equipment selected for the test allowed a realistic

evaluation to be made and enabled the Air Staff to arrive at the oDtirnum

needs for future Combat Security Squadrons.

b. The test results confirmed the suitability of much of the

equipment, highlighted certain deficienciezs and provided useful and

timely information which assisted greatly in the production of the

-f • future squadron equipment list. Furthermore, the results proved

that in general, the individual and organizational equipment selected

from the USAF and US Army Inventories will satisfy the Combat

Security Force needs.

5. Recommendations. It is recommended that (i) the equipment

list in Annex J be adopted as standard for Combat Security Poiice

Squadrons, (ii) a study be initiated to examine tactical radio sets.

currently in use within the US Services and determine which sets

best meet the Combat Security Police Force needs.
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Chapter 6

TRAI"NING

1. Intrudiuctioi. Operationi S`AFE SIDE rcolilred the aievelopmecnt

of a traini g program which would prepare the I04ist USAlT

Security Police Squadron to fulfill its role as a ';LcXt" ground

defense un-mit for the Air Force installations located in a limited war

insurgent environment. In addition, and equally important, Ope-ration

SAFE SIDE call'ýd for an evaluation to be subsequently tc:wted in

combat, of the Air Force capability to conduct iucia trariing. Based

upon this criteria, lessons learned in Vietnam and using seiected

trainir.g material from the Infantry School and the Ranger Course

at Ft Benning, Ga. , a comprehensive 15 week training program was

ýlevelopcd. This program was aimed at pioducing a unit capable of

conducting hard hitting ground defensive operations, arcund the

clock, day or right over all tpes of terrain.

Z. Discussion.

Sa. Training Program. The 15 week training program dcevelo--)Dc

in the Directorate of Security Police wa.. composed of three phases

I tiaining.

(I) Phase I - academic subjects presented in a classroom

atmosphere. This provided the student witl knowledge of basic
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subjects such as air ground operations, field sanitation, chemical

warfare, and also provided the theory aipect re(4uircd for trainin-Y

in weapons and tactics which wcre also conductcd in this phase ofi

training.

(2) Phase 11 - covercd field training for the student body

conducted or monitored by cadre instructors. This phasec also

covered unit field training after the cadre instructorb an.d student,

body were integrated into the organization as it ,\ouald function duri:g

thc operational phase.

(3) Phase 111 - covered orientation of the scjuadrcj,. n-cn~bcro

with the base and surrounding area whiich would be thc location ior

the operational phase of opoiation SAFE S17D'-. Thiuiincue I

'detailed iamiliarization with the terrain andicr(l ~ r~ fcature2 of

tie area '.ising maps, aerial pniotog4rajihs annl 5-nn6 tn1,,',. A mnore

detailed coverage of specific subjects ta~ight is curnLi-.tain . -- xic H.

b. Course Design. Th-. organization ,;,(A deoign OL a traln-

program must have the end! product in mind at al! .irrs. 1, , canno,

be expected that all rans be taught tion saie subjea',c at tchw aric

level of co aopetence. For example, a fire tar d m fober who .;6 an

AiC or below need not learn as much about leadership and tactics
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as should his NGO or officer supervisor, It is also important

that the airman, NCO and officer students remain segregated while

undergoing training and :ihould not be trained together except when

entering a uniL training phase.

c. Individual Proficiency Evaluation. During the training

phase of SAFE SIDE, three types of individual proficiency evaiuation

were periodically required as a method of gauging the progress of

each student as the training progressed. In addition, a :o.nbat

water survival test was adrrninistered to determine V.'hi1n individuals

were weak or non-swimmers so that added precautions coula be

taken to insure their safety while working in or around water. A

( more detailed discussion of each of these tests is contained in

"Annex L.

d. Cadre Training. The training program called for instruction

in several areas for which the US Air Force had no training referonces;

10Z example, the SI n mOLrtar. TO ensure the p!opel iI,brUrL:cLon

was given, selected personnei were sent to existing service schools

that taught the required subject. This special cadre training is

reviewed in detail in Annex M.

e. Instructors. It was originally planned that 45 instructo.-s

would be needed to conduct the training program. However, aL no
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time during the training phase were that many available. At the

onset of training, 29 instructors were in place at the training site.
V

By mid-October the number had increased to 35. A breakdown of

the instructors and their qualifications is as follows;

(1) In place at the onset of training:

19 personnel who had graduated from or completed

US Army Ranger School including four who had also completed the

O'Neal course in combatives.

2 ,raduates of the Special Infantry Wereapons Course.

2 qualified small arms weapons instructors.

4 personnel who had been injured in Ranger training

and were not recycled.

2 launguage specialists.

(2) Additional personnel in place by mid-October:

t 4 more personnel who had completed Ranger School.

2 more personncl who had been iijari.d in Ranger

Training School and were not recycled.

(3) This shortage of instructors was further complicated

by the fact that only four of the thirty-five had received formal

instructor training.
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(4) A further complication to the shortage of instructors

was the fact that the officers and several of the higher ranking

NCOs.had to be used in supervisory capacities zlid their availability

as instructors was limited.

(5) These factors combined, resulted in a ies• than idual

situation and were as serious a problem as the equipment shortages.

It is certain that a more efficient, better organized and more iro-

fessional training programn would have been possible with a larger

group of well qualified instructors had time permittud proper in-

structor selection and training. Nevertheless, the training program

was satisfactorily presented as shown by the units performance in

F the operational phase.

f. Attrition. Seven Personnel were eliminated for lack of

motivation, 3 for disciplinary reasons, 2 for humanitarian reasons

and 12 for physical disqualification for a total of 24 or an attrition

rate of 151/o. This is an unacceptable rate and reflects the need for

the establishment of selection criteria which must be adhered to

if proficient Combat Security Police units are to be maintained.

g. OJT Training. In anticipating the problems involved in

providing proficiency training during the SAFE SIDE test, within an

individual's primary AFSC, an agreement was made with Hq USAF
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to remove all persunnel from OJT for the duration of the test

program. During the training phase the unit -•as advised that OJT

participation would be required. This action was, however, delayed

until the units arrival at the operational test site. A problem not

anticipated was the assigi.ment of 19 three level air policemen

to Operation SAFE SIDE. The assignment of three level air police-

men by PACAF was contrary to the selection criteria established

by Hq USAF. Although previous experience in the Air Police career

field was considered essential as a prerequisite for assignment,

the units mission and concept of operations provide no means for

rmaintain ... g proficiency in thc career field. The problem of trying

to maintain proficiency in assigned primary AFSC versus proficiency

in the units mission requirements will continue to be a problem

until there is a shredout of 811XX AFSC or a separate AFSC

4 established if the combat security poiice concept is established.

3. Conclusions and RecommendaLions.

a SAFE SIDE training progran-, content was satisfactory as

evidenc -i by the performance of the SAFE SIDE u it during its

operations_ phase. Although this course of training was 15 weeks

in length, it must be realized that this was a "pilot course" and

i~4.0F
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S refinements and modifications based on lessons learned point tow-ard

a more comprehensive course of 10 weeks in length. urthermore,

it is recornrcnded that NCO and officuiý btudents be given separate

training from airmen to fit them for appcintments as Combat Security

Police supervisors.

b. This unit had on] 4 qualified, formally trained instructors.

The need is for every individual selected as arn instructor to have

these formal qualifications. Furthermore, there will be neriodic

needs for selected instructor attendance at training course.; to ensure

currency in specialized subject matter required for this training.

c. Personnel te be assigned or selected to the Combat Security

Police Force must bc both mentally and physically fit to acce!pt

.this rigorous training.
4,

a. To ensure airmen career progression is not jeopardized a

separate UTS and SKT must be developed for Combat Security Police

personnel. In addition, an AFSC shredout or AFSC prefix e-r Suflix

mnus't be accomplished to ensure this recognition.
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Chapter 7

SECURITY POLICE DOGS

1. Sentry Dogs. In RVN, senntry dogs and handler teams have proven

to be a key element in patrolling perimeter areas and the miore remnote

regions within the base boundary. Their use on perimeter patrol

greatly reduces the benefits which might otherwise accrue to the

enemy through his skillful use of darkness, vegetation, and natural

or man made terrain features, Publicizing the presence of the dogs -

letting them be seen in the vicinity of the air base and in adjoining

communities - adds to their deterrent value.

2. Scout Dogs. In order to provide improved detection and early

warning on patrols, observation/listening posts, and to assist in the

detection of tunnels harboring arms, food caches, and/or enemy

personnel, the scout dog was employed and tested by the 1041st

Security Police Squadron.

a. Fourteen newly purchased German Shepherd dogs, originally

programmed for sentry dog training, were selected for scout dog

training. Since the USAF did not have a scout dog training program and

the US Army Scout Dog School could not accommodate the training

requirement in the time available, a program was established at

Lackland AFB. Three Army instructors, assigned to the USAF Sentry

Dog course, who had previous experience with the Army Scout Dog
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S program, served as instructors for the program.

b, Handlers were sclected for the test progr.tm from volun-

teers who were former honor graduates of the USAF Sentry Do!.

Handlers course. Upon completion of scout dog training prograrn.

handlers and dogs joined the 1041st in Hawaii for the SAFE SIDE

unit training program.

c. The scout dogs and handlers were shipped to the tcst bitc

as a part of the advanced party to acclimatize the dogs. Though a

30-day acclimation period was set asidc, the dogs were ready to work

within a 4 to 6 day period. This was also true at I 3 training site in

Hawaii. ]a.ied on previous experience in RVN dogs should be

acclimated under most conditions within 14 days if proper protection

•and control is provided.

d. The scout dogs were used on 36 patrols (401 hours), 54

ambush/blocking force positions (447 hours), 430 outposts (3108

hours and 15. camp security patrols (1606 hours). During the test

period a total of 49 dog days were lost due to nonavailability oi

handlers who were sick or injured and 41 dog days were lost because

of ill dogs.

3. Conclusions. The following conclusions were reached:

a. The scout dog as a means of providing detection and early
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warning on patrols - outposts, etc., greatly enhanced the capability

of the security unit.

b. It was felt that the dog and handler could have been more

quickly integrated in the unit training program if the handlers had

receivcd prior SAFE SIDE type individual training or if the scout

dog instructors had been subjected to both individual and unit SAFE.

SIDE training.

c. The employment of the scout dog on a listening post during

the hours of darkness providats such positions with almost all the

capabilities of the same positions during daylight hours. Although

during the hours of darkness visual observation is considerably

reduced, the utilization of the dog's smelling and hearing senses

)rnakes up for a good portion of this loss.

d. Results of the SAFE SIDE test indicate that it would be

highly desirable to have patrol dogs that are capable of attacking,

f preferably on silent command. In this respect tLe sentry dog's

value must not be underestimated. He is vicious, will attack on

command, has proven to be invaluable in RVN and best suited for

the internal security mission under both normal and limited war

conditions.
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4. R"t, cornm-encdatiaon. That sentrxy clovgs he v .nblisbod for -ise

Combat Security Police Squadron.

I
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Chapter 8

TACTICAL SECURITY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

1. General. Various types of tactical security support equipment

have been designed to assist security forces detect infiltration

attempts into vital areas or installations. Results of tests conducted

by 7th AF in RVN, including the SAFE SIDE test, have shown that

surveillance and detection equipment significantly enhance the

j effectiveness of security forces to defend against enemy ground

threats emanating from beyond installation perimeters. This equip-

ment is potentially more effective and reliable than both personnel

I and dogs during periods of darkness. It is anticipated that when

perfected this equipment will replace sentries and dogs performing

surveillance tasks at the base perimeter and over remote area9 on

the base. This will then permit more effective employment of

available security forces in a response role.

2. Conclusions. Despite the high potential of tactical security support

equipment, it is only a more sophisticated aid for security forces.

Its value is therefore directly proportional to the skill of the users

and the manner in which it is employed.

3. The performance characteristics and techniques differ in each

type of equipment. Therefore, a mix of equipment should be used
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employing more than one detection technique. Furthermore, a

single line of detection equipment should not be used until per-

formance is perfected and a high degree of reliability is established.

4. An effective communications system is required to collect,

ai,•lyze and display the information so that decisior~s can be quickly

made. This display should be maintained at defense sector level

and monitored at the CSC.

5. None of the equinments presently offer a reliable discrimin-ation

capability which will permit operators to identify the specific

cause of the alarm. Likewise, they are all subject to false alarms.

All are limited, in varying degrees, by the type of soil in which they

can be emplanted, by terrain, by the presence of other electrical/

"electronic elements, and by the amount of activity in the area in

which emplaced. Certain types are only suitable for sernipermanent

or permanent installation which requires the use of digging equipment,

a labor force, and considerable time. Others can be quickly and

easily emplaced, arAd some, as in the case of liaht intensification

devices, are hand held. As a result of these constraints and to

ii~sure effective defense, installation and employment plans for TSSE

should be carefully engineered for each base and for Combat Security

Police Units.
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4r 6. A detailed analysis of each type of equipment tested by the

,•1041.3t cur��ty .o.Uce Squa±'•oi, is at Axiavx N.

"7. Recommendations. It is recommended that:

a. TSSE presently being procured be provided for security

-orces in hostile environments on a continuing basis.

b. Efforts be continued to upgrade and improve thcec equip-

ments.

C. R&D efforts be continued to update technology and seek

new and diversified techniques.

d. Major emphasis be placed on airborne application of sur-

veillance and detection techniques.

e. Selection, installation, and checkout of this equipment for

individual bases be done on an integrated system basis, to include

a command and control element.

f. An integrated program for air base defense be developed.

This program to be comprised of airborne/ground-base equipment,

security forces. command -nd contiol, selective penailty and

suppression techniques, and defense concepts and doctrines.

g. A surveillance and detection system be developed specifi-

cally for combat security forces.
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h. A program be established to fornmally train security forcesf

a on the employment and opcratoion of UtheF equipments.

-! i. The TSSE list contained in Annex J, Part C, be approved

for Combat Security Police Squadrons.

r
L £
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Chapter 9

AIR SUPPORT (U)

1. (13) Introduction. During tho Operationa StA]E SID' test pcriud.

experience was gained in the area of close aiir support for a tactical.

security force. This chapter will cover the planning for air support,

evaluation of the three types of aircraft utilized, and recommendations

for future operations.

2. (C) Planning. In order to acquire air support for Operation SAFE

SIDE, a. meeting was held on 20 February 1967, at the Tactical Air

Control Cc;nter (TACC), Tan Son Nhut Air Base, RVN. As a result

"of this meeting the 4th Air Commando Squadron, 1ltui Air Commando

Wing, Nha Trang Air Base, RVN, was designated as the organization

.to furnish nightly AC-47 "Dragonship" cap over Phu Cat Air Base.

Several requirements had to be met before the cap would be

utilized effectively. These are:

a. To fire within the base TAOR, a curlew zone had to be

established. This zone was established with the approval of the

Binh Dinh, Phu Cat, An Nhon and Binh Khe District Chiefs. The

curfew hours were set up from 1900 to 0600 daily. (NOTE: A curfew

zone is a designated area where during the specified hours all

unauthorized personnel entering may be shot upon detection.)

50
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' b. In order to control the AC-1t7, a tactic;l call si.gn, irc-

qucacies and coinmutnications equilin-cnt h;id to be obtaiicd.. On

27 February the tactical call sign "Slimn Judge" wa* a.signed to

base defense units at Phu Cat by 7th Air lForce (Di-OS). On

13 March the Senior Signal Officer, Ist Field Furces, Kha irmAng,

assigned the 1041st the FM frequencies 42. 90/43. 40 on a non-

interference basis. (NOTE: Assignmcnt of FM frequencies in

Vietnam is the responsibility of the US Army. ) Comnnunicatioun

equipment to contiol the AC-47 was uorr-owed f-om Army and Air

Force units in the Phu Cat area. This equipment included a

PRC-25 FivM transceiver and a VRC-24 UHi transceiver.

c. Direct communications with all fricndly forces in the lPhu Cat

.area had to be established. This problem was resolved with the

establishment of a Joint Defense Command Post (JIDCI)). The

JDCP utilizing the borrowed -:quipment controlled the AC-47.

Additionally, the JDCP was integrated into the MACV US Advisory

Team PM radio net, and had a ROK liaison NCO assigned for co-

ordination with all ROK units in the area. Direct landline communi-

cations with TACO, DASC Alfa, and II Corps DASC are installed

for the 37th Fighter Wing and authority for co-use by the JDCP has

been granted by the 7th Air Force.

t5
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d. For the P 0-47 to fire outside the base TAOR, a request had

to be made to DASC Alfa.

3. (U) A.briufing was conducted on 2 March 1967 to acquaint all

US, ROK, VN, and ARVN representaitivcs on thu above procedurus.

4. (U) Ground Control. Initially the ground control of aircratt was

accomplished by the Duty Controller in the Combat Security Operations
Center (CSOC). During the first two weeks of this operation the Air

Operations Officer conducted a course of instruction lor all con-

trollers and duty officers. This course included air/ground terminology,

AC-47 capabilities, target identification and marking, communications

standards, and procecures necessary to receive permission to fire.

U {/ Pri< r to transferring control of the AC-47 to the JDCP, the 37th

"Security Police Squadron duty officers and controllers received

similar training. This training information is contaiped in paragraph

3-21, Direct Air Support Procedures, which is a portion of the Combat

Security Operations Order, included as Annex B to this report.

5. (C) Aircraft Evaluation. Three aircraft were evaluated for close

air support during Operation SAFE SIDE, the AC-47, O-IE and

UH-IF. A summary of each aircraft function and capability is as

follows:

a. AC-47. The AC-47 "Dragctnship" was the primary aircraft
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f employed for close air support. It has three General Electric

mini guns which operate singly or bimultaneou.,ly, The guns are

fired by the pilot through a trigger button on the yoke. Sighting

is obtained through a gun sight, graduated in mils, located at

the pilot's left shoulder. The aircraft is capable of firing 4, 500

or 6,000 rounds in 15 seconds depending on the type of guns

installed. Two types of mini guns are presently in use, one has a

1, 500 round supply pod, the other a Z, 000 round pod. The AC-47

is capable of firing 100 meters away from friendly forces if the

target is properly identified. In an emergency, 50 meters will

provide a reasonable margin of safety. Lne mini guns are basically

anti-personnel and will not inflict appreciable damage on a bunkered

"or armor plated target. With all three guns firing simultaneously,

one round will impact in each square inch of the target area.

Normally 21, 000 rounds of ammunition are carried on each mission

and in addition the AC-47 carries 45 flares. Each flare has

Z, 000, 000 candlepower and burns for three minutes while descending

by parachute. Extremely close coordination between the air crew

and ground forces is required to insure that the proper area is

illuminated and friendly forces positions are not disclosed. One

inethod tested which proved very effective was using 104ist mortar
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illumination io pinpoint the target area and having the AC-47 drop

its flares on the mortar flare. The AC-47 normally flies at 3. 000

feet above the ground which has been determined to be the optimnum

altitude to escape snall _rrns fire and qtiil have lethal impact from

the mini guns. (NOTE: The mini gun tracers burn out at approxi-

mately 2, 500 feet and can not be used to start ground fire3.) The

AC-47 has proven to be a very effective deterrent to ground attack.

Its sustained illumination capability of two hours and 15 minutes

and deadly accuracy make it a virtual necessity for every Air

Force base in Vietnam. In addition to the above stated capabilities,

the AC-47 can also be used for the following missions: reconnai.ssance

of the TAOR and adjacent areas, direction of air strikes, target

identification for ground forces, air drop of supplies or security

forces, energency communications, and interrogation of seismic

devices. One drawback to the use of the AC-47 is its response time.

If a reaction force were needed in South America, the AC-47 could

be deployed early so as to arrive simultaneously with the security

force. However, if this force were to deploy to Africa, it would

take a considerable amount of time to predeploy the AC-47. Approxi-

mately 30 days per aircraft were required to initially ferry them

to Vietnam.
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b. 01-E. The 01-E is a single engine light observation plane.

It has the capability to carry one observer in addition to the pilot.

The O-E has four rocket launching tubes, two under each wing.

Additionally, a supply of hand fired smoke grenades is usually

carried. The 01-Es which supported Operation SAFE SIDE were

assigned to the Capital ROK Infantxy Division. On a daily basis

an aircraft would fly a two hour reconnaissance mission over the

area located within a ZO, 000 meter radius from Phu Cat Air Base.

Any significant sightings were reported to the 1041st CSOC. The

FACs assigned to fly these missions were briefed by the 1041st

C Combat Intelligence Section to survey any area located outside the

base TAOR where reports of enemy activity had been received.

"After the Da Nang rocket attack the FACs were briefed by the 1041st

on the types of launching emplacements used. The fact that the

pilots are familiar with the local terrain gives a distinct advantage.

If the VC had tried to mount a rocket attack against Phu Cat Air Base,

the launching sites would have undoubtedly been repqrted prior to

the attack and the organization responsible for the,TAOR would have

been able to take effective counter measures. Additionally, the

01-E was tested in conjunction with the Armored Personnel Carrier.

A simulated problem was devised and the 01-E directed the APC to
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the objective area and marked the target with smoke. Direct

communication between the O1-E and the APC was rnaintained by

FM radio.

c. UH-IF. The UH-lF is a turbopowered helicopter which

is configured in both a Special Air Warfare (SAW) and an unarmed

"slick" version. On 1 May 1967, one "slick" UH-I]Y assigned to

the 20th Helicopter Squadron, 14th Air Commando Wing, Nha Trang

Air Base, arrived at Phu Cat for evaluation in support of Operation

SAFE SIDE. Rapid on and off load of nine man Immediate Reaction

Teams with scramble takeoff was tested. It was determined that

three minutes were required from the time the alert was sounded

until the helicopter with IRT aboard was airborne. In an area

"where landing by helicopter was impossible, personnel of the 1041st

tested rapelling from an altitude of approximately 200 feet. These

tests proved that the employment of a UH-IF in conjunction with a

tactical security force offered a significant advantage both in

reaction time and ability to deploy into any type of terrain. The

SAW configuration provides for a 90 million candelpovzer search-

light with both white and infrared capability, flare illumination,

14 rockets, and two 7.76 mini guns and a twelve thousand round

supply of ammunition. The aircraft can stay airborne for a three
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hour period, if required.

6. (C) Conclusions. Each of the aircraft tested offers advantages

to a tactical security force. However, thu U1-I137 has proven to

be the most practical. It is air transportable by C-130/141 by

simply removing the rotors. At the enmployment site the rotors

are replaced and the aircraft can be airborne in thirty minutes.

The Special Air Warfare configuration can be used for flying cap,

supplying firepower by rockets and machine guns, and providing

illumination. The unarmed or "slick" version can be used to either

airland or airdrop personnel and equipment, rappel reaction forces

into an objective area, drop illumination flares, provide aerial

resupply to troops in the field, perform medical evacuation functions,

and be used for reconnaissance of the TAOR. An ideal modification

of the UH=lF to support a tactical security force would include

two (2) 5. 56 machine guns, a 40 mm gattling grenade launcher,

personnel detector chemical, and loudspeaker for paywar operations.

-7'. (U) Recommendations. Although the Air Force does not

normally assign aircraft direct to ground forces, it is recommended

that future combat security police forces have their own aircraft

assigned. A detachment of three Special Air Warfare and three
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unarmed UH-lFs is considered optimum support for a Combat

Security Police Squadron de.ployed to a forward air base.

t. 8. (U) To reemphasize the need for integrated close air support

to assist tactical security operations, the following extract from

a MACV Seminar of 1- June 1967 representing 7th Air Force

position is reproduced:

"Ideally, any aircraft utilized in direct support of

installation security should have the capability to

observe, detect, discriminate and destroy. The AC-47

to a limited extent provided all of these capapilities, but

* a more effective firepower and mobility capability

could be developed through the use of armed helicopters

in conjunction with the AC-47. It is strongly recom-

meiided that helicopters be provided solely in a base

difense role, and that these helicopters be placed under

the command of the tactical commander responsible for

the defense of the installation . .. .

9. (C) Seveath A.r Force is currently initiating a base defense

test program to evaluate means of providing an. Lacreasing base
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defense capability. This program will incorporate new tactics

Sutilizing arn,:,d helicopters, AG-47s, O-is and 0-2s a., well as

newly developed base defense equipment.
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I.
Twsk Units and Dri.itirbton List

Task Units Nr of Condir

Comdr, 37th Combat Support Group 1

Comdr, 537th Troop Carrier Squadron 1

Comdr, 459th Troop Carrier Squadron 1

Comdr, 37th Security Police Squadron 5

Comdr, lO14st USAF Security Police Squadron (T) 1

Comdr, 819th Civil Engineering Squadron

Comdr, 37th Transportation Squadron 1

Comdr, 37th Services Squadron 1

Comdr, 37th Supply Squadron 1

Comdr, 1683rd Comm Squadron 1

Comdr, 37th Civil Engineers 1

'Comdr, 421st M&9 1

Comdr, Dot 5009, OSI I

Director of Personnel, 37th Cmbt Spt Gp 1

Base Operations (Disaster Preparedness) 1

OTHER DISTRIBUTION

Hq 7AF (1GSL)

I.
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1. (U) D E:pos The nrimary purroso of this plan 13 to develop effective
security operations which will insure that acroscuCo operational resource3
and other USAF assets are provided maximmui becurity under the various
conditions which migil be encountered. It also provides:

a. Clandestine threat analysis for training and indoctrinating
personnel.

b. Basic objectives sought by the security operations and gen.'ral
design of those operations.

c. The formal directive for assigning security tasks to specific

assigied/attached units of the 37th Combat Support Group.

d. A basic vehicle to insure that every planned variation in combat
force readiness or launch procedure is provided all efficient, coordinated
security support.

2. (U) Securty and Protection Oerations: Emergency security postures

are maintained to actively deny hostile elements the opportunity to des-
Stroy or inflict ground damage to USAF resources. To be effective, the

security program must include efficient security Police operations, aug-
mented as necessary, as well as an awareness and discharge of individual
responsibilities by all personnel of assigned/attached units. The appro-
priate Expanded Security Posture (ESP) is implemented upon occurrence,
vdhcn practical, or in anticipation of hostile ground action against USAF
resources. The specific ESP will depend upon the type and severity of
the hostile threat or action that is enccuntered o- anticipated. ESP's
are not necessarily progressive and a Commarner ma, go directly from VI
to IV or III, for instance,:

3. (U) Directive Nature of t_ Plan- The providions of this plan arn
directive upon all assipned, attached, and terant units which task or
responsibilities have been assigiedo

4. (U) Office of Primary Sibilityz The office of primary res-
ponsibility for this plan is the Chief of Security Police, 37th recurity
Police Squadron.

5. (U) Security Instructions:

a. The overall classification of this plan is IECRET. Each annex
and page have been classi.fied according to content

be Authority is granted to make extracts of this plan as necessary
for preparation of supporting or related plans and training. Officers

dinretion extractemd
directing extracts be nnde will be responsible for security control of



C-. The content of thi n )ina may be rn.leaood, disclosed or disbemraln-treC
to appropriately cleared b.i3e military ofi'Iclala and officials of othc.r US

SServiees., who are co-occupants of the bazc and are involved in baso sccurity
oporationa or otharwise have a need to know.

d. All task unit3 will provide, copies of their inplementing instructions
for this plan to BSP not later than 15 days after receipt of this plan.

e. This is a Group 4 docuunmt- Downgrade at 3 year interv-als; declas-.
sified after 12 years. Mh)D Directive 5200.10.

6. Snursedd This plan dated 12 April 1967, supersedes OPLAN 207-67
dated 20 January 1967, which will be destroyed in accordance with AFR 205-1.
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1. (U) Mission: TiWo mission o-f the 37th Coorbalý Suppoft Group i.3 to
provida log&stlcal support and security -oLcction for the two squa-drons
of C-7A (Carribou) aircraft assigned to thc 537th and 459th Troop Car-

Stier Squadrons, which support the U. S. Ari"ry mission in Vietnam. The
C-7A mission includes the airlift of a.&4ault troops and associated
equipaent, logistical supporL foac army fjnstallations and remote outposts
aorial observation, radio relay, and medical evacuation of casualties
fram predesignated rcceiving centers.

2. (U) Geogranhical location and terrain: Phu Cat Air Base is located
at map coordinates BR 900420. The installation is just o'f route 1/ 1,
approximately 17 miles n~orthwest if Qui Nhon. It lies in a ten-mile
wide lowland with the exception of the lowlands which extend to the north
and the southeast, the mountains rise on all sides of the base and range
from three to six adles from the base perimeter. The lowland area is
primarily devoted to the production of rice. The higher ground on which
the base is situated is virtually surrounded by rice paddies and rolling
terrain covered with dense underbrush and treos. A small portion of the
southern perimeter is bordered by the Song Con River, To the east and
northwest of the base perinmter are a few hiUs from whnich ona has an
extensive view of the base.

3. (U) CLm aolo yr Phu Cat Air Base and the surrourning area are
located in a semi-tropical climate. January is the coldest month of
the year, with the nian minimum temperature in the high 60's and the
mean maximum temperature in the high 70's. February through the middle
of August are the months of the dry season during which precipitation
is very light. August is the hottest month of the year with the mean
miniaum temperature in the high 70's and the mean maximum temperature in
the mid 90's. September marks the beginning of the Ncrthwest Monsoon
Season which britns the rain. The rainy season results in a marked
decrease in temperature and a marked increase in huridity --nd thunder-
storm activities. The rainy 6easQn reaches its pe'•" in October and
tapers off through December. During this period, water usually covers
"all flat, lowland areas. Vehicular travel is impeued throughout tne
base and surrounding area as a result of mixd ard/or flooded roads.
These road caiditions could definitely affect the respcnse time of
security force vehicles. The weather, however, has little significant
effect on VC operations except during periods of low visibility. Dur-
ing periods of low visibility the VC have a greater clance of moving
undisclosed from one location to another due to the 'ack of friendly
air surveillance. Greater emphasis, therefore, should be placed on
perimeter security, during periods of low visibility, in order to
prevent or subdue any hostile actions directed against Phu Cat Air Base.
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dominant sociological force wit""'h i t- c!I, and n'nic~z- . -,
is the tremendous reliance upon tai f.milj g-',up as the basic interal
unit of society, It ic, th.roforo, und rz-tandable tivit family loyalty
is vastly more important than any loyalty to tha :tate idao)o],o orSreligion. The fuar of being ch.astised by ttlc 'an-Lily or Uhc village

; is stronger than the fear of being puni,,;hed by the local ruling rovern-
Smont° This force is particular~ly string in rural areas ýýuch as the

area in which Phu Cat Air Base is ;ituated, As the famnaly unit could
potentially be exploited by either 3ide, it is not unnormon that family

ties, obligation3 and welfare are incorporated within VC propaganda
camy~ign5. We miu~t consider tbat the VC cou]14 effectively govern the

actions of a whole family by influencing or persuading key members of
the basic family •unitý This family loyalty factor necessitates, dir

to the great number of indigenous personnel employed by the US Air
Force and MIX at Phu Cat Air Base, a rigorous security clearance pro-
gram be followed in order to regulate as closely as possible the hiring
of those indigenous personnel who have relatives actively sup,-.ortirng
the VC. An intense feeling of nationalism is becaning an increasingly
more important factor in the thought and decision making processes of
the Vietnamese people ani their leaders. With this realization, the
VC have attempted to cloak theAir movement under the aura of nationalism
at the same time, the VC grasp every opportunity to ancourage popular
discontent with the existing government. Thus, the VC hope to alienate
the South Vietnamese people from the existing goverinent and American
forces. At present, the VC are reportedly engaged in agitation op-
erations in the hamlets which had to be evacuated due to the construc-
tion of the base. The VC aim is to incite the people to claim monetary
compensation for the land lost as a result of their forced resettlement.
There is no doubt that these displaced people are dissat:.sfied since
being forced to move by American forces. These people are easy prey
for VC propaganda, and might easily c-operate and lend support to VC
intelligence efforts and to the execution of subversive and sabotage
operations. Economically, the local area has been hit less severely
by inflation than other parts of South Vietnam. As Phu Cat Air Base
grows, and along with it the military population, the danger of in-
flation will become increasingly greater in the area. If the VC are
succeesfully able to blame the exi;tinrg government and allied forces
for an increase in prices and for the inflationary trend in general,
they will have additional anti-government and anti-United States
propaganda to include in their campaigns (with the local populace)
thereby making it easier to gain greater coopeiation and support for
VC operations. The political situation within the area is considered
pacified, Exercise of authority over the civilian populace is admin-
istered by the Province Chief and local authorities, to include Dis-
trict Chiefs and District Police authorities. The overall control
exercised is considered strong. The base lies in two districts, Phu
Cat and An Nhon.
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- •5. (U) Physical Securiy id•;

a. Perimeter:

(1) (U) Perimeter fencing: the pcriyistor iL bordered by a,
fence consisting of 3 strand concertina -.ire; on the north, the peri-
meter ic double fenced, and fenciVg is lacking on portions of the
southern perimeter, A 2U) yard sectiun ot the east perimeter fence is
illuminated by low intensity lighting. This area is jurt north )f the
main gate and covers approaches to the IDK storage area.

(2) (C) Intru-!ion detection devices: Seizmographic and metal
detection devices (TiSE) and a variety of Starlite scops which are
capable of scanning unlighted areas, are used at various positions
along the perimeter by forces cf the lO4lst USAF Security Police Squad-
ron (T) (Operation Safeside),

(3) (C) 81=m Mortar: Additional protection for the base peri-
meter is afforded by tv. 81r= M-!rtars, which are utilized for illsaination.
One is located on a 360c observation post, centrally located and also a
position adjacent to the Security Police armory. An additional mortar

* section of 4 mortars is located in the 1041st base camp area.

(4) (U) M-113 APC's of the lO4lst are strategically located at
various onints on the base after the hours of darkness and with six man
fire te-.,s, are used as immediate reaction forces.

(5) (C) Flare/gunship: One AC-47 "spookyl aircraft orbits the
area each night. The aircraft is aried with miniguns and flares for
direct air support of the base.

b. Internal- Aircraft of the 537th and 459th Air Transportation
Squadrons. Priority A aircraft, arp arked on the apron of the temp-
orary eirstrip, Surveillance by close-in walking ;entries, sentries
in g•ard towers, and during the hours of darkness, rentry dog teams.

6. (C) Ený Foýres: In the mountains northwest of the base, the cnemy
is known to have forces which could mobilize to battalion size units.
The enemy weapons include assorted small anms, 60mm mortars, 81mrm moctar-,
57 and 75naz recoiless rifles. The enamy is %.,• known to have 6mall
guerrilla units (from one to five squads), operating in the local area,
These units are capable of conducting harassment and/or perimeter pene-
trati.n activities. Their weapons consist of assorted miall arms,

grenades, mines, mac-;.ne gunr,, and 60mm mortars.

7. (U) Zr.my cap.biiitle•;

a. (C) Probable cenrs" of action in order of probability:

Iv-,
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.( )rar. the. puirpoc W' inc'll*g,-cncc jorithcinfg- Th>I
c, cn:y is not only fully capu'.)i0 o und. !.,tcy i:, 'tinuoucy C;n-[.. ducting thi,- type of acLivity ou tho in&'aIýti,:n, Although all indigcno,.3
personnel employed at Phu Cat Air B},.e arc bc:•.r.g ceaod by Vietnametss

V Ydlitary Security Service (11,13S) auth,,rities;, ba-ckground Lnvestivgatiý.ns a:ýr

frequently sketchy and incomplete. Considcrin:; that tl'-re are over 1500
indigenous pm sonnsl ca the installa-Gion, the base is oxtre-i.ely vulnerable
to intelligence gathering by enemy agents. All per3onncl mut be kept
fully aware of their security responsibility tuder the provisions of the

205 series directives and a vigurous security education program must be
continually conducted,

(20C)Mortar/heavy weapon attack. The enemy is fully capable of
this type of attack. The dense undergrowth and rice ixddies Ahich sur-

L round the ba3e cffer exceptionally good cover for fire teoas to move
into positions with'in mortar range. In addition, the proximity of hous-
ing and cattle grazing areas to the base perimeter affords the enemy the
opportunity to remain in the area constantly and enables him to establish
mortar/heavy weapon positions prior to an attack while re.ainizVn .latively

unnoticed. Small hills east and northwest of the base afford exceptionally
fine vantage points from which to direct and/or conduct a mortar/heavy
weapons attack. The hills to the northwest look down on the temporaryr airstrip and the permanent flight line which is under constructi~no The
hills to the east look down on ty cantonement area and the 819th CES
(Redhorse) area. The C-7A' s are particularly vulnerable as there are
no revetments and a direct hit is not necessary to cause extensive damage.
Tmn order to minimize death and injury to personnel, it is imperative that
all personnel be fully cognizant of base passive defense plans and what
they shauld do in the event of such an attack.

(31CC ortar/Heavy weapons attack with follow-up penetrations by
sapper agents or small force of less than company strength. The enemy is
fully capable of this form of attack particularly from the north and west
where numervuis ravines, dense undergrowth and abando.)ned hAvu:ýing area
afford the enemy cover in organizing and ap~1roaching the installation.
Thz installati.n is a!so vlInerable to attack from the s'uth due to the
proximity of the Song Con river. The enemy could irakc great use of thc,
river to facilitate the m~vement of personnel and equipment over consid-
erable distances in a short period of time. More extensive damage and
casualities can be anticipated if the enemy is successful in his pene-
trations° Caution must be exercised to defend against attempted pene-
trations from two or more directions. In order to protect the instal-
lation from attacks3 of this nature, coordination %nd conmunication with
all friendly forces must be maintained. Friendly forces will be in-
valuable in providing the installation with positive early warning so thax
adequate forces can be mobilized prior to the attack. Communications are
maintained via PRG-25 in Central Security Control and the ReIC Liaison
NCO in CSG.
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(4) Surreptitious cntry into the base by saper x.ad(s)
and subsequuat attack d"-e&.d at -o-.or... -- l vital rc';,)urcc,.
The enemy is fully capable of accomplishing such an attack. The
approach route: outlined above provide the best c..,Ver, however,
the lack of security in depth becau-e of the location of the
cantnement and support facilitiei areas makc thoio arcas rirt-
icularly v•Ulnerable t this f rm of attack. The imrortance of ale- i -
ness of perimeter sentries, prompt reporting by installations per-
sonnel. of suspicious persons, and the maintenance of the capability
to pr.Mvde quick reaction capability cannot be over-emphasized in
combating this type of attack.

"b, (C) Possible courses of Enemy Action:

(1) Infiltration of the base through legal guise for the
purpose of sabotage or assassination of key per5vnnel. Constent
vigilance and prompt reporting of suspicious persons, actions,
packages, or devices is the best prevenLive measure.

(2) Attack by an enemy force of battalion size. At the
present time, the enemy is not capable of moimting such an attack
in the immediate area without detection. It is possible, however,
that he could import a force of sufficient size frmm the mountainous
area uhich surrounds the base. The best defenoe for this "Jrm of
attack is to maintain positive ground Pnd air intelligence so that such
a buildup would becmre obvious and friendly forces could engage the
enemy,

8. (C) Friendly Forces: The following forcei are available to aid in
the protection and defense of the base. It should be noted that pos-
itive communications with all friendly forces are maintained through
Central Security Control (C3C), manned 24 hours a day.

a. (U) U. S. Air Force:

(1) (C) The main defense force it the 340 man 37th Security
Police Squadron. Durin,ý the most vulnerable hours, 2200 to OtOO, approx--
imately 68 security policemen and 4" sentry dog teams provide perimeter
security for the base.

(2) (C) The 226 man lO4lst USAF Security Pol~ce Squadron (T)
provides surveillance and protection in depth along the northern, western,
and southern peri'iter of the base as specified in the 1041st Combat
Security Operations Plan. Thi s squadron provides observation/listening
posts, recon patrols, ambu3hes, area surveillance, jeep patrols and
immediate reaction team (IRT) deployment within their assigned TAOR both
during daylight and during the hours of .darkness.
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(3) (U) Socond only to the Aerosp.uce Security Forces in
training and capability are the 262 augmcnteoo aisigned to the Sucur-
ity Police Squadron to be uned as necessary. Tho:3e men are fully
trained in ba:3e security defense procedurers and marksmanship. They
are normally employed when intelligence indicates an enemy ponetration.
i. imminent ir proibable in the foreseeable future. These personnel are
to oe ciep.Loyed in their TAOR as prescribed in annex D and bhow. on the
map in section II part IV.

(a) (C) In direct support of the base security forces is the

flaro/gunship (AC-47), capable of providing illuaTination and concen-
trated firepower against enemy positions, This aircraft is orbiting
the base nightly between the hours 2200-0300.

(5) (U) The remaining US Air Force complement consists of

medical, transportation, food service pers'r)nel, etc, who provide vital
support to the base internal defense force, but who are not normally
employed in actively defending the installation. During an attack,,
they normally comply with passive defense procedures and take cover.
The excepti.ons are under ESP I when the possibility of a massive enemy
attack exists and every individual is employed in the defensive posi-
tions, to preclude the enemy force from overrunning the base. This

a... force numbers approximately 2000 personnel.

b. (C) Republic of Korea (ROK) Forces:

(1) Phu Cat Air Base lies within the Tactical Area of Respon-
•sibility (TAOR) of the ROK Capital Division, and specifically within
the TAOR of the 2nd Battalion, lst Cavalry regixent. One company, the
8th Company of the 2nd Battalion, is encamped in the western portion
of Phu Cat Air Ba-ie proper. It pmvides outer perimeter defense, which
includes patrols and nightly ambushes.

(2) One Platoon of 8th Company, camped on the south periiicter.

(3) One Platoon of 8th Company, 2nd Battalion, let Cavalry
Regiment is ilxated on the nwrthwest perimeter.

(4) Just outside the east perimeter is Headquarters, lst
Infantry regiment, a battery of the 60th Artillery Battalion and a
Company of the l1t Izfantry Reginwnt. These units pr:•vide patrols
along the southeastern perimeter.

0. (TOU) U 0 .~ Army

(1) 8th Target Acquisition Battalion, 26th Artillery

(2) Phu Cat Air Base is co nncted to the U. S. An.sy Sub Sector£ coamunication net by means of a PRC-25 radio, located in Central Security



I,
Contnol. Thryugh this cor•ivunicatin nut, hiu Gat Air Ba.;c ha3 the
capability of contacting all U. S,. Arny unity• within Binh Dinh
Province and a.so requeoting fzlar/gwrauhp azui-tnec and I-En'.VAC.

d. (U) Anxiy of the Republic of Vietnam (AIVN) Force.

(1) (U) Regional Forccs/Popula' forces are located in the
vicinity of Phu Cat Village, 5 miles north of the base and in Binh
Dinh, located approximately 5 miles south of the baae.

(2) (C) The ARVN Training Center with a US Ar.nW advisory
group is located 1 mile northeast of the ba3e with app'xin%% tely800 to 1000 men.

I!
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PA I

V. Yhi_%t'r qocur,&tv- Phrior t TAnt (H')

I. (C) Priority A.

a. In-commission Tactical and support aircraft (tc include aircraftI. in minor maintenance with repairs taking less than 48 hours).

(1) C-7A Aircraft, parked on the apron on the east side of the

temporary airstrip, Sector 4.

b. POL Area and Trucks.

(1) POL Facilities, Sector 3.

(2) Gas and trucks located in the POL area, Sector 3.

c. MHniticns Storage area (MN}), sector 2

n. (C) Priority B.

a. Central Security Contrl (OSC), Sector 1

I.. b. Water Demineralization Facilities, Sector 1

c. Security Police Armory, Sector 2.

nI. (C) Priority C.

a. Crash Fire Facilities, Sector 4.

b. Control Toer, Sector 4.

c. Cantonemzt areas located in the eastern part of the base,
Sector 1.

d. ODt of commiasion aircraft requir.i. 6 wiLjur maiitenance, located
in the maintenance area near the temporary airstrip, Sector 4.

10
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SECTION IXI.

SI PAR.T n:

Each of the Six Expanded Security Postures are describcd in detail in

annexos hereto. All of the tasks requ-ired to support each posture ax-e

outlired in the respective annex. Corwnandrirs of task units will issue
impla~ting directives, conduct training as required, and be prepared
to implement tdhi plan 15 days after the effective date of this plan.

(J
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SECTION II

(7 PAR"" 11

Expanded Socurity Pozituao VI (!5S'l) (U)

1. (U) Security Objectivc; To maintain socLu'ity of US reo;ourcco and por:;onnol
by detecting and preventing enomy action, either ovoet or covort which colcLd
dnmage, deotroy or prevent the use of these resourcoe:. This objectivo will
uautain operational roquirements a; compatible with the standards of M'%CV DOfcrse

Condition (DEFCON) 3, and in accordance with protection otandardo outlined in 7AF
Supplement 1 to AF'M 207-1.

2. (U) Security Posture Required: A day to day security posture must be
maintained and will be accomplished at Phu Cat Air Baso by the effective
utilization of assigned Aerospace S3curity Force persornnol as fellows: 8
hour day shift: 0600 - 1400; 8 hour swing shift: 1400 - 2200; 8 hour night
shift; 2200 - 0600. K-9; staggered shifts 2000 - 0400 and 2200 - 0600. This
sustained posture will insure the successful accomplishment of the following:

a. Detect hostile ground threats/action against operational resources.

b. Initiate immediate alarm.

c. Have security forces in sufficient number and with sufficient resources.

C d. Provide appropriate and immcdiate armed response to detect hostile eventa.

e. Discriminate on the spot between real or pro'able hostile action.

f. Ex-pand irmediately to a more advanced security posture, if warranted.

3. (U) Posts, Tasks and Responsibilities;

a. The day to day posture of the 37th Security Police Squadron is composed
of Aerospace Security Forces deployed as shown in Section I1, Part III, Annex A.

b. (U) Central Security Control (CSC) will be the Comrmand and Control Center
of all security operations. CSC is located on the map as indicated in Section II,
Part II. Alternate CSC will be the 10.st CSOC.

c. (U) Security Alert Teams (SAT's) will be capable of timely response to
alerts within their respective sectors or as ctherwise directed. In addition to
the posted security forces, the remaining 37th Security Force personnel are
billeted in the immediate area of CSC. Equipment and response 'will be as directed.

d. (U) The day to day posture of the 37th Security Police Squadron is further
strengthened by the forces of the 10413t Security Police Squadron who will conduct
operations and defend the assigned tactical area of responsibility (TAOM) as
defined in Section II, Part III, Attachment 1 wi4.h the condition that operational
techniques and tactical concepts, tactical Security Support equipment (TSSE) and
-3ther Hq USAF designed equipment and material is to be concurrently opcrationally
evaluated.



o. (1U) lO4lst Security Police Squadron activities will be conducted bIt
•ntairAg a firm dofenoe base. Tactical operctions raCiating from the b'so

outward into the TAOR are de;ignýcd to insure dotection and engagcment cf of x
penetrations of the base.

4 (U) Tasks for Staff, As!ig-od or Attachodo, and Tonant Uixitz:

a. (U) Com-randers of assigned/attached orgc.nizations will provide aujnontation
persornel when directed by the Cormander, 37th CSG. Personnel will be of good
character, mature in Judgement and have no record of court-r-ortial or under con-
sideration for court-martial, possess as a nininum a Secret Security Clearance,
and must be quartered within the confines of Phu Cat Air Baso. If augmentees
are used in this ESP, or any other ESP, they will mobilize and ansunc defensive
positions within their assigned areas of responsibility or be utilized as required
and directed y00 CSC. Each man will be equipped with the following: M-16 rifle
with 100 rounds of ammunition, steel helmet with liner, poncho, flashlight,
identification tags, canteen, web belt, and will be attired in .he fatigue uniform.

Additionally augmentees will undergo as a minimum, an eight hour training program
conducted by the Security Police Training Section. The Commanders of 819th CES
and 37th CSG will designate and maintain the number of augmontees for security
duty as indicated.

UNIT AUGMNTEES FIMJISHED

819th CES 162
-e 37th CSG 100

b. (U) Augmentees will be placed on special orders which will include name,
rank, serial number, security clearance and DEROS. Special orders will be
forwarded, to the Chief, Security Police and will be kept current at all times
by Unit Commanders concerned.

c. (U) Upon implementation of ESP II, all support personnel will draw X4-16
rifle, 100 rounds of mmnmition, steel helmet, ID tags, canteen, web .elt and
prepare to assume defensive positions within their areas c responsibility upon
implementation of ESP I.

d. (U) The Commander, 37th Transportation Squadron will:

(1) 11k1e available to the 37th Security Police Squadron, on a 24 hour
daily basis, a minimum of 8 jeeps, 3 21 ton trucks. This minimum number of
vehicles must be maintained at all times in good operational order.

e. (U) The Commander, 421st NMS will:

(1) Provide continuous ECD capability to respond as the situation indicates.

(2) Insure sufficient ammunition is available to the 37th Security Police
Squadron to meet 7th Air Force requirements for operations and training.
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~.(U) -The Commander, 37th Suppl.y Squadron will.

S(i) Insure proper dispersal of all hase weapons and ax.-muni4ton to proclcd
destruction or capture in the event of an attack and/or provide officiont distribu-

* . tior. to base personnel as required.

g. (U) The Co,,mandor, 37th Services Squadron will:

(1) Insure sufficient C-rations tiro available to -upport the 37th Security
Police Squadron's daily operation, and any additional . .forces which miht
be uzed in this or any other ESP.

h. (U) The Comrander, 37th OF,$ will:

(1) insure that a 24 hour emergency power capability is maintained at CSC
and Alternate CSC and will conduct periodic maintenance inspections of the boundary
fence and complete repairs as necessary.

i. (U) The Commander, 1883rd Conmunications Squadron will:

(1) Insure that adequate communications and maintenance are available to the
37th Security Police Squadron at all timens to insure complete and proper operation of
the Security radio net. As a minimum, 70 portable radios must be operational at all
times. Insure that a communications capability is maintained between Phu Cat Air

tBase and 7th Air Force Command Post.

j. (U) All assigned/attached units will provide a continuing security
education program to insure security awareness, discharge of individual security
"responsibilities. This responsibility will include, but not be limited to
reporting of unauthorized ýýrsons, suspicious actions and devices. All such
situations will be reported imnediately to 3GS. Necessary coordination and
assistance in this program may be obtained from the office cf CS?.

k. (U) Conmanders cf units possessing priority elements and/or classified
material will prepare plans for the destruction of same upon implementation of
ESP i, if circumstances warrant. One copy of each plan will be ftrwarded to the
Chief of Security Police and kept current at all times.

l.. (U) The Corm-kander, 1041st Security Squadron:

(1) Is delegated responsibility as Base Defense Officer, responsible to
the Base Chief of Security Police for Defense plans and operations.

(2) Will provide 3 officers to augment the 37th Security Police as Duty

Officers as represeiAtatives to JDCP.

(3) Will provide close combat reserve force for emergency in TAM.

m. (U) The following sectors are designated as areas of responsibility for
the listed organizations:
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i ¼ s (1) Sector A - 37th CSG.

(2) Sector B - 819th CES.

U (3) Sector C - 37th SRS5

(4) Sector D - 1041st SPS.

(5) Sector E - ROIC.

(6) Sector F - RRO.

(7) Sector G - ROX.

S(8) Sector H - 1041st SPS.

n. (U) Joint Defense Command Post (JDCP) will be manned with BDO cr Duty Officer
and representatives from 1041st SPS, 37th SPS and ROl Force.

C
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.CTION II

i PAI•T Ii

Expanded Security Posture V (z•;SP V) (U)

lo (U) Security Objectives: This posture shouLld, be implenrnted when
intellig3nce reports indicate ý need for increased vizilwice, aail/or
u nen UDFCON 2 has been dec]arcd by competent authority. This posture
can be maintained over a per ibd of several days or weeks if nocesoary.
It provides the Commander mith additional Security Police personnel to
increase security at .ehtiy points, observation posts, and vital re-
sources. The Commander may also constitute additional SATIs and deploy
them at various locations on the base and along likely cavenues of
approach to vital resources.

2. (U) Securitj Posture Required: In order to effectiveýz sustain
security operations daring this posture, davs off for security police
will be eliminated and Security Police tzr.,nang will be curtailed.

.2&.:Zz;ontial weapons training will be continued. Additional personnel
:.'fli be posted at entry control points, and ESP V posts will be marned.

Two additional SAT's will be formed for quick response and immediate

assistance as directed by C05, and a minimum of 8 hours a day, 7 days
a week schedule will be maintained. All Security Police will be
briefed on the increased security posture so as -to insure their of-
fective response.
3. (U) Posts, Tasks, and Responsibilities:

a. Central Security Control (CSC) will be the command and control
center for all security functions. CSC has the capability, in case of
attack, to contact all key personnel ari relay all orders of the Instal-
Lation commander. Additionally, it has the capability of communicating
with every security post through CSOC and nontactical radios or ftteld
phone. Alternate CSC is designated as lO4lst 3OC.

b. All assigned/attached personnel will insure increased vigilance
within their areas of responsibility to include uearch for sabotage devices
and/or suspicious persons/acts and report same to C3S immediately.

4. (U) Tasks for Staff, assigned or attached and tenant units:

a. Commander, 37th Transportation Squadron: Provide 2 additional
jeeps to be utililed by the additional SAT's.

b. Commander p 37th Services Squadron: Will insure sufficient C-
Rations are available to sustain operations.

C 16
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C. Commandor, i42lst -,Z will: Insuro a sufficicnt roserve suy~py
of amuutition is available for cmer-oncy issue and propare for iniroa:;xd
EOD activity.

d. Co•mander, 1883rd Comm Sq wall: Inoure that Communications
Maintenance capability is provided and maintained. Reference 4g, Sectiou
II, Part II, Annex, A.

e. Commander, 1041st Security Police Squadron will: Provide additiona2l
fire teams as necessary along southwost, north and northwest perimiter and
provide close combat reserve force for emergencies in TAOR.

f. Conmander, 37th CES: 'ill provide sufficient ground power persop-
nel to effect immediate alternate power repair or replace CSC alternate
power source if required and will provide preventative maintenance on all
structures.

S. Joint Defense Command Post will be manned vith BDO or Duty Officer
and representatives from 1041st USA? Security Police Squadron, 37th Sec-
urity Police Squadron and ROK Force.
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Ii1i

f: SEc'TIo:: II

Expandod Security Potr J Y(S? V U• od SourltP sturo• 2. (Z• XV) (U)

1. (U) Security Objective: This posture provides the Coamandor with
an option for maximum utilization of Security Police over a short per-
iod of time. This posture would normally be employed when the threat is
more pronounced, the situatJta warrants going to a higher state of sec-
urity readLinsa than ES? V, anid the mobilization of augmenteos is not
feasible.

2. (U) Security Posture Requir~d: This posture is dc.igned to provide
maximaL security possible to vitol resources and persc:.el and have a
ready prepared posture to counter an attack by sapper/ruicide squads which
could infiltrate. As such, augmentees will be placed on a one hour alert,
days off for security police will be eliminated, Security Police training
suspended, flights reduced to 12 on 12 off configuration, ESP IV posts
will be manned, and boundary guards will be supplemented to insure early
warning.

3. (U) Posts, Tasks, and responsibilities:

Sa.. Central Security Control (csc) will be the command and control
center for all security functions. CSC has the capability, in case of
attack, to contact all k&y personnel and relay all orders of the instal-
lation ccmmander. Additionally, it has the capability of communicating
with every security post through CSOC and nontactical radios or field phone.

Alternate CSC is designated as 1041st CSOC.

4. (U) Tasks for Staff, Assigned, attached and tenant units;

a. The Commander, 37th Transportation Scuadrcn will furnish the 37th
Security Police Squadron with 4 additional 22 ton trucks and 2 additional
jeeps for utilization by additional Security Forces.

b. Commander, 37th Services Squadron: Provide sufficient C-Bations
for each meal throughout this ESP.

c. Commander, 37th CES: Provide sufficient ground power personnel
to effect immediate alternate power repair or replace CSC alternate power
source if required.

d. Commanders of units providing augmentees -will insure 1 hour alert
capabilities with equipmen as outlined in Section II, Part VI, Annex A.

e. Commander, 37th USAF Dispens iyr Insure necessary medical assis-
tance is available.
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f. Corra~nder, 1041st Security 1olico Squadron: Proadr addition1l
fire tearn au necc;sary along southwoct, north and northweAt ritcr
and provide clo:;c combat reserve force for •m..rcnciotsi in T.ZC-2

g. General: All personnel not roquired for the direct JupDprý of
security functions will, upon notification, comply wijth the Qi)Z$ pa-sive
defenm e plan.

h. Joint Command Post(JC?) amnicd with base defense officer (BDO)
or Duty Officer, and representatives from the lO1lst SPS, and 10OK Force.
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ANM4X D

%k Expanded Security Posturo IZ (ZSP Mli) (U)

1. (U) Security Objective: hI13 po.uirc provinos the Comi-ander with an
option for utilizing Security Policu and awUic-itaos over Mai indefinite
period of timno This rZO would normally be implCmorV.-d kten reliable
intelligence data indicates that the base is going ;o bohsubjoctod to an
attack, the timing of the attack cannot, be predicted, and the advanced
state of preparedness may have to be maintained for a x nriod in oxces,-
of 72 hours, and/or when MF?'CON 1 has been declared by competent author-
ity. This posture is a definite drain on the resources of the base and
limits the capability of each organization which furnishes augmentcas in
performing their primary mission.

2. (U) Security Posture Requirod: In order to attain essential security
objectives under ESP III, all aiigmntces wlll be mobilized, Security Pol-
ice and augmentees days off will be eliminated, Security Police Training
suspended, security flights will operate on an 8 hour on/8 off basis, and
ESP In poets vill be manned. Týv additional 3 Wn SAT's and 2 ZuS(12 men) will be operational. Two officers from the 37th cSecurity Poli-ce
Squadron will be dispatched to each augmentee defense sector for liaison
purposes.

J& (U) Posts, Teesm and Responsibilities:

a. Expanded Security Posture III is comprised of Aerospace Security

Forces and trained augwontees deployed during the hours of darkness as
shown in Section II, Part IV. The daytime posture is identical to the
daytime posture under ESP V as sho'zi in Section II, Part Ill, with the
exception that entry control points into the aircraft area are =m.nned
with two sentries in place of one.

b. Central Security Caitrol (CSC) will be the command and control,
center for all security functions. CSC has tha capability, in case of -

attack, -eo contact all key personnel and relay all orders of the instal-
lation comm.nder° Additionally, it. bas the capability of communicating
with every iecurity pait through CSOC and non-tactical radios or field
phone. Alternate CSC is designated as 1041st CSW.

4. (U) Tasks for Staff, Assigned, attached, and tenant unites

a. The comanders, 819th CES (Red horse) and the 37th GSG will
furnish augmentees to defend their assigned sectors. A.'I augmentees
will be mobilized, armed and formed within their spacific areas of
responsibility and all defensiva posts iwAnned within 30 minutes of
notification. Areas of responsibility are designated in Section II,
"Part II, annex A (ESP e).
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Sb. Law T.force,:Oilt wO-L a3l wc &,nta snpcrvizovy "' "- "C
rihin c=ntoncnCnt area.

c. Commarldoi%, 371'h 3jrviccj SquzAdron.- Thure sufficianr C-',t!on.3
for each meal throughout this ES?.0

d. ConmarAor, 37th Disporwary wIll; r:ur" suff icicat plans and
personnel available to care for arny c u.litic taat ray occur dur-Ing
this posture.

e. Comrznder, 37th Transportation Squadron: Will provide two
additional 44 ton trQcks, four jeeps.

f. Comnmander, OSI Detachwant 5009r Will provide thecmadr
37th CSG with any intelligence data relative to the pe--Linont throat.

g. Commander, 104lst UISAF Security Police Squadron (T):

(1) Provide increased blocking forces (fire teans) and
OP/LPts based on intelligence situation.

(2) Provide close combat reserve force in battle condition B
for emergencies in TAOR.

h. General. All persons not required for the direct support of the
Security forces will, upon notification, oomply with the Base Passive
Defcnee plan.

i 1. The Joint Command Poet idIi be under the Command of the 5D0
"rmA. mnned by representatives from the 37th Security Police Squadron,
1041st USAF Security Police Squadron (T) and R0K Force.

J. 37th C=S, L ovide sufficient ground power personnel to effect
imiediate alternate power repair or replace CSC alteniate power source
if required and provide preventative maintenance on all structures.
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SECTION II

PM".T II

E x•-panded Security Posture II (Z¶" II) (U)

I 1. (U) Security Objectives: Tnis posture provides tho Commander with an option
S far utilizing all Security Police and Auý,mcntoco to provido the raxcimuz security

possible over a short period of time. This ESP would normally be izplpmented when
the Intelligence indicates that an attack on the baso will occur within the next
72 hours.

2. Security Posture Required: In crdor to sustain security operations under this
ESP, all augmentees will be mobiaized, days off for Security Police and Auiaentee
personnel will be eliminated, flights will operate on a 12 on, 12 off basis, traimt.ug
will be suspended, support services will operate on a 24 hour basin, and additional
SAT's will be manned. ESP II posts will be manned as outlined in Section II, Part V

i and Law Enforcement operations will be curtailed unless they directly suppcit the
security mission.

3. (U) Posts, Tasks, and Responsibilities:

a. Central Security Control (CSC) will be tha coordinating control center for
(j.1 security operations. Contact with CSC may be made by telephone. All Security

-rorce Mobile Units are equipped with two-way radios and/or land line field phones.
The Alternate CSC will be lO14st CSOCX.,

4. (U) Tasks for Staff, assigned, attached and tenant Units:

a. The Commander, 37th Transporbation Squadron will make available to the
37th Security Police Squadron vehicles as required for fulfillment of the Security
Police Mission.

b. The Commander, 1883rd Communications Squadron wiJJ insure aroune ýhe clock
maintenance of all communications systems vital to the securiTy of the base.

c. The Commander, 37th Services Squadron will insure efficient re-supplý of
C-ratiors and ammunitions to the 37th Security Police Squadron, as necessary and
reocuired by CSP.

d. Comander, 421st MMS will insure that an EOD team is standing by CSC for
immediate dispatch.

e. Commander, 37th USAF Dispensary will provide 24 hour edical service.

f. PCL Section, 37th CSG will provide 24 hour operation for refueling af

Security Force Vehicles.
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'.(~ General:

a. Al6rt Notifications, notificatioii of task -nits, ,nd notification of kcy

personnel will be effected by the Securit-y Police at CSC. Contact with CSO may

be made by telephone.

b. All support personnel Will draw an M-16 rifle and 108 rounds of axrimition
and will be equipped with steel helmet and liner, identification tags, canteon and

web belt, form in their own aroa of responsibility and ass-=o defensive positions.

a. Security Police Sector Supervisors and responsible Coiiandors will review
required actions tudor ESP I and be prepared for rapid expansion if the situation
warrants such action.

d. Commander, 1041st SPS will provide (in addition to manning blociing fc ces
and Op/p' s) entire force in battle condition B for reaction to any portion of the
Air Base.

e. Alert notification, notifization of task units and key personnel will be
effected by CS0.

f. Joint Command Post, under the ccmmand of the EDO and manned by iepresernt-

atives of the 37th SPS, 1041st SPS and ROK Force.

g. The Commander, 37th CES will provide sufficient ground power and preventative
Smaintenance personnel standing by at CSG to perform functions on as necessary basis.
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SECTION 11

Bxqanded security Posture I "E? I) (U)

1. (U) Security Objective: Ti5 pooturo dascribe3 tho hi,-h3at expanded
I "security post-tre possible with full utilization of all available person-

nel. The objective 19 a desperation +.ype oporation type operation to es-
tablish and hold, if possible, a "cured line of defense arournd the inner
perimeter of the base when external dofense forces have biea overran or
are unable to cope with the threat of a knoown enemy battalion or regiment
attacking the installation.

2. (U) Security Posture required: In order to fulfill specific security
objectives, provide maximum security and firepmoier to protect the instal-
lation, and close all gaps in the imer perimeter, all base personnel will
be mobilized. Commanders will prepare to destroy priority elements and
classified material that cannot be removed. All bectors, as outlined in
Section If, Part V, will be fully manned. A ready armed mobile force
consisting of four twelve man SAT's will be manned and subject to immediate
deployment. The defense of USAF resources will be paramount, and all ESP
I posts will be manned.

3. (U) Posts, Tasks, and Responsibilities:

a. ESP I is comprised of Aerospace Security Forces, pro-trained
augmentees and all other available base pe; sonnml, under the command of
the Commander, 37th Combat Support Group.

be Security Police supervisors~will be dispatched to designated
sectors to assist unit commanders in securing defense sectors.

c. On request from ECD, necessary security police will be dispatched
to provide defense Security and protection to US Forces during the imple-
mentation of 37th Combat Support Group Emergency Destructioa PI-n.

d. Four additional twelve man SAT's will be formed for immediate
dispatch to sectors as necessary for supplemental ascistance. This sup-
plemental strike force will be armed with the following equipment:

(W) -6o machineg=

(2) 4-79 grenade launcher

(3) M-16 (1 per man)

4. (U) Tasks for Staff, assigned, attached, and tenant units:

a. All commanders will mobilize their remaining support personnel andi
dispatch same to defend assigned sectors as indicated in ESP VI, attached
maps and below.
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L10Th fOllowixng aroas of 0 :jjj 1 ~x
Sector A - 37 cso

* (2) .Qctor D.- S9Lh C6 S

(3) Sector C - 37th Sis
q sc-or'D - l0•Iat SpS

(5) Soctor E - ROX

(6) Sector F - ROX

(7) Sector G - ROJ

(8) Sector H - louist SPS
a. Co=mander, 37th TranuporLation Squadron vill insure all vehicles•ce.sary to support this posture aWe made immediately available.
d. Commander, 421st Ix•S will insure all squadrons are provided mun-±Vitns support au 8I89 a3 Munitions are available.
0. Commander, 37th Services Squadron will Insure adequate rations,water are provided all posts as necessary.

f. Commsnder, 1883rd Comm Sq will insure necessaay and essentialcommunications support

g. 421st MS EOD Section: Upon declaration of this ESP, EMD willdestroy the GCA site, TACAI Site, kadL3 Beacon and other non-moveableresources located outside of the defensive perimeter. Upon completion
EOD will standby at CSC and be prepared to destroy priority resourcesas directed.

h. Cozmander, 37th CEs: Provide sufficient ground power personneland Preventive maintenance personnel standing by at CSC to performfunctions as necessary
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SECTION II

PART III

BASE MASTER PLAN MAP REFLECTING SECURITY POSTS UDLER ESP VI, V, IV.

(See Atch I)

SECTION II

PART IV

]3ASE MASTER PLAN MAP REFLECTING SECURITY POSTS UNDER ESP III

(See Atch 1)

* SECTION Ii

PART V

BASE MASTR PLKA MAP REFIl CTING SECURITY POSTS UNDER ESP II, ANQ SECTOR ASSIGCI2NTS
UIMER ESP I

r (See Atch I)
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CONFIDENTIAL

I.

1.Ol.Bt USAF SECURITY POLICE SQUADRON

COMBAT SECU1RITY OPEATIONS ORDER (U)

(1

I

; • CONFIDENTIAl:



II

COIBAT SECURITY OPERATIONS ORDiMR
(Csoc)

Issuing Unit - lO1lst USAF Security Police Sq (T)

Effective Date: 1 April 1967

DATE ISSUED. 1 April 1967

2nd Edition

APPROVED: WIIIIAM H. WISE SR., Lt Col, USAF
Commander

"104st USAF SPS (T)
SF. "C. MISH, ilon1 USAF

Ciuxander Downgrade at 3 year
f. 0:0SG intervals, Declassified

after 12 years

lO4lst USAF Security Police Sq (T) Combat Security Operations Order
effective 20 Feb 67, issued 20 Feb 67 is hereby superseded by lO1lst
USAF Security Police Sq (T) Combat Security Operations Order effect-
ive 1 Apr 67, issued I Apr 67. Superseded copies should be destroyed
in accordance with AFR 205-.1. -

Copy b/of?,/Copies

CON,-•D ENTIAR
ANNEX B
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TNTRODUCTION

• . FUPJ S The purpose of thIs docunent is to provide a basic lieLd order
upon which •pecified squadron tactical operations are to be based, and upon
w•hch fragment orders are to be issued as the tactical situation requires.

a. Annexes and appendices to this order will be issued, either as a
permanent attachment, or for a stated period of currency at the termination
of which they -will be destroyed. This order is divided into sections as
follows.

(1) Situation Section I

(2) mission Section II

(3) Execution Section III

(4) Administration and Section IV
Logistics

(5) Command and Signal Section V

2. Security Instructions: The overall classification of this order is
SECRET. Each page and all annexes and appendices have been classified

C according to contents.

a. Authority is granted to make extracts of this order as is necessary
for preparation of supporting orders, plans and other documents. Officials
directing extracts are responsible for security control of information
extracted.

b. The content of this order may be released, disclosed or disseminated
to appropriately cleared military officials of both the United States and
allied fo:e-ign governments when it has been determined that they have a need
to know such classified information. Classified information may also be
released_ bo appropriately cleared United States Government employees who have
a need to know such information.

c. This is a Group 4 Document: Downgrade at 2 year intervals: declassified
after 12 years. DOD Directive 5200.10.
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6OLTIAT SECURITY OPELATIONS ORUER

INTRODUCTION

!E>ECTI,. :. SITUATION

Par. 1-1 General
Par. 1-2 Enemy Forces
Par. 1-3 F:riLndly Force5

SECTION ii'. V2. SSiON

Par. 2-1 Unit Mission.

SFCTION III: EiECUTION

TAB A: Direction

Par. 3-3. General
Par. 3-2 Concept of Operations
Par. 3-3 Concept of Organization
Par. 3-4 Comrianders Orders
Par. 3-5 Commanders Orders Group

O TAB B: Mission of Subordinate Unit Elements and Additional Duty
Appointments

Par. 3--z6 Squadron Headquarters
Par. 3-7 Operations Section
Far. 3-8 Sapporl Section
Par. 3-9 Close Combat Flight
?ar• 3-10 Weapons Support Flight
Par. 3-11 Additional Duty Appointments (Tactical)

TAB C: Combat Security Operational Procedures

Par. 3-13 States of Readiness
Par. 3-14 Battle Condition_=
Par. 3-15 Combat Security Operations Center (CSOC)
Par. 3-16 Challenging Procedures and Rales of Engagement
Par. 3-17 Weapons & Ammunition
Par, 3-18 After Actions Report (AAR)
Par, 3-19 Limitations on Operations Outside Unit Tactical Area of

Responsibility (TAOR)
Par. 3-20 Supporting Fire From Friendly Ground Forces
Par. 3-21 Direct Air Support Procedures
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Par. 3-22 Patrol Procedure.5
Par. 3-23 Avoidance of Sterotyped Actions
P,%,, 3-24 Tactical Uniforms and Euipment
Par. 3-25 Tactical Allocation of Unit Vehicles
Par. 3-26 Tactical Vehicle Identification
Par. 3-27 Civic Actions amd Psywar
Par. 3-28 Emergency Withdrawal Actions
Par. 3-29 Unit Intelligence Procedures
Par.'3-30 I-.ergency Actions
Par. 3-31 Up-Channel Reporting (lAW AFR/AFX 207-1)
Par. 3-32 Immediate Action and Reserve Forces

SECTION IV: ADMINISTRATION AND IOGISTICS

TAB D s General

Par. 4-1 Administration
Par. 4-2 Mess
Par. 4-3 Materiel
Par. 4-4 Armory
Par, 4-5 Administrative Transportation
Par. 4-6 Medical Evacuation
Par. 4-7 Disposition of Prisoners
Par. 4-8 Disposition of Captured Equipment and Documents
Par. 4-9 Casualty Reporting

TAB E: Operational Analysis

SECTION V: CO•'2tAND AND SIGNAL

TAB F: General

Par. 5-1 Command
Par. 5-2 Landline Communications
Par. 5-3 Internal (Squadron) Radio Communications
Par. 5-4 External Radio Communications
Par. 5-5 Authentication
Par. 5-6 Pyrotechnics

TAB G: Challenge, Pass Words, and Codes

Par. 5-7 Challenge and Pass Words
Par. 5-8 Codes
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AMiEX A (Par. 2-1) Section II: Tactical Area of Responsibility (tAch), 1041st k
USAF Security Police Sq (T).

Appendix 1 (Par. 1-I): Eition 1 AY"S, Vietnam 1:z50,00 %'Binh Di• h
Province).

Appendix 2 (Par. 1-1): Edition 1 AIMS, Vietnam 1:25,000 Pictomap Supple-
ment to Standard 1:50,000 scale map (10,00 uetcr rzadius of Phu. Cat An).

Appendix 3 (Par. 1-3): Base layout of Phu Cat Air Base Drawing #005.

Overlay A: Normal Base Perimeter Defense and Close-fli Security
(e.g., observation & listening posts, location of IRT's & SAT's,
strongpoints, machinegun and mortar posItions., sentry dog posts,
close-in security positions, location of TSSE, etc).

Overlay B: Base Defense Zones (indicates base defense zones
assigned during emergency conditions).

ANI<IN B (Par. 3-3) Section III: 1041st USAF SPS (T) Organization Chart.

Appendix 1: Organization Chart for Base Defense Forces (Energency
Conditions).

ANNUE C, Section III: Operations Orders Format.

Appendix 1: Ammendment to Frag Order Format.

ANNEEX D (Par. 3-18) Section III: After Actions Report Format.

ANLEX L (Par. 5-3) Section V: 1041st USAF SPS (T) Communications Net.

ANNI• F (Par. 5-4) Section V: JDCP and CSOC Communications.

ANNEX G: Binh Dinh iProvince & District Officials & US ArmW Advisory
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Go'.SECTION T - SITUATIOil.

1-1. (U) Generalt Phu Cat Air Base is losatcd f-n ]3inh Dinh Prolmnc.e
approximately 17 miles northwest of Qu1 Nhon off Route #1. It lic:, in
a tcn mile wide lowland area which stretches northwcst from the South
China Sea to the mountains. With the exception of the lowlands whn1ch
extend to the north and southeast, these mountains rise on all. s:des of
the base and range from three to six nrles from the base perimeter.
The lowland area is primarily devoted to the production of rice. The
higher ground on which the base is situated is surrounded by rice
paddies and rolling terrain covered with dense underbrush ýnd trees.
A small portion of the southern perimeter is bordered by the Song Con

River and a portion of the northern perimeter by the Song !a Vi River.I• (See Appendixes 1 & 2, Annex A)

1-2. (C) (GP-4) Ener__LForces: In the districts adjacent to the base
(Pha Cat, An Nhon anu Binh Khe districts) the enemy forces consist of
both Viet Cong (VC and/or local guerilla) and the North Vietnamese Army
(NVA) which could mobilize rapidly to battalion size or approximately
500 personnel. Special airfield sapper units of 300 strength have been
reported in the area of our interest. VO units have reportedly been
armed with 60mm and 81mm mortars, 57mm and 75mm recoiless rifles azid aC • variety of automatic weapons and small arms. Additionally, VC bands of
from 3 to 5 persons organized to harrass by perimeter penetration and
carrying small arms and explosives to use on targets of opportunity have
also been reported in the areas of our interest.

a. Enemy Capabilities: The enei;y is capable of conducting the
following hostile operations against Phu Cat AB:

(1) Infiltration for the purpose of intelligence gathering.
The enemy is undoubtedly constantly conducting this type of operation
on the base through the use of base indigenous employees during the day
and by herdsmen, farmers, and wood cutters by both day and night. Addi-
tionall3y, specially tasked infiltrators may attempt to penetrate the
base by night.

(2) Infiltration by small groups for the purpose of conduct-
ing harrassment operations by placing mines or booby traps, by shooting
at friendly personnel, and by destruction of facilities and materiel by
use of demolitions.

(3) The possibility of mortar and recoiless rifle attack, with
follow-up penetration by troops of up to platoon and company strength is
a constant threat. The undergrowth and rice paddies which surroud the
base offer good cover for hostile forces enabling them to move within
range of their weapons. In addition, the proximity of housing and cattle
grazing areas within the base boundary enable hostile groups to pre-locate
weapons and ammunition

COi FDEN~TIAL
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SECTION 1 STT•i•. &U

1-3o (C) (P-4) Friendly Forgcs: The followv.ng forces are available to
assist in the defense of Phu Cat AB. (See overlays A & B, Appendix 3,
Anmex A)

a. U.S. Air Forces:

(1) The 37th Air PoMice Squadron has an authorized strengi1 th of
585 and assigned strength of 396 personnol. During the raost vulnerable
hours, 2100 to 0400, approxisiaky 32 personnel and 28 sentry dog teams
provide close-in security and perLmeter security for the squadron TAOR.

(2) In addition to personnel of the 37th Air Police Sqviadron,
"approximately 250 augmentees are available from various base units for
use during emergency conditions. (See Joint Base Defense Operataons Order).

(3) The remaining, approdinmtely 900, base personnel are not
normally employed in actively deeending the base. In the event of a
massive attack these persomnel will be used in defensive positions to aid
in preventing the enemy frcm over running the base.

b. Republic of Korea Forces (ROK):

d (1) Phu Cat AB lies within the TAOR of the ROK Capitol DivisionSd specifically within the TAOR of the 2nd Battalion, lst ROK Cavalry
negiment. The l1th Company, 2nd Battalion has a company conuand post
located near the western boundary of the base at grid coordinate 876427,
and a platoon of 8th Company is located in the southern raoat tip of the
base at grid coordinate 894394.

(2) Just outside the east perimeter of the base is Headquarters,
1st ROK Infantry Regiment, Headquarters, 60th Artillery Battalion, and
miscellaneous support units. The total unit strength of these ROK forces
is approximately 500 personnel.

c. U.S. Army:

(1) A, B., C Troops, 9th Squadron, ist US Air Cavalry Division are on
occasion deployed inside the northeast per&rieter of the base. when aircraft are
available, B Troop will provide gunship ana reconnaissance support for the base.

CO. i_
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SSFh•TION I - SITiATIO!

(2) Phu Cat AB is connectod to thic US Arm-yV Sub-SO;tor (Lin)Ti
communications net by means of a PIRC-25 radio located 2n Central Security
Control. This net provides the base the capability of contacting all U3
Army units within B3inh Dinh Province and reques Lir4; flare/gu&nhip ai.r,
IDlVAC assistance.

d. Army of the Republic of Vietnam (A•,iN) Forces.

(t) Regional and Popular Forces are located in the vicinity
of Phu Cat Village, 5 miles north of the base. However, duo to Lrans-
portation difficulties it is unlikely these forces can be dupended upon
to provide timely, direct assistance to the base in the event of an attack.

(2) The ARVN Training Center with a US Army advisory -,oup is
located 1 mile northeast of the base. The center has approximately WO,
to 1,000 trainees which , under certain conditions could be used to assist
the base in the event of an attack.

I ( 
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SECTIOC1, II - YISSIO•.,

2-5° (U) The lOist USAF Security Police Sq (T) will du.enQrd the assigned
Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR) a3 dc'inred at Annex A with the
condition that operational tuchniquos and tactical concepts, tactical
Security Support Equipment (TSSE) and other Hq USil, dcsignated equipmcnt
and materiel is to be concurrently operationally evaluated.

(e l
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SECTION III

EXECUTION

Q, TAB A DIRECTION

3-1 General
3-2 Concept of Operations
3-3 Concept of Organization
3-4 Commanders Orders
3-5 Commanders Orders Group
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COWFIDENTIAL (: )
SECTION IIT- EI, ;TT3:,
TAB A - Direction

3-o (Q) (GP-4) General: Squadron operations wi•ll be conducted by main-
taining a firm defense base. 'Tactical operations radiating from the base
camp outward into the Tactical Area of Rcsponaibility (TAOi) are designed
to insure ear :y detection and engagement of enemy penetrations of the TAOR.

3-2. (C) (GP-4) Gonceot of Operations:

a. Base Camp: The Squadron Base Camp is to be maintained as a
firm dcefensive base by manning of the following:

(1) Observation tower by day.

(2) Observation and listening posts during hours of darkness.

(3) Immediate reaction force on a 24 hour basis,

(4) Base camp perimeter defensive positions as required.

(5) Use of trip flares and X-l4 mines.

Sb. Detection: Detection of enemy activity within the TAOR will be
affected by:

(1) Active and aggressive patrolling.

(2) ranrning of observation and listening posts as required.

(3) Conducting area surveillance operations.

(4) Deploymcnt and monitoring of detection devices.

(5) Receipt of timely and accurate intelligence data.

(6) Coordination ",ith friendly forces.

c, Engagement: Engagement of enemy forces penetration rf the TAOR
will be met by:

(1) Reconnaissance by fire from fixed positions or patrols.

(2) Ambush and search and clear actions.

(3) Firepower from fixed positions directly against persons. com-
mitting hostile acts.

CONFIDMTTIAL (MiA)



C.O.-,.7I.DEL;T.1 I (.HIiIA)(9 7CTONIM IT! E;ILCUIC',
TAB A - Dircction

(4!-Iobile operations through the application of !macediatc;

reaction teams (IRT) and Close Combat Reserve Forces (ccxv).
(5) Application of diruct air support fircpov.r a5 provided

in this order.

(6) Firepower provided by fricridly ground forces.

3-3. (C) (GP-4) Conceot of Organization:

a. The squadron is organized to operate through the following
sub-uni ts: (See Annex B and Appendix 1 to Annex B)

(1) Squadron Headquarters - To administer and direct the unit.

(2) Operations Section - To control and coordinate combat
security tactical operations.

3) Support Section - To provide logistic support to the Sqaadron.

(4) Glose Combat Flight - To provide the unit fixed defensive,
Carid patro" capability and to provide-personnel for mobile reaction capability,

etection Iwarning capability through the use of observation and listening
S. sts, tactical security support detection equippent and scout dogs.

(5) >-,eapons Support Flight - To provide the unit mortar, heavy
machine gZan ".zd armored suppurt.

3-4. (C) (GP-4) Commanders Ordei_: Unit orders for the conduct of

defensive operations and the definition of operational procedures are to

be in the four forms indicated below. With the exccption of Special
Security instructions (S51) which may be issu-ad by Flight Commanders,
the orders referenced below will be issued only on the Commander's

CONFIDDITIAL (r4HA)
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(S. __°

- ~SECTION III • J•• TIOi'-STAB A - Dire .on

a. Combat Security %Oerations Order: (CSOO) - This order will be
the basic operations order for the unit and will coutain data of a pc~r:a
nent or semi-permanent nature upon which tactical actions arc to be used.

b. Combat Security" Operating Proc,,dures; (CSOP) - These are short
orders of a semi-permanent nature, each order beinr, confined to one subject
only, which are serially numbered and can be rapi%.Jy issued as and when
required.

c, Special Security Instractions: (SSI) - These are orders issued
to the individual concerning a combat task or procedure such as duties of
a fireteam member, an observer, a scout dog handler, etc. They will be
issued by Flight Commanders.

d. Fraginent Orders: (Frag Orders) - These orders are based on the
CSOO and wrill be issued by the Commander's authority; (i) ijormally, to
cover a seven (7) day period, and (ii) to cover any emergency situation.
They may be issued verbally, but will usually be in writing using the
format indicated in Annex B. The currency of such orders will be stated,
and written Frag Orders will be destroyed when their currency expires.

S3-5. (U) Commander's Orders Group: An Orders Group meeting will b- held
daily at; 1600 hours at Squadron Headquarters unless otherwise directed.
The purpose of the Orders Group meeting is to discuss the previous 24 hours
tacti:cal operation and revied and up-date F,'agment Orders to be placed into
effect during the next 24 hour per'-od and to discuss other operational
matters. *The Intelligence Officer is responsible to provide for the current
intelligence brief to be presented at each orders group meeting. Vith
exception of Combat Security Operational Procedures (CSOP) and Special
Security Instruction (SSI), all orders will be issued in the format shown
in Annex C, -whether such ordei s are written or verbal. The Orders G:Houp
will consist of personnel holding tne following positions. In the event the
responsible individual is unable to attend the next senior individual in the
command line will attend,

a. Executive Officor,.

b. RAAF Li--son Officer.

c. Operational Analy.sis Officer.

d. Operations Officer

e. Intelligence Officer

COWFIDE4NTIAL (1HA)



I CONTIDENTIAL (KIYA)

SE-CTION I1TT - EX2TCUTT(X1:
TAB A -DIrect2ion

£.CloseG Comibat Fl±ght Comnander.

I.weapons Support. Flight Commuiander.

h. 0IC, Support Section.
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SECTION III

MDOCUTION

TAB B Xission of Svbordinate Unit Elements and
Additional Duty Appointments

3-6 Squadron Headquarters
*3-7 Operations Section A t(c

3-8 Support
3-9 Close Combat Flight
3-I0 Weapons Support Flight
3-11 Additional Duty Appointments (Tactical)I
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-I-'C TION III .- E,1:1:CUTIUN
TAB 13 - i.assion of S-ubordinztc
Unit Elements and Additiona.OL

Duty Appointments

3-6. Squadron HeadquarLers: The Executive Officer is to comnand the

Squadron Headquarters and is responsible to the Comnmandcr for:

a. Squadron administration, records and discipline.

b. Welfare of personnel.

c. Production and distribution of:

(1) Administrative orders.

(2) Operational orders from drafts submitted by the Operations
Section.

3-7. Operations Section: The Operations Officer is responsible to the
Commander for:

a. Rc •tine conduct of operations within the directives issued from
Squadron Headquarters.

b. The monitoring and coordination of unit combat elements during

operations.

c. The display of intelligence.

d. The maintenance of a situation map.

e. The display of the Squadron Combat Status.

f. The establishment and maintenance of liaison with friendly forces
,tAh-in the squadron area of interest.

g. Providing of draft fragmentary orders and armmendments to the
Executive OfficLr.

h. The continuous operation of the squadron armory for the provision
and technical maintenance of weapons, optics and radio equipiaent and
storage and inventory of all munitions and explosives.

i. The organization and control of the Squadron Combat Security
Operations Center.

This page is Unclassified
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TAB B i- .Ission of •bent
Uirrt Elemunts arni A d ctu•.

Duty Appoinrt rcer--es

3-8. Support Seti1 nn The officer commanding the support section Is
responsible to the Coimander for:

a. Advisi.ng the host base appropriate authorities of the Squiadron
re-supply requirements.

b. Adir-sing the Cosn•-ander on measures to be taken concerning
supply disciplineo

o. The assignment of vehicles other than those opcrationally
assigned in pursuance of these orders.

d. liaison with the host base medical authorities on:

(i) Mledical matters.

(2) Unit hygiene.

(3) The admiristrative employment of squadron medical personnel.

e. The custody and adequate storage of unit material.

f. Vehicle maintenance.

g. Availability of squadron amnunition at the rates set out in these
orders,

3-9. Close Combat FIL~t: The officer commanding the Close Combat Flight
is responsible to the Commander for:

a. The deployment of the flight sub-units ,ithin the Commanders

operational directives.

b. The standards of training and effectiveness of the flight personnel.

c. Standards of discipline -,.ithin the flight.

d. Provide evaluation data for designated equaipment,

.e Ensuring the security, maintenance and monitoring cf deployed TSSE
-Equipment.

f. Provide evaluation data for TSSE as designated.

(Ij This page is Unclassified
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ST&OAB B -ision of...

Unit J.cLacntc and Addi- • onri
Duty Appointments--

3-10. We•_mLons upp ojF4~i •ht: The officer conmari~ýd.ng the Weapon.; Support
Flight is responsible to the CommarAer for:

a. The deployment, of the flight sub-units within the Coimanders

operational directives.

b. The standards of training and effectiveness of the flight personne2.

c. Standards of discipline within the flights.

d. Provide evaluation data for designated equipment.

3-11. Additional Duty Appointments4 (Tactical) Officers nominated
hereunder are appointed to the duties as listed:

a. Intelligence Officer:

(1) Developing and maintaining sources of intelligence through
service channels.

(2) The collection, evaluation, recording and disfsemination of
intelligence.

(3) The presentation of intelligence briefs as requir%k and
the provision of "Situation" paragraphs for orders.

IU
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TAB 1 - jis:ion of $az... j...
Unit Eli:,.uts and Acacta-
Duty Appoi.r.tant.s

(4) Maintaixning a reference library of int eihlgcnc.e
publications and manuals.

(5) The tasking and work organization, in conjunctao wth

the Operations Officer, of the Intelligence Zlement of the Operations
Section.

b. Comiaunications Officer. The Communications Officer is responsible
to the Commander for:

(1) Supervision of Ccmmunications within the unit.

(2) Standards of efficiency of operators in conjunction with

flight commanders.

(3) Maintaining a reference library of communication refer-•nce
manuals.

(4) The layout and maintenance of internal telephone commutnications.

-. -• (5) Liaison with Phu Cat AB Communications section.

Work supervision of the Communication Maintenance NCO.
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I. SECTION III
EXEC UT ION

TAB C Combat Security Operational Procedures

3-13 Statets of Readiness
3-14 Battle Conditions
>315 Combat Security Operations Center (csoC)

3-16 Rules of Engagement
3-17 Weapons and Anumanition
3-18 Report of Incidents
.3-19 Limitations on Operations Outside the Unit

Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR)
3-20 Supporting Fire From Friendly Ground Forces
3-21 Direct Air Support Procedures
3-22 Patrol Procedures
3-23 Avoidance of Sterotyped Actions
3-24 Tactical Unifonus and Equipment
3-25 Tactical Allocation of Unit Vehicles
3-26 Tactical Vehicle Identification
3-27 Civic Actions and Psywar

3-28 Emergency Withdrawal Actions
3-29 Unit Intelligence Procedures
3-30 Emergency Actions
3-31 Up-Channel Reporting (lAW AFR/AFX 207-1)
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3-13..- (C) (UP-/4) St.a6k -o I'- q?-id n c:; n Tne untit rcadincs statc,

a. Nonc1. Per-o:uaox. o : :;pucific (,uty W.. . at tLcar pl.c,:-
of duity and all ether personncl •a•:L be cither aC a die'-ctca battro
condition or u`]. be off duty.

Sbe Alrt All. oc~ronncl ito wo a-me-d in battie onlci' (we2 par.

3-21j) and at, thcir place of uacrgcncy d-uty as deta1ild.

3-14. (C) (GP-4) T-att..le Condit.ionrs Battle conditions as dcf-incd huri-runder are to apply. FiLgnt Cor',nanders are to insure tI:,t all ptrsonnei
are to be mrede aware by daily orders, of the battle cond.Ltion applying
to their element.

a, Condition A- Personnel so detailed will. be in batti-c
in battle or crew dress (see par -3-24) a:id ready for instant actiorn

b. Condition B: Personxnel so detailed .il be in battle or crew
di-ess and p repard -to move i~iICndiate!y upon notice.

Co Condition C: Personnel so detailed to be ready for combat at a
stated time. For exwi-ple, if Condition C, one hour, personnel so d etailed

i • would be permitted to sleep out of clothing and equipmtent. Condition CG,
ten minutes, would mean that personnel would be required to sleep fully
dressed, less equipment.

3-15. (C) (C-P-4) Combat Security _perations Center: (CSoo) The Squadron

Uperations Officer is responsible for the operation of CSUC.
a, CSOC is to be manned continuously with sdninmum numbers as indica-

ted below;

(1) Noxmal Re-.incss - One Senior Controllcr.

- One Controller/fladio Operator

(2) Alert - Senior Controller

- One Radio Operator

- One Controller

b. Displays: The Seniur Controller is to ineure that the following
displays are current and contain valid inforrmation.



CCUFDi2'2i ,]'AL (o-n~A) NLti T"i
uncrati~onal f~roc•2?c

(1) Base Defns•e Situat~ion• L:p iVY.iv-, loc:tioe-,; ann uctai~ls of

all forccs daploye•., ,.ithin the base boandary, to ir-..ludu TSSloc;tLone •

(2) Area Intelligence ..pe ; (Tezo usAl AL.S l;50,COO VWeutnam
Standard i.;aps) Giving details of L"i:_::t , nu, forces, located with-
in the Dinh Dinh Province.

(3) Squadron Status Board. Giving strengths, standby status,
vehicle and cowrunications availability, awaunition and weapons status.

(4) Readiness and Operatlonal alert status applying.

(5) Details of external forces on-call and available.

(6) Flight Cosnoanders st.atus board.

c. 0500 Senior Controller; The NO0 acting as CSOG Senior
Controller is responsible for the operation of Lhe Combat Security
Operations Center during his tour of duty. fie .rall repIort to OSUC for
a briefing by the Operations Officer 15 minutes prior to his tour of

duty. He will be responsible to the Operations Officer for:

(1) Insuring that the operation of 0500 and all tactical opera-
tions are in accordance ,4ith the Co02bat Security Operations Crmer (csuO),
Combat-*Security Operating Procedures (CSoP), Frag Orders and all othet
applicable orders whether written or verbal.

(2) Ascertaining that all CSOC activities and ali tactical

operations are completely coordinated .Jith the followeing friendly units;

(a) Joint Defense Comnand Post (JoCP), Phu Cat AB.

(b) Central Security Control (CSC), 37th Air Police Squadron.

(c) lith Company, 2nd battalion, ROK; through CSC until sach
time as the squadron obtains direct com=.imications with appropriate ROK units.

(d) A, B, and C Troops, 1st .US Air Cavalry Division when
located on base.
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YA23' C -~ Co:.fi..t 5iecur•y

Opcrst,.onur3l ?roccdurco

(3) ]Isuring that nccessar-y actio, is týsko regarding tacticcl
coordination of squadron sub-un .to. Should tuclh action b( buyond his
capability, he will inu.ediately refer the ritatter to the Operation. Officur
or noxt senior officer in the chain of cosý-•nd..

(4) Insuring that accurate information is compiled on all
significant events occuring during his tour of duty and is properly recorded
in the CSOC Journal. At the end of his tour of duty he will o'eview the
journal and certify its accuracy by signing it.

(5) Preparation of a written synopsis of sigrificant events
occurring durLng his tour. He will prepare and conduct a briefing each
morni-g at 0730 for the Commander, RAAF CD Advisor, Operations Officer
and Operations NEOIC. In the event the Cmimander is not present for the
briefing a copy of the synopsis will be placed on his desk immediately
following the hriefin .;

(6) Assuring that only those individuals specifically authorized
are allowed to enter CSOC. Only the following personnel are authorized
entry to CSOC: All officers, the Sergeant Major, all flight NGOIC's, andC assipned Operations Personnel.

(7) Lnsure that CSOC is constantly maintained in a high state
of police.

d. Operations Log: The CSOC Sr. Controller is to maintain a log of
all significant events occurring during his tour of duty, including a log
of messages received. In handing over to the on-coming Sr. Controller, he
is to summarize in the log details of any matters outstanding. The
incoming duty officer is to sign the log as taking over responsibility for
the outstanding matters listed.
3-16. (U0 :lcn~l Pro,;udur_6. and ht, ." ~ aiee.t

a. Challenging Procedures: The following instructions are not
intended to apply to unique situations where curfew or free fire zones have
been established. The establishment of such zones will be ananounced :n
Combat Security Operating Procedures (CSOP).

(1) The challenge must always be effected on the assumption
that the party being challenged is hostile. Therefore, 0SO0 must be kept
appraised of what is taking place. Likewise, the sentry must keep the
challenged party under close 3crutiny and at a tactical disadvantage.
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(2) All necessary force to defeeat an attack :,11.-1l b3 Ij plvd,
Such force may include small arnf, autroinaic wa-.orc; anr L•sw uerved
weapons and artillery fire; armed helicopter attack; attack by aircraft
or attack by infantry or armored fornation.

(3) All rca,3onable care will be taken to ruduce dai.-*ig, to
Innocent personnel and buildings, but defense of thu air base will be
considered as over-riding.

c. Guard Or'der. The foll.owing IIACV Guard Order woll apply to all
perbonnol of this organization .nen engaged in tactical operations.

(1) "1 understand that at, is my duty to defend the a~r base
against ary aut~ion which may thrcea-n lifv or pD.r-y° Effective attack
may bo •a•ce by ;nortars, small armz;, low trajectory wcaponz and other
devices located outside the perlmeter of the air'ield as well as by in-
filtration".

(2) "I understana that I am authorized and directed to utilize
whatever force is necessary to render an attack harmlos, sw hether the
attack comes from inside or outside the base".

(3) "if I observe an attack or threat from outside the base I
will report the attack or threat and take the position or force which
threatens Lhe base under fire with the most effective means at -,y
disposal. Within the base, I will not fire unless it is either a
direct assault, I see weapons being emplaced, or the personnel refuse
to halt. d-hen I observe weapons being emplaced, a direct assauit, or
flashes which I can recognize as a weapon directed against the air
base, I will respond with maximum effective firepower".

3-17.? (C) (GP-4) Weapons and Aammunition: Basic weapons assigned to each
indivIdual, stecurity of ýweapons3a weapons safety Lnd ¢luanilness and basic
load of ammunition are indicated below.

a. Weapons assigrnments are as follows:
(1) All personnel are assigned an c i-16 rifle as their basi4

weapon. In addition, all personnel F--6 and above have beei assigned a
caliber 38 revolver. Those assigne.a the cal. 38 will, as the situation
requires, viz, alerts and all tLvtical operations, will carry the 1"e-16
rifle.

(2) Each close combat fire team will be assigndcd an 1>60
machine gun. The t-eam member assigned this weapon must provide for its
constant security and daily cleaning. In addition, one Li.,-148 grenade(I launcher will be assigned per fire team.
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(3) Three (3) cal., 50 ma-chine guns ",.Ll,' bc i. ouinitd on the
thrcc APCI8 and kcpu there at, all , es except for aai'ly cleaning. Vun
:iot in use these guns will be kept covcrcc<•o Ti rTj. irj .n( cal. 50ac.lnc
guns have b.n i~sucd to h )he SupporL i"li:naL and .•l be deployed
in accordance with current. frag orders; otLhcrwise they will be stored in
a locked corminx containcr,

(4) Miortarsu when not deployed or employcd fros- fixed positions,
will be stored in the connex containeur maaintainuid by thQ ",.aponz5 Support
Flight. The mortar section is resnonsible for their dail cleaning.

(5) All other weapons will be stored and sccui'cd in the araory.

b. Basic load requiruemnts for assigncd weapons:

al (1) X-16 rifle - 120 rounds - individual to have available at
L ~all tim~es.o

(2) ik-60 machine gun - 1500 rounds - te~as to have available
at all times.

S(3) Cal. 50 machine gun - 1500 rounds.

(4) Cal. 38 revolver - 18 rounds.

(5) 8,1na j1[ortar -13.0 rounds (50 illum, 50 HE & 10 smoke).

(6) N-148 grenade launcher when issued - 6 ',•nite Star Clusters
and 6 frag grenades

c. ,.eaponrs Security:

() u Hevy weapons will not be deployed outside a secure area
withouL fire team support.

(2) Vehicles i~h molnuted weapons will not be left uncattendeQ
at any time while outside the base camzp.

d. W1ecapons Safety;

(1) All weapons will be cleared prior to entering the camp
cantonmcz•t area. Designated clearing pits will be used for this purpose.

'2) 1-hen magazines are carried in the X-16 rifle the weapon
will be on safe with no rounds in the chansber.
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(3) Frag grunadus will be used primarily from buwkurcd arnd/Cor
foxhole type positions. 1.then carried on patroL; or othur combat type
missions they will be carried by Fire Tewa Leadeu,, Patrol Luadcr, Assis-
tant patrol leader, section and Flight Supervisors only.

3-18. (U) After Action_ e2rt. (AAiR): In order to document certain
type tactical operations After Action Reports (AAR) are required. The
format for this report appears at Annex D.

a. LWhen persornel are involved in tactical operations as indicated
below, the Flight Co~mandcr primarily responsible for the mission as
indicated in the Frag order will submiL an After Action 1eport in draft
form to the Operations Officer. The Operations Officer vrill prepare the
report in final form in the correct forzat and make distribution as
indicated in Annex C.

(1) Any squadron tactical operation in which the enemy is
engaged.

(1) Any tact~cal operation in support of friendly forces in

C which the ene:V is engaged and/or sighted.

(3) Any other tactical operation as directed by the Cozzander.

"b. All Hq, CSOC ard flight personnel will be briefed on the
requirements for completing an AAfl in order that accurate and timely
information will be provided the responsible Flight Corrder.

3-19. (C) (GP-4) Limitations on Operations Outside Un-_t Tactical Area
of Responsibility. The TAUR of the 104lst USAF SPS (T-) as defined in
Annex A does not include any areas located outside the boundaries of
Phu Cat AB. Therefore, all personnel engaged in preparing tactical
operations orders, all supervisorni persormel and personrel subject to
being engaged in tactical operations will acquaint themselves -Nith the
limits of the lO4lst TAOR and will not, during any ta.ctical operations,
cross the boundary of this TAOR. This does not preclude fire being
brought to bear on the enemy located outside the TAOR under the 1.ACV
Rules of Engagement, provided the limits of the TAOR are not crossed by
personnel of this organization.
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3-20. (U) Supporting Fire From Friendly Ground Forces:
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J.-- G) (GP-4) Pirect A;Or n-ort Proeccdure-5 One AC-47 "spocky."
-. rcraft will oriblu. Lhe Phu u•it area for 5-5, hours each night. The

aircraft, armed with 3 miniguns, will carry 21,000 rounds of arnimuna.-
tion and 45 flares with 29000,000 candle power illumination and a burk.

time of 3 minutes per flare. The aircraft will be under thQ operational
control of ODCP. Operational control may be transferrcd to the 1041-t
G3CC depenaing on the tactical situation.

a. Concept of Operationb:

(1) The AC-47 will not fire or droo flares unless directed
by the ground controller, except to defend itself from hostile ground
fire.

(2) The ground controller has pormission to order the AC-47
to fire within the base TAO02t, only after assuzring thi hre"eý1

friendly forces within LO0 meters of the hostile fire.

(3) Use of the AC-47 to fire within the ROK TAd;R upon request
from the hoK CAP INF DIV Commander, will only bc authorized in accordance

S With the j-.ACV Rules of Engagement. Control of the AC-47 will remain
with the JDCP ground controller.

(4) Request for flare drops, within the aircrafts capability
",,r-il be authorized by the JDCP ground controller. Flares ray be
dropped without permission outside the base/HOK TAOR. All requests
for flare drops will be made to JDCP giving grid coordinates for the
area to be illuminated.

(5) in specific instances, upon lirection of the Commander,

i04ist USAik Security Police Squadron (T), or his representative, control

of the k0-47 may be passed to a forward ground controller located in
the vicinity of the hostile action. This forward ground controller
will utilize the APC Fii or P1C-25 radio sot for direct communications

with the AC-47. The ground controller, JDCP, will monitor all requests
for flare/fire and insure there are no friendly forces, urnnov.a to the

forward ground controller, in the area. In the event the ground

controller at JDCP must cancell a request made by the forward ground
controller, he nill contact the AC-47 by radio and state, "disregard

request", control of "spooky" returned to "Slim Judge" (see commuani-
cations procedures).

b. Communications Procedures:

C CONIFIDETIAL (-,MA)
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(1) Call Sign: "Slim Judge" is the tactical air/ground
call sign assigned to base Defenso Units at Phu Cat A3. The call sign
"Slim Judge Alpha' is assigncd to the iO4ist CSOC for use when control
is transferred from iDCP. Forward ground controllers -ill be authorized
call signs "Slim Judge 0l, 02, etc.", by the ground controllcr at JDCP
Swhen required. The D�CP will notify "Spooky" when control is passed

by stating "Spooky" 33, this is Slim Judge, control of your aircraft is
passed to Slim Judge 01". "I will maintain a listening watch on all
assigned frequencies".

(2) Frcquencies: During the interim period until frequencies
are assigned to "Slim Judge", wc will co-use DASC ALIFA's frequencies
assigned to the ALOM, ROK CAP IiiF DIV. Frequencics are FP! 32.4, UHF 301.5,
VhF 121.6. Authorized ROK CAP INF call signs are, airborne, "Cookie,
Cookie 01", etc., and ground station, "Lagged Scooper 40 tbra 52". In the
event of wide spread attack, an airborne FAC may assist in identifying
target for "Spooky 33". He will use a "Cookie" call sign and coordinate
with us.

( c. Target Identification:

(1) The best procedure for target identification is voice
(giving location by grid coordinates or easily seen landmarks) target
marking by tracers, '0,, etc.

(2) "Spooky" aircraft can detect hostile tracer/mortar
fire when flares are not illuminated. Illumination of flares causes
those sightings to be diminished, due to the light they produce.

(3) V0hen marking a target by tracer/%%? mortar, care must
be taken to avoid hitting "Spooky" with ricochet or mortar trajectory.
In no ease will fire be directed towards aircraft as "spooky" will
shoot back without clearance from the ground, asslmi.ng that it is
hostile fire. The aircraft will fly in a left hand 360 degree orbit.
Targets should be mnarked only on request by "Spooky" when he is in
firing position over friendly forces (see diagram). Once a targct• is
marked, verbal communications should verify target. Examnle: "Spooky
33, this is Slim Judge 01, target marked". "'lim Judge 01, 1 have
your mark, permission to fire:". "Spook 33, this is Slim Judge 01,
permission granted". "Spooky 33, this is Slim Judge 01, adjust fire
50 meters northwest'. Do you want a mark? "Slim Judge 01, this is
Spooky 33,, tark target". "Spooky 33, this is Slim Judge 01, target

marked". "Slim Judge 01, I have target, firing".
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(4) 'hen reluosting flares, grid coordinýtc;s and/or
pro•.inent landmarks sLuld be used. After thu Lirst fi.are :Lý
dropped, the ground controller contact "Spooky" to Ldjust illu:-
inated area, if necessary. A radio call vith motor cori.crtions. i.e.,
"Spooky" '3, this is Slim Judge, adjust flare release point so as to
illumlnatc area 100 meters northwest". The area we wish lit is the
rice paddie north of the abandoned houses".

(5) Verbal Com-,unications;

(a) All corxrunicazions will use stanxdard air/ground
terminology: "iReger" - Communication aoknowlodge, this is not to be
uued as an affinaative answer to a question. "Affirmative" - Self
explanatory. "INegative' - Self Explanatory. 11:Llco"l - I will comply.
"Say Again" or "I say Again" - repeat last transmission. "Over" - I
am listening for your transmission. "Out" - coai.iunications complete,
I am going off frequency. "Charlie, Charlie, Charlie" - used for
affirmative when comumunications is unreadable.

3-22. (U) Patrol Procedures: It is the responsibility of all Flight
Commanders and WCOIC's as well as those individuals who are designatCe as
Patrol Lea•,ers to insure that the procedures described herein are complied
with. Generally the following sequence of events will apply to the forming
and conducting of tactical patrols.

a. Operations Section:

(1) All Frag Orders will originate with the Combat Security
Operations Center (CSOC) and will be based on the tactical evaluatior. of
the enemy situation, and as directed by the Commander. No patrols .ilJ
be formed for any reason unless directed by the Commander or Operations
Officer through the CSOC.

(2) The Frag Order will be given to the appropriate Flight
Commander(s), and any unit section OIC involvcd in the operation. Normally

the Close Combat Flight Commander will provide personnel for all patrol
activities.

b. Close Combat Flight:

(1) Upon receipt of the Frag Order, the Flight Commander will
designate the NCO or Officer to act as Patrol Leader and will assign
specific Fire Team(s) to participate in the patrol action.
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(2) Coordination will be :nade between thf Close Combat lieght
"and other flights providing attached pcrsonncl. The coordination sh-uld
include time and date warning orders and patrol ordicrs' arc to be given.
All personnel who are scheduled for the patrol will attend the briefinZ
given by the Patrol Leader.

c. Patrol Leaders-.

(1) The Patrol Leader will prepare the warning order and
patrol order follow•ng the standard five (5) paragraph patrol order
format. The sequence of events for rehearsals, food, logistics and
administration are the responsibility of the Patrol Leader.

(2) Before the patrol departs the base camp, or when stated
in the Frag Order, a copy of the patrol order uill be given to the CSOC
Duty Officer or the Operations Officer.

(3) The Patrol Leader will insure that his patrol is conducted
in the proper manner at all times and that all patrol pursonnel understand
that the mission is of paramount importance to be completed at all costs,

C Io unless otherwise directed.

(4) The Patrol Leader ...ill insure that infoimiation and material
collected and observations and actions taken by his patrol are accurately
reported to the Intelligence NCO at the Patrol Dc-briefing i•nediately upon
the conclusion of the patrol.

d. CSOC: All patrols orig:nated by this unit -will be monitored by
CSOC and will commnunicate directly with CS0G on the assigned frequency,
using the assigned call sign. Phase lines, unusual events, enewy contacts,
etc-, will be reported promptly unless otherwise directed by CSCC.

3-23. (C) (GP-4) Avoidance of Sterotyned Tactics: Officurs and Non-
Soonrssionod officers arc to insure that stcrotyped tactical pr-occdures

are avoided as far as possible. Tactical procedures which tend to become
routine and sterotyped are: the changing of the guard at a cerain time,
patrolling on the same route, the nightly occupation of the aw.e listering
posts, bunkers, etc., and squadron alerts at standard times. The enery
studies our techniques and if such become constanT and predictable, the
enemy may take positive action such -s ambush or avoidance tactics to
counter.
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t{ 3-24. (U) Tactic'a LMiforms and En;nent: The £nning noc-,i,.l standards
for uniforms and equipment are established for all pt;i:-z",:unei.. 'he
(ocrations Officer nay vary battle and crew dress dc;p.nding on Lhe tactIcal
situation.

a, Battle Dress. With the exception of crcvm-ion assigned to machine
guns, mortars and armiored personnel carriers, the following battle dress
will apply to all squadron personnel when engaged in any tactical operation.

(1) Jungle/Camouflage uniform.

I (2) Jungle boots.

(3) Helmet i;ith camouflage cover (night reconnaissance patrols
may be authorized to wear the soft cap (USAF Design); this chance w0ill be
announced in the aprropriate Frag Order when authorized.

(4) Web harness with magazine pouches, canteen, first aid pouch,
combat knife, bayonet and compass.

(5) 14-16 rifle with basic load of amnwnition.

C (6) Identification tags• iD card and Geneva Convention Card.

b. Crew Dress: The following crew dress will apply to all personnel
assigned to machine gun, mortar and armored personnel carrier crews:

(1) Jungle/Camouflage uniform.

(2) Jungle Boots.

(3) Helmet with camouflage cc ier (except APO crew members will
wear the interphone helmets).

(4) W'cb harness with arn-nition pouches, canteen, first aid
pouch, combat knife and compass.

(5) 38 caliber revolver with basic load of aamunition.S(6) Crew served weapon with basic load of a;.-anition.
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3-25. (C) (GP-4) Tactical Allocation Vehicle: The following t,, ical
"vehicles are permanently allocated as indicated: (14 jccp; and 3

A- weapons carriers)

a. Squadron Headquarters: 1 Jeep (radio) - Coiz;iandcr
1 Jeep (no radio) - 1Eq Staff

be Cperations Section: I Jeep (radio) - 01C
1 Jcep (radio) - Intelligence

c. Close Combat Flight igs; I Jeep (radio) - FIt Commander

d. Close Combat Section Leadersi (each) 2 Jeep (radio)

e. Close Comabat Patrol Vehicles: 3 Jeeps (radio)

f. Close Combat. Reserve Force: 3 Weapons Carriers (radio'

g. Too'S 'S'CTON•.: 1 Jeep (radio)

h. w'eapons Support Flight Comm-,iander: 1 Jeep (radio)

i. Mortar Section: I Jeep (radio)

j. Iedical Section: 1 Jeep (no radio) :I.i:;IVAC)

3-26. (C) (GP-4) Tactical Vehicle Tdentification: In order to identify
and control unit tactical vehicles during operational use all squadron
tactical vehicles will be identified as indicated below:

a. All vehicles will be markud vrith a squadror name plate as
indicated. The squadron eidblem will appear on the upper (light blue)
pormion of the name plate.

L3 ht Blue

Dark blue

b. Permanently allocated tactical vehicles will be :arked on the
lower (dark blue) plate as indicated below:
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I (1) Commander Iiq - 1

(2) liq Staff i1q - 2

(3) Operations Section Ops- 1

(4) Close Combat Flt iq C - 1

(5) Close Combat Section Hq C - 2 thau C - 4

(6) Close Combat Reserve Force C00lu

(7) Weapons Support Flight Hq V - 1

(8) r-iortar Section - .

(9) TSSE Section T -I1

(1o) Xed Evac

C
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* 3-29. (C) (G?-4) Unit Intelligence Procedures: The NCOIC of the unit
intelligence section is responsible to the Intelligence Officer for the
implementation of the folloihing recording procedures:

a. The maintenance of an Intelligence Log giving details of:

(1) Visits made.

(2) Reports received.

(3) Use of section vehicle.

(4) Specific tasks detailed and completed.

b. The compiling of all reports received, verbal or written, on the
Intelligence Report Form and the passing of the form for distribution action
to the intelligence Officer, or in his absence the Operations Officer, and
the filing in serial order of the duplicate copy.

c. The display on area intelligence maps at JDGP and CSOC of infor-47, mation received.

d. The maintenance of enemy OOB folders.

e. The maintenance of an Intelligence Scurce Register containing

details as follows:

(1) U•it, formation or organization.

(2) Means of contact, liaison, R/T Net, telephone, etc.

(3) Nature of intelligence available, e.g., Perintrep and
Insum, Air Recce Reports, agents reports.

(4) Personalities and (appointments of source organization).

f. The issuance of weekly brief Perintrep by 1200 hours each

Saturday containing details as follcws:

(1) Changes in 16 cal enemy order of battle (COB).

(2) Changes in local friendly OOB.

(3) Any significant events in theatre. -

(4) Brief suumary of local events for period.
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3-30. (C) (GP-4) .Dnergency Actions: Fur tho pul'pose oi' ths Order,
emergency actions are defined as those tactical opcrations causod by
enemy action or suspected enemy actions which occur within 500 meters o2
the 1041st Base Camp.

a. Euergency acbions are divided into two catcgories as indicated
below:

(1) Those emergency actions, which in the opinion of the
Cormmander, Executive Officer or Operations Officer require a general base
camp alert.

(2) Those actions which are within a 500 meter radius of ths.
base camp, but due to their limited nature do not require a general base
camp alert.

b. In the event emergency actions result in a gcncral base camp
alert the procedures outline in the appropriate CSOP will anply.

c. All other emergency action which fall within a 530 m)eter
radius of the base camp when deemed necessary by the Operations Officer
will be dealt with as follows:

C (1) The Operations Officer will immediately notify the Commander
and will request that the Orders Group (see Par. 3-5) report to CSCo

(2) All other personnel not performing normal duties (e.g.,
administrative, support and operations personnel not on duty, personnel
not engaged in either tactical operations or base camp security) will
immediately report to their respective living quarters in order to be
available for emergency use.

(3) Personnel working within the confines of the base camap are
normally required to be armed or to have weapons within reach except
during meal hours.

(4) an the event emergency actions are necessary during meal
hours personnel will be notified accordingly and will immediately vacate
the mess area and repair to their living quarters where they will remain
on standby.

d. Examples of emergency actions are indicated below:

(1) Enemy or suspected enemy forces sighted within 500 meters

of base camp.

(2) Enemy sighted within 500 meters of base camp or suspected
enemy forces which are fired upon by either personnel of the !041st USAF
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SPS (T), US Army units located on Phu Cat AD, per;uzuiel of tho `7th Air
Police Squadron or ROK personnel.

(3) Fnemy forces which launch an attack against the 1041st
Case camp.
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3-31. Up-Channel Reporting (IAW AFR/AFM 207-1)
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3-32. (C) (GP-4) Immediate Action and Icservc Forces: in order to
"provide an iiaediate action and reserve force ýapability t fe following
forces will be established and deployed in accordance with current
directives.

a. Immediate Reaction Team;s(s) (1-T): Each team will consist of
one 6 man fire team mounted inside a .- 113 APO. Teams will aeploy in
battle dress (par. 3-24) unless otherwise directed in frag orders. TheI Fire Team Leader will be designated the 14T Leader and it will be his
responsibility, working in conjunction with the APC Commander, to respond
immediately to all directions received from CSOC. When responding to
tactical situations appropriate battle formations will be used and this
decision will rest with the IHT Leader. Normally MTT's i-,ll be deployed
from base camp in accordance with Frag Orders; however, during hours
0700 to 2100 hours daily one IRT uill be available in Battle Condition C
plus 30 minutes. During the hours 2100 to 0700 one IRT will be available
in Battle Condition C plus 5 minutes, At least six hours prior to an
IAT assuming duty, the Close Combat Flight Cowmander in cooperation with
the Weapons Flight Comnmarder will insure that CSOC is advised of2 (1)
The fire team to be designated as a part of the IT; (ii) the name of
the fire team leader; and (iii) the name of the APC Commander. The IRT
Leader will keep CSOC advised of his location and will insure that during
the hours 2100 to 0700 that the team remains together at all times.

b. Close "ambat Reserve Force: The CCRF will be the primary
Sreserve force oi the unit and will consist of a minimum of one fire team

section. The CCRF will deploy in battle dress (par. 3-24) unless otherwise
directed in Frag Orders. The section Leader will be designated the CCRF
Leader and it will be his responsibility to respond promptly to all
directions received from CSOC. -ihen responding to a tactical situation
appropriate battle formations will be used and this decision will rest with
the CORF Leader. A CORF wll be available in Battle Condition C plus 1
hour during the hours 0700 to 2100 daily. During the hours 2100 to 0700
the CCRF uill be available in Battle Condition C plus 15 minutes, At least
six hours prior to the CCP-? assuming duty, the Close Combat Flight Commander
vill insure that C,5C is advised of: (i) the section to be dezignmated as
the CCRF; (ii) the name of the Section Leader; and (iii) the number of fire
teams assigned. The CCRF Leader will keep CSOC advised of his location and
will insure that during the hours 2100 to 0700 that CGRF fire teams remain
together at all times.

"CONFIDLNIMAL (i.HA)
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SECTION IV

ADI-TNIST-RATION AND LOGISTICS

TAB D GEIERAL

4-I Administration

I4-2 Mess4-3 Materiel
4-4 Armory
4-5 Administrative Transportation
4-6 Medical Evacuation
4-7 Disposition of Prisoners
4-8 Disposition of Captured Equipment and Documents
4-9 Casualty Analysis
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4-. (U) AduiaiatraLion: The EocuaLive Off;cer is renponc1:ile to the

Comiander for administi'atior, aQiciplilno and welfare of ,aý3caud p~zrsonnel.
Administrative procedures for the unit will be in accordance with USAFI,
PACAF, 7th Air Force and local base directives. Squadron procedures will
be specified in Squadron Standing Operating Procedures (SOP).

4-2. (U) ~ess: The SquadrQn Mess will operate at normal hours as defined
in Squadron Standing Operating Procedures except when directed by CSOCo
The Squadron Support Section will maintain a five (5) day supply of Combat
Rýations ("C" rations) to be used only in the case of emergency and only
through direction of CSOC. In addition, the mess will provide combat
rations for personnel engaged in tactical operations as directea by CSOC.

4ý3. (U) M.ateriel: All personnel are responsible for equipment in their
possession or under their control. Procedzres concerning the lo'-.s, damage,
or destruction of government property are outlined in Squadron SOP's. The
OIC, Support Section will be notified immediately of the loss of or
destruction of sensitive equipment such as weapons, vehicles, TSSE and
any high value item.

4-4. (C) (Gp-4) Armo•y: The Squadron Armory, a 24 hour operation, islocated at the north end of the base camp and is the responsibility of the
Operations Officer (see par. 3-7h). It will be manned at all times by
assigned personnel or personnel rostered by the 0peratiqns Section.

a. Munitions:

(1) The following basic load requirements are established and11 will be available at the armory for immediate issue:

(a) -16 304,0

(b) 1,4-60 1,500 61,500

(c) .38 Cal. 50 3,350

(d) .50 Cal. 1,500 9,000

(e) 1-Ga. 20 360

(f) 81= 110 (.50 HE, .50 'llum and 10 Smoke)

(g) 40mm 12 (6 frag and 6 lllum) 144

CONFIDENIMAL (12U,)
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(2) The following munitions are stored in two aia.nunition dumps
as indicated. Aiunitions will be sogregated by class and compatability
and properly marked° E:zcplosive safety wrill be closcl? adhered to. All
munitions will bk. shielded by sand-bag revetments.

(a) Location !i1: 350 motors northwest of the Anr-ovy
near the supply area contains .38 Cal., 50 Cal. (API & ball link),
7.62mm (1-60) and 12 Ga.,

(b) Location #2: 400 meters southeast of the Armory near
the motor park contains .50 Cal., API and ball link.

b. Ecplosives: Explosives as indicated below will be stored at
Location #1. Particular care will be taken to insure that all sensitive
items are stored in conex containers. All explosives will be shielded
by sand-bag revetments 0

(1) 81-m ilium

(2) Sinus Smoke

(3) 81mm HE

(4) 66mm (LAW)

(5) IM-2 Frag Grenades

(6) AoP. Mines

(7) 4m M,-L8

(8) Blasting Caps (Elect. & Non-Elect.)

(9) Fuze (Detonating & Blasting Time)

(10) Primer Cord

(ll) Comp. C-4

1(12) TNT

£ ~~C0ŽMEMIDTIAL (1IfrA)
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the Armory. Weapons Uill ho clcnuod daily and ,ilI br i avaiflable
for nbiLediate isbue when dircutcd by C`CZ. Weapo. c-n, g - quip ni ....
be available for issue to FliLht and S3ocLion MCOIC's a, r,- n•u I- l'cniic"civ
weapons inspoctions i.,ill be conducted by qualifiod arore s at least imonthly
after coordination has been accomplished with Flihie and Secion NCOIC's.

(1) Fire and safety directives will be rigidly enforced at
all times. No Si.oking areas wi-ll be established and propor5ly posted.
Violation of these directives will be irnediately repor'ted to the Operations
Officer.

d. Tiventoi• Procedtires: Strict accountability will be iraitai.ned
of all munitions, eo.zlosives and weapons by the '`Olc vfi uho Ae kcx.1

(1) luniticns and u3oi} vec;: iuniLions and explosives will
be inventoried in accordance wh current Lt-.r Force direcLives as sup-
plemented by PACAV, 7th Air Force and local base diro;tives.

(2) Weaoons: AU squadroon weapons ;dll be inventoried and
accounted for on the ist and 15th of each moath, except those weapons
stored in the Armaory ihich will ba inventoried aznd accounted for at the
end of each duty shift. Accurate rvcords and receipts will ba maintained
of all weapons issued.

4-5. (U) Administrative Transoctio.: With the exception of those unit
tactical vehicles on permanent dispatch as outlined in Par. 3-25, Section
III, Tab C, all vehicles will be obtained from the Unit i btor Pool as
outlined in Squadron SOP's. In all cases priority will _be given to
tactical requirements.

4-6. (U) Medical Evacuation: Injured peroonnel uill narmally be attended
by a .uadron Medical Technician. Those not in critical cor.dition dill be ,
evacuated by land tranboortation to the 37th Combat Support Group Dispensary
or the 819th Civil Engineer Squadron Dispensary. Critically injured persorinnl
will be evacuated by aircraft to a US Army Field Hospital, Qui Yhon w,.ahen dir-
ected :.y a medical officer. Requests for air evacuation will1 be initiated
by CSOW to the base CSC4

COINFIDEi'TILL (1MA)
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4-7 (C (G-4)Disposition of Prisoners: All captured encji personnel
'•will be ijinediately strippoLA of all cloithing and scaaechcd Thruhya

the point of capture. WThen captured while under fire, pris rs urll be
re.',ovcd as quickly as possible after a preliminaiy search and then scarched
more thoroughly once in a safe area. Upon completion of the strip search
prisoners wil be bound and blindfolded and escorted to the area in rear

of the intelligence section tent and will be kept under constant guard.
Upon notification that enemy prisoner(s) have been taken, CSOC will
immaediately contact the local OSI Detachment for disposition in.trucctions.

4-8. (C) (Gp-4) Disposition of Caotured Egquiomcnt and Doc,-cnt-3: All
captured enemy cquipmeont and documents will be relcacd to thc Squadron Intel-
ligence Officer or his representative as soon as possible. Upon receipt
of captu.-ed enay equipment or documents the Squadron latelligunce Officer
will iz~mediately notify the local CSI Detachaiant for disposition instruct-
ions.
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SECTION V

CO•+IiANM A.D SIGNAL

TAB F GENRAL

5-1 Co-mand
5-2 Landline Communications
5-3 Internal (Squadron) Radio Communications

C 5-4 Exter-n.al Radio Co:.-unications
5-5 Authentication
5-6 Pyrotechnics
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5-1. (C) (GP-h) Command The 104.st USAF Security ±ol.c a.dron (Taj
1i located at grid coodinate BRH8304525, telephonrw- cc 6 The 104..•
Gcmbat Sevurity Operation&, Center is located in tent !V9, tr.rarnone nouTc.r&
ZiL .(.see Annex E for lOlst Comm Not).

a. a0  rning of Nets: Control and out stationo are ,so be rar.cd a2
S~ follows

(1) Falcon Control - At all times.

(2) At alert state of readiness - all controls and cut statlons.

" (3) At conditions "A" and "B" - squadron eleruents affeosed.

(4) Otherwise as directed by CSOC.

b. Net__ htegt Flight Comanders arc to ensure that not integrity
is maintained by only having ruthorized out stations transm"it. Vehiolco a
use that are fixed with radio and are not author'ized out stations arc to hava
the microphone removed and returned to the armory. Radio sets issued for
"listening out" purposes are only to trans.,.it in an cmorgncoy.

5-2. (C) (GP-4) Landline Co,'niunicaticns: The Snuadron Cor..u'icaticnsz ýQfucer
is to locate the Squadron Telephone Exchange w.ithin the Squadron area,
to lay field telphone cable to provide for the folloiing extensions:,

a. Comrmard: Comm==ders SO2, Ops Officer.

b. O erations. Close Combat Flight Headquarters, 'Jeapons S_&LpoC:r

Flight Headquarters, all constantly manned observation and listening ncM.s,
all conttantly manned fixed burnkers, mortar section hqs, AIC holdingL Lcau:o,
officers quarters.

c. iffortar Section Wire Ne;t: The NCO in charge of the Mortar Seosan
is to lay a ring telephone line connecting the FDCO, lrtar Section firing
pits, and permanent observation pobts.

(1) Line work priorities are to be:

(a) Immediate cable connection to switchboard.

(b) Securing lines above or under ground.

CONFIDEIP'IAL (IUA)
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4., ula.r-Gn , i.i-rdt-.•.n_" The commhunications ofJz.cr is to insure thatIp sv ....... dron ctcnho:ru onTInuouzlv ,Lanned,• al L.S.h ae rcu!LZ-y
• ¢,•c•.•2,.anl fau ý LS are recbified -.,• hout delay. .&_ .- neeo oa•c- ry

.be laid• a na conne -cted, at tim, di;,-r,2tjon of, or with • c, permission of the

o/ cor oWt•nding, *h,- COooratlons Sect~ion.

r .- i.er nn&di_ p onnect t.ons: The Squadron Coxnurnioations Officer

v• t ncure that connections from the base telephone exchange to -qaaaron
areo meet the adinistrative requirements, and on ansli-

-:ron from the flight or section com.arnders concerned. In aaLior he will
-ure that a dircct line telephone between the Squadron CSCC and base CSC

.3 inutallc.d and mauintaincd.

5-3. (G) (GP-4) Internal Radio Com.Tmunications: The following six (6).-
sosadron radio nets will be established; Squadron Comamand Net, Close Co.dbat
otq Mortar Control Net, IT Net 5 Base Defense Not and spare net (see Annex

it.

a. Smiadron Comnand Net. Details of the Squadron Con-emnd Net are

as Lollows:

(I) Frequency: 173.425

(2 (2) NeL identification - FALCON.

(3) Control - CSOC

(4) Out Stations - Commander (Vehsicle), Close Combat Flight Hqsq
Close Combat Section Eqs (3), Mortar Section Commander (R), FDC (3)W,
Observation posts (as reou-xred). The Com.mander's call sign will be 01 (zero
one) prefixed by the identification of the net on which he is operating,
see call signs diagramatically shown at Annex D.

b, Close Combat Net: Details of the Close Combat Net are as follows:

(1) Frequency: 173.800

(2) Net Identification - VULTU•E

(3) Control - Close Combat Flight Eqs

(4) Out stations - Close Combat Section 1qs (3), and Close Combat
Fire Teams (15).

c. Mortar Control Net: Details of 'he mortar control net are as
follows:

* CONFIDENTIAL (1,A )
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(3) Cont'rol - Mortar SeALion Hqs.

(4) OUT, atation- Dot.ac himnts (2), Obscrvcr3 (2).

d0  Tmmciate Reacion Team OPMT . Details of the iRtT Let &ce
as f 3110W6 .

(i) Frequency: 72.15

(2) Not Identification- EEAGI

(3) Control - GSOI

(4) Oat 6tation - Each i4-113 APC

e. Base Defense Net: Details of the Base Defense Nes are as follows:

(1) Frequency: (Not yet assagned)

" (2) Net Identification: BLUE JAY

(3) Control - CSOC

(4) Out station - Each Base Defense Zone hieadquar-ters -_La jDCPO

f. Spare -et: Details of the Snarp 'et will be advised Unen avail-
aule. The net identification v-li be SPART'A,

5-4. (C) (GP-4) Fxternal 11 .. o Comnunicat.ions: (See Annex F)

a. Direct Air Supnort- Communications:

(1) Controlg JDCP

(a) Out stationr CSOC

(b) Forward Ground Controllers (Normally IRT)

(2) Frequency. 43.40

42.90

001EIDENTIAL (1,M)
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(3) Net identification: SLIki JUDGM

CSOC SLID. JUDGE A11111A
Forward Controllers SLDI J,,UDGE 01, 02, 9•

b. B Troop, 1st US Air Cavalry Sguadron:

(1) Frequency: 41.2

(2) Not Tdentification: CHARGER

c. A Troop, Ist US Air Cavalyv Squadron:

(1) Frequency: -43.2

(2) 1Net Identification: APACHI-

d. C Troop_, st US Air. Cavahj Snuadron.

(1) Frequency: -41.2

(2) Net Identification: FIGH{TR

e. 37th Air Police Squadron Security :-et:

(2) Frequency: 173.425

(2) Net Identification: ChECiiATE

(3) Control: CSC

f. Phu Cat Sub-Sector Net:

(1) Frequency: 43.60

(2) Net Identification: YICKING RACKS LA-2

(3) Control: Phu Cat Sub-Sector

(a) Out stations: CSC - -ICKLýG PACKS T*.*A ALPHA
CSOC- KICKING RACKS LZiA ALPHA 0""'

"g. An ',hon Sub-Sector Net:

(1) Frequency: 43.60

(2) Net Identification: KICKING •ACKS X-PAY

CONFIDENTIAL (,iiA)
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o l Use of tbh aut h~j.z--ac tablf. e,

(1), SeLle.ct any rarudon test, sauncle (ExaMnT2c.le r~c Lie 3, bl

(lin (2 Liatethe fir.st ei.±exantr (D) in the Ccoi-lum of row. !-u. r~zs

()Proceeý-d across; the- row designated by the f1irst test. elemntc
&Lj) eilthe .3eeorna test. elemenart (B) is reachecd,

(4) The letter irmnieci-ately to the rhtof thne seccondi tes-t.
eleoment (i)is th-e authenti-altor (in this exxarnle "fGlE is theauhetstr)
UIcahe the seconed tetoi element is the last. letter in, the row., the fIrstL Iletter-
in the saaec row becones the authenticator (i.e., iir~e £3-DJ, the authe.,nuiL-
cator becomes i7)
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Green star cluster !Nedacal E;'a-,uctioJcv.
Red s~tar c~luster- D.iý3 t res s s r.aI (da 't 'Zr,

V~flltb llumnratxoa (n-,ght)
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SECTION V

COM"Z7IID AIND SIGNALT

TAB G Chaflenge., Pass Words, a--,6 Codes

5-7 Challenge and Pass Words
C> 5-8 Codes

Ths p
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number ngd aTye callt:ierA l andtr± Jx,4 Aes-ofld "yith- a '~ nub.: rhl adi117 r

the nrr-be-,r Lox- that day. Ex,.-aple The number for. the &gLr 1:?enn Th'

ni~pnt withionemkn the iOtist U3f ~z

sings and codea will be rig--tdy Qocat;'cited to prevent COmkr-Om .;
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5-~.(C) (OP-4) C Ucs~ nen t he security of a gavcn Lituationl procludt-.3
voice transmission in' Thc .e~ codeý(S) will be used to pro'tý."u Uhe iufhrý.ta-

* ~tion being transimiitted. The followring codes cro ctishdand w--21 be
"ued by all per~onrncl.

* a. Location Code Wordoý in a oituation whore the sýecuzity of locations
is essi-.nti&J. the following method will be used to indic~ate Such locaTaoron.s

r-(1) The neare.-%t of- tho lanlmar.ks a6 listred bocl.; will be identified.
WThe locat.-,e to be idocntifted will bo stntod in eeccot-o the lancL-aark; <.

11200 moetrz3 South of '.4 OTUDAtI, or `-1 click (1,000 mct&c,;3.) e.ast of WASEIICTcOI:%.
or 'ýTihe nearest hill south of ARIZONA", etc. Landmack-L azid their assi~ned code

* ~~names are indicatedb:lw

LANARIK M. ID CCCJtDINAT13O1- USE CODE Nr-

Water tower hill BR904134220 37th APS Stron,-oint & OP AI.ABAI1:A

HilDRZ809214157 2.041-st OP/LP ALASKA

Hill BR89124205 2.041.9t OP/LP JARIZONA

Hll) BRZ 8854200' 1041st OP/LP AftKcz&SS

Base Camp BR87704240 11th Company (ROKS) Camp/C? CALI JFO N 1k

Base Camp Dr,8554520 1.041st Base Camp D.C.

Hill BRF894245614  104)-st 0?/IP DUAWT11..S

SE Corner, 3,000'1 dirt BRS9791+083 Landing, Strip FLORIDA
strip

Tower E190724186 104-15t OP &- TSSE M~onitor =-'TUCia'

Hill, w/tower BER9884528 2.041st 0?. 1A1AI

*Hi)-) Cold ROK OP) BR88204630 1.041st 0Oi/MI2~ Position IM"'N

Hill, w/defensive bunker ER91024414 37th APS S-Crongoirý4.t/OP MOCNTAU~

Hill BR86824.522 1.041st Strong-poJint/OP/LP OHIO

Hill BR87004376 1.041st Strongpoint./OP/LP C~LOZ2

CONFIENTIAL (,%Z-U)
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2" TA.3 C. -'•Ciiag- , Pass .ords

* LLU*.)aK W.Th C? •D:h..t :~.;;..',. .. ,:, '.,. ,...

Hill (#151, Pictoraap B2.85994479 RO1 St'ror. on-D/G2 O NEGKlI
1:25,OG0)

H-il.1 (souLh of Thiet I3-09573955 ROX/l0alst Stronapoir-t/OP T AI's

Trang (1)

Cate B'R91144237 i,:ain Gate- hu Cat 'irb&Zc T

IHill B3o7704A54 O41st oP/L T-1 H

o. Pro-inent bend in Song 1R90344642 Laand.ark refcrcnce point V1DGINIA
La Vi River (Approx.
1,160 meters NhNE of
HAWAII

Hill (1764, Pictomap M86504689 ?uture leIst Stronooint LASHrl GCýO;
1:25,000) oor)

b.o Dutv Titles: In order to avoid disclosing the nature of a

headquarters or unit by referring, to specific appointimnts, such as Co,

AdJL, etc. , and to provide a form of low grade security concerning various
duty titles and tasks to be perforrw•d. standard radio appointment titles
are used throughout a field force. These titles are not secret and or2,y
conceal the level of the headquarters or the nature of the duty involved,
The titles used and their appointment are given below:

_APPOINTb~I-T TITLE

Cor-d SUMNRAY
Executive Officer
Ops Officer SEAULL
Intelligence Officer or NCO AR0?1N
Administrative Staff L•OIMLE
Logistic Staff US
Armor Rep - ONSID•
Artillaiy Rep .. LDR2
Counter Battery
Engineer Rep HOIDYAST

Signals Rep ,Pg :-2
Infantry Rep
Medical Rcp STA•LDI•T

-*• Provost Rep . . ATCEDOG
. ArW Aviation Rep iXAQZ£

'I-i CON'TID:'T-IAL (1.-11A)I,-.
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VA2 G C-1nalenges, Pass Words
T: and Codes

The titles will not be qualified in any iwy c•xccptf

(1) To indicate junior appointments, zino: -.Ay be acýyd,

(2) 1y, Your, His, Ours, Their , may be u:ed before the titles5

(3) The call sign may follow the title. Example: 4Sunray mnior
call sign Falcon".

MISUSES: There is no security value in talking of tanks as 'MIONSIDESl",
infantry as "FOXHOUndS", artillery support as IISF LDU,:C Support", or
in asking for "STARLIGHT" when medical aid is required, These are
examples of typical misuses of the titles which steA from a nisundersGarxdiJrg
of their purposes and which give a false sense of security which may lead Lo

disastrous results. The procedure to,.be used when employing the appointment
titles is •;iven below. d'-,

If it is desired to speak to a person holding an appoiitment covered by the
appointment title list then the prowords 'IFetch and SpeakiLg" vall be used.

Exnrle: One comaznder wishes to speak to another commanaer, e-g.,
Co wishes to speak to a sub-unit cnamander.

Co: Falcon Control this is Falcon 01, Fetch Sunray 10, over.

sub-unit

-ncmmander-Sunray 10 speaking, over

ZExrnplerý Operations Officer w-ishes to speak to Signal Officer

GS02 - Falcon Control, Fetch Pronto, over

Operator - Wait

Signal Officer - Pronto Speaking, over

! I
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1O41ST .A... ?OR" TAi FR0 PICTOvXXP SUPPLEMNT " 125,000 Z•-i, 6836 IV . AISOUTH: "BR9044 .44o63 110 meters NW to BR9O-'3.,.,e
•', B;•03o-,ý9ý .!,-'C/)O meters to

BRS9224030. BR90203906, 650 meters oii AZ U B30o ,120,,.33••60 10• meters

on AZ 5 ,to BR89823970; following the no herin base of Kill "iTexaz' to
D389623974, 340 degrees for 100 moters to DK09o43985; L,20 meters on AZ
270 to B1,89123990.

"ZST:. From BR89123990 generally north along the boundary river to 3-H
89224030° BH89224030, generally NW along the west side of a river-
approxiL-ately 2,280 meters to D1t87924132, Md approýdmately 310 meters to
BR87754159. Generally east on a fair or dry weather loose surface
road approximately 600 m. ters to B1T88264i65; Ed approlinately 490
meters to BR88124215. g.NW approximately 1,,090 meters /to BR87984321.
West along a fair or dry weather loose surface road appro-imately
l1240 meters to BR-6804305; 1MN', appro.--,atciy 510 me':.ers to Bk8671A344;
generally north along the base Slope of nl 151 approximately 3,100
meters to BR86564592.

NORTH BR86564592 - NE approximately 2,110 mzters to DaE664649;
generally east along the north side of the Song Ia Vi r.er approxi-
mately 1,825 meters to BR90324638.

EýST: BR90324638 - Generally south along the east zide of the Song
SLa Vi iver approximately 1,460 meters to BR99og4531; generally muth

along the east side of the railroad tracks approaiately 570 meters
to BR90804475; .5i appro)xnmately 1,200 meters to BE190044387l; Nv; approY•--
rdately 1,700 meters to BR88564474 .west approximately 380 meters to
BR88204474; SB along the west side of the new runway agpro~inately
3,500 meters to BR89934168, SS`; approximrately 900 meters to B189514086;
S• approximately 400 meters to BR89884073; MiZ a-prox -tely 980 meters
to BR90084172; NNW approximately 230 meters to BR89964191; N,• appro-XL-
mately 18 meters to BI90M14205; generally east along a locse surface
road approxinmtely 1,000 meters to Bh9ll24237; west along the east side
of the railroad tracks approximately 1,460 meters to BR91T41ll0; gen-
erally southwest along the S side of the Song Cau Dai. fliver approxi-
mately 1,220 meters to BR904.063; arproximately 1,220 meters to BR
90444063; gencrally south following the Song Cau Dai River for 1,920
meters to BR90203906.
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0-0. AB

*" W as rector-of

Security Police

37hArPolice * 104 2 st__-.Iý

Squadron Police Scqadron

*The Base Director of Security Police ic responsible to the BaLe C
for all security, defense and law enforceraent natters and for the oodnto
of all Project Safe Side Matters.

*'ýThe Commander, 37th Air Police Squadron is resoonsible for internal dccc-
in securiLy of priority resources, adumznistrative and persor..c-l securzy
matt'ers and all law enforcoemnt. natters.

*1The Commander,. 1041st USMiL Security Police Squadron 4s responsible to the
Base Commander through the Base Director of Security Police for the perimeter
defense of Phu Cat AB as ýscated in Base Commandervs letter of 18 Feb 67,
subject: Air Base Security Concept.
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A•kr:.E.X C TO

1: lo SITUATION:

a. Enemy Force¢: Chaxte from last oraer

b. Friendly Forces: Changes from last order

c. kttachýents: Details available concerniLng cdire-ct ground or air
support.

2. ;IfSSrCN:, A statement of the task to be per-foxQmd ann th-e period
covereeo

). EXECUTiON:

a. G•nerai outline. A brief statement of how the maission is to be
accomplishedo Provide detailcQd informaton asapplicable0

b. Specific Tasks: Detailed tasks of each flight or section,
including TSSE, IRT and reserve forces.

c. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) Patrol det.ails, Routes9 tining 9 a.,e0 , both the lO4lst ard
other friendly forces involved.

(2) Prioxrte:l .. ,

(3) Orders for Opening Fire:

(4) Deception Measures:

4. ADJL4NISTRATTON AND LOCISTICS:

- a, kn-nunitions:

b. Rations and water:

c. Prisoners:

d. Captured Equipment and Documents;

This page is Unclassified
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e. MAcdizal v...Uation

fo Supply Allocatcion:

g. Vehicles:

50 COMNAPD AND SIGNAL

a. Details of any moves at Fli.ght or Section Hq locationo.

b., Communications:

(1) Details of net manning:

(2) Autheý,tication Procedurcs:

(3) Conmiaunications Code Words (zcdaitional to sLandard codes).

c. Landlines to be laid:

d. location of Commander and Key Officers:

eo Contact with Supporting Forces:

f. Pass Words:

T
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a. General:-
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3. ztirno of engagem~ntg

5.Brie? report. of criýgavrwnt (at,,tach dzmif

6,Own Casusittoas (inokzde persoaan details a-nd causes if k.nowrn):

b. WIA:.

7. ne~z Casualtie s (detail reasons for clajus- a-nd cause o' nuis fkon

a. KIA:.

c. Captured:
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c. Sunsoort fire:

d. .,horaJIe.
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2.0ZEqipment lost, or captured:

;_. Own losc

b. Cappture-d equtImcnt:
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co:MRAT S3P-1IJUE Y POilTCF-, SUD

I 4r,!T jr i l

LI ___T ___I L/ ijCa-' t l, SSi2toa

Field Flight1 2. 41.5 .'.9 J-T.

FildFight '1 ± 41 4 12 15 1:29 16

(Ki 6 12 a7Il __ _

Sci.uadron Total 1e ~J S '.--2 5142 553 5)9



-C.0!.

Soucido 0,)s.1

-A6IŽiri. Personm§ . 2

Cooks 1

Vehicle Maint. Pers. 1 2 0~

Comi-.-. I/aint. Fers. 1 2

Wezpns ~aUt. ers._____

sunoliiers2 3

Tot--I 0-____ __ _1'2 3

£~O .~ .... 2 ... ....

Co~/DvzxI- .

__ _ 4 __ _



() liCOMBAT SEI RI hI POLICE SQUAi I

BR.nfAWO. OF PMSOMML

OFFICERS I

UNIT TITLE -L/C iMa aCaptILt. . CS S 4S TS SS '2 &ta]l

Field Sections_____________ _ _ I I _ -

UPILeaders 3I
Elemens I I)

Ledr I 1

Riflemen 5-4 - -"5

Total 3 !3 9..9i799

" S"_ _ _ _ _ _ I I 1 ,I ' 9 •i .: ! "•' • •

I 1)

pport Sectn i

Cox.-Rnu/vrI
Weapon Elemient I i~

Leader

I4Mortax Teams. ~8 2 12_

M2G Teams 1I Il9 10O

.1lei
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SCOAT SECUIMY Y)UCJE SQUtADC"'

BREAKDOITN OF PFRSOTEL

OFFICERS t m .r

, Ani-e- T%. . , t •Surveillance El. t

L~eader -
3 R ada O. Tn6

3 I-l Moio lbs 6

!ScoutDog El.
, ' ' i Ii

Leader -

9 Dog Teams .

FLI~trx TOMAL 14 ~.h 12 5
Total j 1 , 1.,.2., ?-

Fr2 • •! :4 . 2 • 9.! .'__

No2 Flight Ii EL... L

No. 3 Flight 1 1. I 1 i 1 5 ...- 6T

SQUJADRON TOTAL 1 1 12 2 4 5T 42

s..., zH.ii Ki.R•I~ i
* I 4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

i ] _____ _,_,_,__ _ _ _

i 444~.&.tA~. ~ t, j t n 4 ~ . . J & r. . , i 44 .
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SUB-UINIT TITLE IL/C ýIM4Lj C aý Lt .Cý42s S::ý!SIZ~/

Fli~ht HQ • 4
F i l .. ...... -Q .----- ...--- -- . ..• . ... .. ..I' * I

Field Section HQ9_ . .. , ...... _..3 _

I i I } i .

3 lement s ! '
Field Section HQ

3 Elements . I

_ leents_' . .. ..,,l .:,

Sc u Do ,..,ý,, C 10••; • _1•,,_• .].,. .

i *Hd Section aqre Se i 2

Fie ld S I 2; . . ... 3.-.. -

I " i D ; i i it one-

•- ! ...... • .......... ... ... ... ............ •............ . . .. .. . . .... .. . . . . . .
SurW'e ilo n ce El.mn .. ..... [ ; 1 k6. _... 93.

!Scout Dog .E.emczt , :1.'0

hieadquarters Sectiont _ _ 2 a 117niitrativ

___Ira 1 _

_ _ _. _ _ .1

ttI I-- - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•*W'he the Flight operates independent of~ its p.2a-ent Szuadron it recei',•s one- "
third of the Squadron's admiinistrative perso..cl~

.0.
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OPIMATTO': SrU J S0112

1. The Majority of th:La in equiPmant izu.o-d comrno0JY to ali as i od,
persomel as indentifiea in annex ia to AP 66-4, &.tc-a 15 July 1966.
The equipment was used during the traixi4ln phase of Operation SAFE SIDE
as well as being used in the operationsa 1rnase. It has been therefore
subjected to approximately eight months continuous ulc. It has for the
most part stood up to the rough treatment encount> .i through trainIng
and combat operations, e.g., low crawling, obstacle course, oll kinds
of weather, continued dampness, thick and heavy vegetation, combet
tactics, etc. The following is a breakdown by items:

a. Stock Number 5110-813-1286, machete, Junle. The quantity
should be reduced and the basis foz issue changea to one per evcry five
individuals assigned. Should be considered organizational equipment.

b. Stock Number 5120-289-O540, Intrenching Tool, Hand (COM).
The quanrtity should be reduc.d andl basis for issue chaxmzed to one per
every five individuals assigaed. Should be considered organizational
equipment.

c. Stock Number 6230-264-826i, Flaz•lisht, ric:ý.t angle tubular
case, I'CL-F-3747 (AFD). No change recozmended.

() ~d. Stock Nimber 6645-066-4L? 79, wawzh, *wmcist, hack, type flTU-2A/P
(GSA). For precise and effective combe, security operation, the basis
f'or issue should be chsnged to one per indivi&ual assig&ed.

e. Stock Rumber 7210-266-9736, Insect bar, field type, nylou cloth
netting, 200 in. lg, 68 in. h (CY). No cAamge reconmendced.

f. Stock Number 7210-267-5641, Pole, folding cot. Future units will
not require this item.

g. Stock Number 7210-282-7590, Blkrket, wool. Eliminate and replace
with camouflage poncho liners. Basis for issue - one per indivi&.aal
nssi(aed (see pararaph b).

h. Stock Number 734o-240-7436, xnite, field, m Css, CRES, alum, handle
MIL-F-284 (cx). No change recormended.

i. Stock Number 734O-243-5390, Spoon, Field Mess, unplated ORES,
miL-F-284 (CX). N0, change recommended.

J. Stock Number 7340-243-5393l, Fork, Field. Mess, unplatecl CRES
MIL-F-234 (cx). No change recommended.

Annex F
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I
k. "Stolt :'w-bir 7350-P.42-531,0, Tn, L-'; t Cam j -3

(CX). 'NotchanZe recommendcd.

1. Stock Number 8 3 40- 2 2 j- 78119 , Pole, section, tent, wood, 15 in.
IS (CY). The rucantity requcste.;1ada= reýceivcd w. u " cozsive. The basis
for issue for this item should be one p=r dinavi z.J-i asiged.

m. Stock NxuWeoer 8240-261-9749, Pin, tent, &aumimp-, 9 in. 1g, (CY).
No change recommonded.

n. Stock Number 8340-577-4168, Shelter, half tent, cotton duck
mildew resistant and water repellent, olive green army shade 107,
V/triang•lar closing flap at both ends, w/guy line "C 5 foot stop.
No change recommended.

o. Stock Number 8415-268-7868, Gloves, quýrtity 17 pair
Stock Number 8415-268-7369, Gloves, quantity 37 pair
Stock Mumber 8415-268-7870, Gloves, quantity 40 pair
Stock Number 8415-268-7871, Gloves, quantity 4 pair
Stock Nýuber 8415-268-7072, Glove., quantity 7 pair

These gloves are all the same except pair sizes and they are used for
rappelling. Should be issued on the basis of on~e per individual assiL-Aed.
Also, only the two most common sizes should be obt.iued.

p. Stock Number 8415-261-6833, Cover, helmet, caraouflasge. The basisQ for issue should be changed from two to one per individual assigned.

q. Stock Wumiber 8405-290-0550, Poncho, coated cloth, nylon twill,
co-ted both sides, synthetic resin coated, solid color, olive green,
snap fastener slide fastening, w/hood, non-detachable (=-' SERIES 51900)
(CY). IXo change rococmended, hoe~over, the poncho liner should be obtained.
aud issued on the s=e basis (see para b).

r. Stock Number 8415-753-5792, liner, soldier's steel helmet, cotton
sheeting and/or drill basic mtl, phenolic resin impregnating comp.,
olive drao, type I (Imnc SERIES 3691C0) (Cy). No change recommended.

s. Stock Number 8415-153-6671, Head Band. N•o change recommended.

t. Stock Number EJ.5-753-6166, Neck band. Wo change recommended.

u. Stock Number 8415-255-3579, Helmet, soldier's steel, olive drab,
w/release chin strap, w/o parachutist type chin c'.aard, eoa :-1 ,. w/flex
loop (IDEX SMIES 345000) (CY). Nio change reco-imended.

v. Stock Number 8465-237-8719, Case, sleeping bag, snap fastener
closure, cotton, wind resisteant, oxford, water? r'epllent treated, olive
drab (NEx SERIES 604500) (cy). No change recom ed.

( )
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ki •I. Stock Au. '.5-242-7 3, C-p e,:oecP CiS, w/2.Lifr hazlle
(iSa SERIs 605424) (CY). No change rccorzý&Žn.,d.

x. S&.ýock NuMiber 8465-254-8387, M,'Zttrosa, pncu., nylon cloth, two
sides coated with natural -ma/or cyntheti c nubboVw, olive green (12LD.C
S hIL6 608725) (CY). No ch~rae =ecomazn.adu.

y. Stock Number 8465-261-690,, Ba: , waterprocf, clothinZ (wDnX
SEIES 600925) (cy). No change recommended.

z. Stock Number 8465-264-5085, Sleeping bag, sinCle bag, outer 2
ply cotton balloon cloth mattrcss casing, wTater rcpellent treated
(nEx SmIES 610675) (CYx). No change recommendco.

aa. Stock Niumber 3465-542-5S42, Carrier, intrcnchine tc. , cotton
duck and cotton webbing, water repellent and•.'lfCC.; resistart, olive
drab (INfDE SERIES) (CY), regular size. The quantity should be reduced
and the basis for issue changed to one npr every five individuals assigned.
Should be considered organizational equipxuent.

bb. Stock Number 8465-577-4522, Suspenders, field pack, modified "W'
back type, cotton webbing, olive drab, Wij (pr) (ErDm.X SKIuZZ 612250) (CY),
regular.

cc. Stock Number 8465-577-4923, Suspenders, loru size. The quantities
of re-aglar and. long ahould have been r-eversed. For convenience sake they
should all be the ",ng size uince they can be aljusted to the shortest size
required.

dd. Stock 1,-umber 8465-577-4924, Belt, pistol, cotton webbing, mildew
re-istant and .ater repellent treated, olive drab (nmsc SERIES 602200) (CY),
leccge.

ee. Stock 8mber 3465-577-.,925, Belt, mc•iu. The Quantities of
Lro-e and media- should have been r-everse. Zor conve2ienace sake they
should all be the lax-ge size since they can be c&ic.sted to the smallestsize r eguirca.

ff. Stock Number 8465-57 -4926, Cover, vater czrnteen, cotton, duck
body, iool felt lininZ, water repellent treated, olive drab (nDEX n SRIES
605250) (CY). No change recoumende4.

gg. Stock Number 8465-577-4927, Case, field, first aid dressir-
unmounted magnetic compass cotton duck, mildew resistant and water Alalt
treated, olive drab (IiKDEX SERIES 604350) (CYx). No ehange recommenied,
however, it should be pointed out that although the first aid dressing case
was received the first aid dressing was not included. (see paxa 2).

( j
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hh. Stock ThnObcr 8465-647-0851, Carrier, sleeping bt.!, (n\-DEcf ) ERI.ES 612120) (CY). No change racommenled.

ii. Stock NTmber J465-647-0852, Case, small arms auunmition,
universal (INDUC SERIES 604550) (CY). This itcun Lshould be changed
since an M-16 magazine carrying case is now available. (see para 2).

Jj. Stock Number 8465-823-7622, Field pack, canvas, olive drab,
Army Shade 7, mildew resistant, scrub resistant and water repellent,
treated flap closure with buckle straps (ErcEX SERIES 606200) (CY).
This item should be replaced by the Rucksack. Stock Number 8465-782-
3248 (see pam 2).

kk. Stock Number 8465-889-3744, Canteen, water, plastic, 1000 cc
capacity approximately, rigid sirnle wall construction w/o Lup and
cover, I:aL-C-043103 (MDMC SERIES 603550) (CY). No change recormended.

1u. Stock Number 6605-846-7618, Conoass, m<;nctic, unmounted,
lensatic type, wet or dry type, top reading w/luminous dial, sighting
vane on lid of case (ENG). "The basis of. issue should be determined by
the individuals assigaed duty, e.g., fire team leader, observation oe-
listening patrol leader or assistant patrol leader, etc. Should be
coasi..-zed organizational equipment.

ra. Stock Number 8465-161-9415, Glasses, sun, spectacle type,
plastic frames, w/carrying case (pr) (CY). No chaae[e recommended.

nn. Stock Number 8465-257-4321, Sheath, :.~hete, plastic, size of
blFde 18 in. lgth, (INDEX SERIES 610215) (CY). Basis of issue should be
changed to one per every five individuals assigned. Should be
considered organizational equipoment.

oo. Stock •Tumber 8465-270-0415. Packbo7.d, cargo attachment
(IinEX SERIES 609075) (CY). his itex shovld be replaced by the Rucksack,
Stock wimber 8465-782-3248 (see para 2).

pp. Stock Number 8465-244-0737, Pad, packboard. This item should

be replaced by the Rucksack. Stock Number 8465-782-3248 (see para 2).

qq. Stock Number 8465-360-0233, Straps, quick release, packboard,
cotton webbing, olive drab 59 inches long, 1 inch wide, w/buckle, )V4_1-S-
10055 (IiNX SEIES 612000o (CY). This item should be replaced by the

Rucksack, Stock Number 8465-762-3248 (see para 2).

rr. Stock Number 8465-656-0663, Packboard, aluminum, with one (1)
lashing rope, 24 inches long 15 1/8 inches wide, (-D2D SERJES 608950)
(CY). Eliminate (see para 21.

° )
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ss. Stock Number 1095-392-4102, Knife, combat, 7 inch blade,
w/sheath (AFD). Eliminate this item, it is too Iona and gets in the
way of other equipment. Should be replaced by the 5 inch survival
knife. Stock Number 7340-098-4327, (see para 2). Basis of issue
should be one per individual assigned.

2. In addition to the above list of individu2al issue item the
following should be added:

a. Camouflage fatigues - six sets per inaividnuaZ azpigned.

b. Jungle Boots - three per individual assigned..

c. 8405-889-3683 - Linor, poncho, camouflage, one per individual
assigned.

d. Elastic band for the camaouflage helmet cover - two per
individual assianed.

. 7 3 40-0 9 8-4327 Survival knife, 5 inches, one per individual
assigned. (Replaces knife, combat, line item sE).

f. First aid dressing kit for the first aid case - two per
individual assigned.

) g. 6545-526-1887 - Kit, snake bite, one per individual assigned.

h. 8465-782-3249 - Rucksack, one per in-..vidual assigned (replaces
packboard, field pack, etc.).

i. 1005-856-6885 - Rifle, M-16, 5.5 6 =m - one per individual assigned..

j. 1005-992-6645 - Bayonet, knife, 147 - one per individual assigned.

k. 1095-508-0339 Scabbard, bayonet, K47, one per individual assigned..

1. IC05-0506-2237 ,agazize azsembly, 20 cart capacity, six per
individual assianed.

in.. 8465-890-20+4 Pocket, ammo, magazine, M-16, three per individual

assigned.

n. 1005-903-1296 Brush, cleaning, 5.5 6 mm, two per individual assigned.

o. 1005-903-1296 Rod, cleaning, 5.56mm, one per individual assigned.

IIgo
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3. Uniform Evaluation: Three types of field. ziforms, t"'o types of
(combat boots and the baseball type hat were evaluated by aprocximately

25% of assigned personnel including all rahf _rcua lower grade airmen,
NCO's, junior and field grade officer. Evaluations were based on
employment, • macsuitability •ddurability-

a. US Army Combat Tropical Uniform: This is a two piece, dark
zreen uniform consisting of trousers with six pocke.is (two rear pockets

with fl-@, two normal front pockets aa-3 two pleated side pockets with
flaps covering the buttons and tie down straps) draw strings at end of
each trouser leg, and bush type tropical coat with four pockets (two
breast and two side pockets with flaps covering buttons).

(1) EmploymenL. Upon arrival in country all assigned personnel
were issued two sets of this uniform. These uniforms were worn primarily
du'iing night operations. flowever, due to the limited mumber of c'.mouflage
field uniforms available the combat tropical uniform has on occasion been
worn during daylight operations.

(2) Performance: Excellent- fr ,-7hich it has been worn, e.g.,
rice paddies, heavy scrub brush, thorn infested _hedge rows, light pre-
cipitation and heavy jungle rain. It does not tear easily and dries

fairly quickly.

(3) Suit 3ility: This uniform could serve as an excellent
second uniform for a cozbat security unit such as the 1041st. However,

() due to the environmental conditions in iehich a unit of this type must
operate the camouflage uniform is more suitable. The tropical uniform
iould be an excellent uniform for the no.r.mal Sezarity Police unit pro-
viding certain modifications were mapde. (e.g. , remove pockets from lower
part of Jacket and tie down straps from trouser pockets.)

(4) Duraoility: This uniform has held .up very well in the
type terrain and under the conditions it has beea worn (e.g., rice
paddies, heavy scrub brush, thorn infested hedge rowsu, light jungle
-Precipitation andr dauring severe jungle rain and monsoons). It does not
tear easily and dries quickly.

b. Ccziouflare Uniformn: This is a two piece, multicolored, uniform
consisting of trousers with six pockets (two rezx pockets with flaps,
two normal front oatch pockets, and two pleated side pockets with flaps
with covers and buttons), draw strings at end of each trouser leg; and
bush type tropical coat with four pockets (two breast and two side
pockets with flaps covering buttons).

(1) rnnoloyment: Upon arrival in country' all assigne& personnel
were issued two sets of this uniform. This uniforra is worn during niglht
and day operations, for- it easily blends in. with surrounding terrain.
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( ) (2) Performance: Excellent. The uniform has held up very
well in the type of terrain in which it has been worn, e.g., ricle paddy,
heavy scrub brush, thorn infested hedge row3s, light preciPitation and
heavy jungle rain. As well as blending in irith the surrioiLding terrain,
it does not toar oasily a.U It dlies fairly cuiakly.

(3) Suitability: In a unit of this type under the environ-

mental conditions it operates, the camouflage uniform is zorc c-uitable.

(4) Durability: This uniform has held up very well in the

type terrain and under the conditions it has been worn (e.g., rice paddies,
heavy scrub brush, thorn infested hedge rows, light jungle precipitation
and during severe rains and monsoons). It blends well with the terrain,
does not tear easi"ly and dries quickly.

c. Regular AF Fatigues: This is a two piece, slightly dark green
uniform consisting of trousers with four pockets (two rear pockets with
flaps and. two normal front patch pocketz) c•dn jacket to be worn inside of
trousers. It has two patch type breast pockets rectangular shape with
flaps and buttons exposed.

(1) mEnloy,,ment: All assigned personnel had this uniform prior
to coming into this unit. This uniform was used during training and is
used for utility duties in the base cam-p area. For an operational unit
of this type, this uniform is not practical.

0(2) Performance: This uniform is made of heavy material which
when used in our operating environment tends to hold moisture, does not
dry very fast and is uncomfortable due to excessive heat.

(3) Suitability: This uniform has little use in a unit of
this type. Our requirements call for a uniform which is light and
capable of withstanding rough wear and tear-. The jungle and camouflage
fatigues do fit our needs.

(4) Durability: This uniform has not held up under the
conditions and. type o- terrain in Which it has been used (e.g., rice paddy,
heavy vegetatýrcn, severe rains a-nd monsoons). The material itself is
too heavy. It makes one much hotter and more uncomfortable. It holds
moisture and does not dry very quickly. The pockets are too small and
there is not enough of them. It is hard to launder. This uniform would
be good for areas having four seasons.

d. Baseball type hat: This hat is slightly dark green in color
made of a heavy material with a stiff bill and top front. It has six
eyelet air holes for ventilation.

""(.
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(1) Dmployment: This type hat wr,,s used in training ana at the
test site. It was used during all operations both day and night.

(2) Performance: This type hat sho-uld not be worn for this type
environmental conditioris. The material is too heavy and doesn't keep
the sun off back of neck. The bill is "too long &:d. stiff. A hat made
of soft material with both jungle axnd caouflage ftigae colors and a
bill all around the hat would be more suitable.

(3) .uitability: This t3nye of hat is not suitable for the
operation of a unit of this type.

(4) Durability: This type of hat is not durable e.ouch for the
environmental conditios >-I, ' this type of unit works in. A hat of lighter
weight material, shorter bill all arourd the hat and made of .ash and wear
material would be better. The baseball type hat is &wkward and in thick
brush is always being knocked off ones head.

e. Combat Boot: This is ablack leather boot with rubber sole and
heels.

(1) EMnýloyment: This type boot -ras used in training and at
the test site. They were worn praijoily for utility duty in the base

o camp area.

(2) Performance: This type boot, in the terrain and conditions
it was worn, did not stard up very well. It had no ventilation for the
feet to breathe and the leather had a tendency to mildew and rot.

(3) Suitability: This boot would be an excellent second boot
for a unit of this type to be used for utility duties. Due to the
operating conditions the jungle boots would be more suitable.

(4) Durability: This boot has not held up ver-y'well under the
conditions in w'z•Lch it has been worn (e.g., rice paddy, heavy scrub brush,
thorn infested hedge rows, light jungle precipitation and severe rains).
It doesn't have the proper ventilation and once it becomes wet it takes
too long to dry. After being wet a few times the leather tends to rot.
It is hot and uncomfortable.

f. Tunr-le Cob-at Boots: This boot is made of black leather around
the lower sides front and heel. The top portion of the boot is made of
green canvas type material. Each boot has two eyelets on the inner side
near the bottom of the instep covered with perforeted. metal disks. They
allow ventilation and drainage but prevent small objects from entering
the boot. It has a washable nylon foot pad inseLt which aids ventilation
and increases comfort. The entire boot is washable.
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( Edomnt: Upon arrival all assigned personnel were
issued two pair of these boots. Thece boots were primarrily worn on

combat operations, both day and night, outside of basc camp.

(2) Perforni-nee: This boot hau heL:2 up very well in the
type of terrain it has been worn. They dry quickly and do not rot.

(3) Suitabili'y: In thiz type of unit, this boot is more

suitable than the reguler combat boot. The Jungle boot is lighter
weight, coolor and mildew and rot resistant.

(4) DurabilitV: This boot is excellent for the environmental
conditions in which it has been worn. It is comfortable, lighter
weight, dries quickly and excellent for general SEA use.
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OPEF 1 TION SAFE SIDE

VEHICLE SUMMARY

1. Truck, Utility, 1/4 Ton, 4 x 4, M-51Al, FS 2 3Z0- 7 63 -109Z:

a, Emplo)racxhit: The 28 jeeps assigned this unit were in constant
use. Thii•teen (13) were assigned on permanent dispatch to tactical
missions, e.g., motorized security patrols, TSSE Section, etc. Four
(4) were used as a tactical reserve, for the Close Combat Reserve
Force, five (5) for maintenance reserve, and the remaining seven (7)
were used for administrative- purposes, such as Flight Commander, Intel-
ligence and Liaison and Operations functions.

b. Performance: All vehicles performed very satisfactory under
the conditions of roads or no roads at all, deep mud or sand, rice
paddies, etc. The vehicles averaged 800 miles per month. Major break-
downs amounted to five (5) clutch assemblies, two (2) complete brake
repairs and one (1) differential assembly.

c. Suitability: Under the concept of operations for this unit, theO jeep, equipped as it is now with 730 pounds of armor plating and M-60
gun mounts, is a vital piece of equipment, ideally suited for the mission.
Future vehicles allocated units of this type should have heavy duty springs,
heavy duty clutch assemblies and puncture proof tires.

d. Durability: The 1/4 ton 4 x 4 jeep is constructed for durability
and the jeeps assigned to this unit have held up remarkably well, in view
of the extremely rough roads and terrain they were required to negotiate.

e. Conclusions: A durable, dependable and reliable vehicle. Armor
plating and machine gun mounts, in addition to the recommended
mechanical modifications should be on all ]/4 toii, 4 x 4 vehicles.

2. Truck, Cargo, 3/4 Ton, 4 x 4, M37, FS 2320-542 -4636:

a. Employment: Seven ([ of these vehicles were assigned to this
unit. Four (4) were used for tactical purposes, e. g., Close Combat
Reserve Forces, troop deployment, etc., three (3) were used for general
cargo purposes.

(.)
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b. Performance: Th .c vehicles averaged 700 miles a month with
the very minimum of maintenance required. Vehicl] failures were
limited to one (1) water pump and one (1) zadiator assembly.

c. Suitability: A very sUitablc gCI-nUr.l }ýsc w~hlc1e for a unit
of this type. Its varied applications mnak, it a vauuble asset to the
tactical mission.

d. Durability: An extremely durable vehicle. Its low maintenance
rate with this unit is a good indication of its heavy duty mechanical
construction.

e. Conclusions: A very durable and reliable vehicle. Its multi-
purpose construction makes it a valuable vehicle for this type of unit,
and its low maintenance rate is remarkable.

3. Carrier, Personnel, Armored, Track, M-113A1, FS Z120-968-6321:

a. Emnployment: The three (3) Armored ic•'sonne! Carriers
assigned to this unit had varied tasks during the operational phase. Pri-
mary employment was as a vehicle for the Immediate Reaction Team
(IRT), but employment also included troop carrier, vehicle recovery and
fence repair or installation.

.b. Performance: These vehicles averaged Z90 mriles per month.
Breakdowns were limited to one (i) blower drive shaft, one (1) left rear
idler wheel and spindle, three (3) idler whec- seals for a total out of
commission time of 52.hours. The APC can negotiate the roughest
terrain and provides a reliable heavy machine gun mobile capability.

c. Durability: The APO is designed for use in the roughest terrain,
including rice paddies, mud, sand and heavy vegetation. It can negotiate
rivers and streams. In view of the use in rugged terrain it has a very
low maintenance record. Definitely has the durability required for this
type of mission.

d. Suitability: The APC has proven itself during Lhis unit's oper-
ational phase. Its rugged construction lends itself to all phases of our
activities, and it has even been used to demolish houses and abandoned
villages within our Tactical Area of Responsibility. Has a functional
and realistic application for providing 50 caliber heavy machine gun
support for fire teams deploying under fire.
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e. Conclusions: A reliable, durable and rugged vehicle, capable
of operating over any terrain and in any wealher. 'lowever, bince
its bulk and weight do not mneet the tactical mobility requirements, the
APC is considered unsuitable for deployed suciurity opcratiornu',

4. Truck, Cargo, 2-1/2 Ton, 6 x 6, M35, FS 23Z0-540-9363:

a. Employment: The two (Z) cargo trucks assigned to this unit
were used for general cargo and troop hauling.

b. Performance: These vehicles were good performers throughout
the operational phase. Each vehicle averaged 500 miles per month.
One (1) engine assembly was replaced. This vehicle was oout of com-
mission for 34 days.

c. Durability: Designed for use in rough terrain and poor roads,
these vehicles have fulfilled their function with this unit. Although
subjected to poor driving conditions throughout the opeiationaJ phase,
these vehicles have held up very well due to their rugged construction
and cargo hauling capability.

d. Suitability: A durable and rugged vehicle ideally suited for
squadron logistic tasks.

e. Conclusions: This vehicle has very limited. tactical use, there-
fore, the 3/4 ton cargo truck is favored for combat security squadrons.

5. Trailer, Cargo, 1 Ton, Zw MI05AI, FS 2330-541-6466:

a. Employment: The two (2) 1 ton trailer units assigned to this
unit are used to move general cargo, ammunition, personnel gear,
weapons, and for fence installation and repair.

b. Performance: These trailers have been pulled through
extremely rough terrain and have served a multitude of uses with the
organization. There has been no down time other than preventive main-
tenance.

c. Durability: These trailers have proven to be extremely durable
and hold up well under rough use.

d. Suitability: Definite application in a unit of zhis type operating
under field conditions.

Sq(9



e. Conclusions: A durable and useful hauling vehicle. VIh-tually
maintenance free. One of these trailers should be assigned for each
veh'cle capable of pulling it.

6. Trailer, Cargo, 3/4 Ton, M10/A, FS 2,330-738-9509:

a. r \oyment: The two (2) three quarter ton trailers assigned
to t,- .Lnit are used for moving cargo, ammunition, personnel gear,
a:• weapons.

b. Performance: Estimated mileage 50 to 100 miles per month.
No down time other than preventive maintenance.

c. Durability: Extremely durable. Has been pulled throughi
rough terrain and has remained xhaintcnance free.

d. Suitability: Definite application with this unit, suitable for
hauling heavy loads and can negotiate the rough conditions without
breakdown.

e. Conclusions: A durable and valuable piece of equipment,
virtually maintenance free. This trailer should be retained for each
p.Lece of equipment used to tow it.

7. Trailer, Cargo, 1/4 Ton, 2W, M-416, FS 2320-706-5495:

a. Employment: This -nit has used its six (6) one quarter ton
trailers to move small cargo, personnel gear, ammunition and weapons.

b. Performance: Good performance. Estimated mileage per month:
100 to 200 miles, with no down time other than preventive maintenance.

c. Durability: Extremely durable. Capable oi with standing
excessive use in rough terrain.

d. Suitability: Very suitable for operations of this nature.

e. Conclusions: A rugged and durable vehicle, capable of sustaining
maximum use in bad terrain. Virtually maintenance free. This trailer
should be retained for each piece of equipment used to tow it.
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S 8. Trailer, Tank, Water, 200 Gallons, AR 1.0, FS -23.0-0W0-6511:

a. Emploment: The three (3) water tank trailers assigned to
this unit have been used for the shipping and storage of potable water.
Two (2) were used in the base camp and one (1) in the scout dog kennel
area.

b. Performance: Very adequate if not moved over rough terrain
and a necessary piece of equipment for a unit of this type. Leak badly

if moved constantly.

e. Durability: Not very cu-abie if moved constantly.

d. Suitability: Not very suitable.for field operations, however,
four (4) of these trailers are needed to supply an organization of this
size.

e. C ,iclusions: Could be a satisfactory container for storage of
potable water providing it does not require movement over rough terrain
and poor roads.

9. Trailer, Fuel Servicing, 2 W, 600 Gallon, M-AIB, IS 2330-289-8934:

a. Employment: The two (2) fuel trailers assigned to this unit have
been used to maximum advantage. One (i) trailer was u.;ed for gasoline,
and one (1) trailer for diesel fuel.

b. Performance: Excellent performance from these trailers.
Tra-:'crs travel 30 to 50 miles per month on poor roads and only pre-
ventive maintenance has been required.

c. Durability: Well constructed and extremely durable. j
d. Suitability,: Suitable and satisfactory for an operation of this

nature.

e. Conclusions: An excellent performance record. Durable
and require no maintenance. Valuable piece of equipment.
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OPERATION SAFE SIDE

WEAPONS SUMMARY

1. M-16 Rifle, 5.5 6 mm:

a. Employment: Basic weapon of the organization. Used in all
tactical operations except by crew served weapons personnel and M-1 13 -

APC crews.

b. Performance: Outstanding performance record. Many individual
weapons have fired well over 2000 rounds without a major malfunction.
Four weapons inspected had excessive corrosion in the buffer extension.
Upon inspection of all 250 weapons, approximately 40% showed a slight
corrosion in the buffer extension (a UR report is being submitted).

c. Suitability: Excellent for a unit of this typo. With maximum
effective range of 460 meters, the weapon provides an excellent base of
fire when used by a six man fire team or larger unit.

d. Durability: This weapon is extremely durable. Very few
weapons have suffered damage during the operational phase.

.e. Conclusions: The M-16 Rifle has proven to be an ideal weapon
for use by combat security units. It is a lightweight, di-able weapon
with an excellent performance record.

2. 38 Caliber Revolver:

a. Employment: Basic sidearm of the organization. Used by crew
served weapons personnel and M-113 APC crew members as a supple-
mea__ary individual weapon.

b. Performance: Poor performance record. Instances of malfunction
have been reported by personnel assigned to activities in the field where
the slightest amount of dirt getting into the cylinder and trigger housing
area have made the weapon inoperable. It is not possible to interchange
all parts from one weapon to the other.

0 1ANNEX H
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c. Suitability: Not suitable for a uait in an infantry role. The

shocking power is limited, and since the weapon is exposed to dust
and grime, it is not dependable in are," where idoal conditions do

S~~not exist,..•

d. Durability: This weapon cannot stand up to sustained field use 4;
in combat areas. It is easily made inoperable by foreign matter in its

t working parts and cannot be easily repaired except by having small
parts re- supply capability or a large bench stock of space parts on
hand.

e. Conclusions: Due to limited shocking power and high mainte-
nance rate, the 38 caliber revolver is not an adequate sidearm for this
type of unit. Since it is not a "closed" weapon by design, and most
parts of the weapon are. exposed to dirt, it is not a dependable weapon
for ground combat units.

3. M-60 (7.662mm) Machine Gun:

a. Employment: The M-60 Machine Gun is employed as a crew
served weapon with each Close Combat Fire Team. It is used on
patrols and in fixed defensive positions.

b. Performance: Outstanding performance record. To date,
this weapon has not had one malfunction. One weapon has had 90, 000
rounds fired through the barrel. The weapon still functions effectively.

c. Suitability: The M-60 Machine Gun provides the ideal light
machine gun capability for a unit of this type. It is liglht, has remark-
able firepower for a weapon its size and has interchangeable barrels.

d. Durability: This weapon can sustain hard field treatment for
indefinite pdriods and still not malfunction. It is a "long life"
weapon and is constructed to be used both as a weapon that can be
easily carried by patrols and also is effective in permanent defensive
positions.

e. Conclusions: Except for the fact that it requires a different
caliber ammunition than the basic weapon (7. 62 vs 5. 56mm), the
M-60 is an ideal light machine gun for an organization o: -S type.
It is durable, can withstand heavy use and hard treatment without

ii
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( malfunction, has interchangeable parts and outstanding firepower. Its
construction and attachments make it a weapon that can be used both
for mobility and defensive employment. .

4. 50 Cal Heavy Machine G-un:

a. Employment: The 50 Cal HMG is employed in fixed defensive
positions and is also mounted on the M-l13 APCs.

b. Performance: 50 Cal HMG performance has bapn extremely
satisfactory, although its deployment with this unit has been limited.

C. Suitability: This weapon is extremely effective but has
limited applications in this organization. Its size and weight do not
lend itself to mobility, with the exception of APC deployment. Due
to its maximum range, it cannot be used in areas closely supported by
other friendly forces.

d. Durability: Due to its heavy construction, the 50 Cal HMG
is a very durable weapon and this unit has -,•eriencea a very low mal-
function rate.

( e. Conclusions: It can be effectively used as a defensive weapon
- under certain conditions, but because of its maximum range, its use

is. limited in an organization such as the 1041st.

5. 81mm Mortar:

a. Employment: Employed in fixed positions in support of patrol
operations, f( .oth illumination and high explosive light artillery
capability. Used for harassment and interdiction firing on areas most
susceptible to enemy infiltration.

b. Suitability. This weapon has proved itself in this unit as an .1
e-,ctive weapon for providing swift pin-point illumination and H L
fire.

defective rounds limiting the range and accuracy by permitting gas

escape the tube, the 81mm Mortar has had a very sa, 'actory per-
formance record. 4
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S d. Dur a bility: A very durable weapon, designed for field use

in bad terrain and weather. Well constructed.

e. Conclusions: The 81mm Mortar has proven itself to be a
durable and effective weapon. It is dcpendable, ztccurate and relatively
maintenance free.

6. Shotgun, Rior, 12 Gauge:

a. Employment: Employment was limited, but it is an effective
weapon for close-in fighting in heavily vegetated areas and during the
hours of darkness.

b. Performance: Very satisfactory performance record in
limited use, very reliable.

c. Suitability: Can be effective as a counter-ambush weapon.
Useful in areas where close-in combat is in progress. Killing radius
well spread, and does not require great skill to use.

d. Durability: A very durable and reliable weapon. Easy to
use, safe to carry and deploy.

e. Conclusions: Can be used effectively as a counter-ambush
weapon. It is easy to use, durable, reliable, and maintenance free.

7. XM-148 Grenade Launcher:

a. Employment: Issued to personnel trained as Grenadiers
on the basis of one per fire team. Also used in fixed dcfcnsive positions. A-1

b. Performance: An excellent ',,•pon, with a high performance
and low malfunction rate. Extremely reliable and requires little or
no maintenance.

c. Suitability: The XM-148 is an ideal grenade launcher for a

unit of this type. It is easy to use, easy to train with, and is mounted
directly on the M-16 Rifle for immediate use and ease of carrying.
The simple and effective sighting mechanism makes it a very safe and
accurati weapon to use.

d. Durability: Well constructed and yery durable. Does not easily
malfunction or suffer the effects of hard use.

iv
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e. Conclusions: An excellent weapon that is accurate, dependable
and requires little maintenance. It is simple to operate and easy to
instruct others to use.

8. 0-4 Composition:

a. Employment: Used to destroy unexploded ordnance, booby traps,
tunnels and spider holes within our TAOR.

b. Performance: Safe, easy to use, easy to instruct others to
use. Easy to carry and can be cut into block sizes for specific charges.

c. Suitability: This*explosive is not as effective as othz r types of
explosives for destroying buildings and tunnels. However, it is safe, and
can be used very effectively for destroying unexploded ordnance.

d. Conclusions: Due to its varied use, 0-4 has a good application
for destroying unexploded ordnance and booby traps. It is safe and
application is simple and effective and it is needed in a unit like the
1041st.

9. M-14 Anti-Personnel Mines:

.. Employment: Base Camp and permanent defensive position
protection. Mines are ground planted and pressure activated.

b. Performance: Reliable and easily installed.

c. Suitability: Excellent for perimeter or base camp protection
for small areas. Mines will activate when stepped on, and will kill or
cripple an intruder. Serve a double purpose as a warning that area is
being infiltrated.

d. Conclusions: An excellent anti-personnel device, easy to
install, very effective against infiltration. Has a very definite
application in a unit of this type.

10. M-26 Hand Grenade:

a. Employment: Issued to personnel participating in area recon
patrols and fixed defensive positions. Useful for blowing tunnels before
entry and spider holes.

v



b. Performance: Reliable and dependable, safe to use. Effective
for close-in fighting. Kill radius of 5 meters.

c. Suitability: Ideal hand grenade for unit participating in ground
combat activity. Supplements the XM-148 grenade launcher as a
close-in fragmentation explosive.

d. Durability: Well constructed and able to withstand effects of
weather for long periods.

e. Conclusions: The M-26 Fragmentation I-land Grenade is a
valuable, safe, dependable and reliable weapon lor close-in fighting,
and has a very definite application in a unit such as the 1041st.
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OPERATION SAFE SIDE

£ RADIO _SUWMARY4

1. The success of base defense efforts depends to a large degree on effec-
tive control of combat elements and a capability for immediate coordination
via communications systems with friendly US and free world forces, close air
support in the form of helicopters and/or AC-47 aircraft and other USAF
Forces with defense and security responsibilities. Due to tho large volume
of radio traffic in a situation involving large numbers of defense forces
it is imperative that tactical radio systems with multiple frequency cap- A
abilities be made available. Since most US ground force units utilize
tactical radio systems which are compatible with those radio systems used
by Free World Forces it then becomes necessary for Air Fo'ce units charged
with ground defense responsibilities to have the same tadtical radio cap-
ability in order to affect proper coordination, obtain fire support and
other assistance as necessary. Commercial radio equipment puch as used dur-
ing Operation SAFE SIDE does not provide an organization of this type with the
proper communications capability.

2. 70 WATT BASE STATION:

a. EMPLOYMENT: Two (2) 70 watt base station Motorola Radios have been
installed inside a tightly bunkered position known as the Combat Security
Operations Center (CSOC). The first radio was installed 15 Jan 67 and is
the primary station for the control of the 1041st tactical operations. The

~ • second base station was installed 13 Mar 67 and is used to monitor the 37th
Security Police Squadron Operations and to control Joint Defense Command
Post (JDCP) operations.

b. PERFORMANCE: Both of these radios have been locat~d during the
operational phase of this unit in the CSOC and are protected from the effects
of the climate. Both stations have been used on a 24 hours per day basis,
and little or no maintenance problems have been encountered.

0. SUITABILITY: This radio set is a satisfactory performer, however,
it is recommended that a nulti-channel, lightweight, vehicle mounted- dal
purpose set be procured for combat security use. This will allow increased
tactical mobility and flexibility since any one of the unit's vehicle mounted
radios could be used as a base station with the addition of a telescopic
mounted, fixed aerial array.

3. 40 WATT VEHICLE RADIOS:

a. EMPLOYMENT: There are a totla of forty-sLx (46) 40 watt vehicle
radios mounted in "M" Series vehicles.

b. PERFORMANCE: During an initial performance test conducted on 17 Jan
67, twenty-one (21) of these 40 watt radios failed to operate. These failures
were attributed primarily to moisture condenisation within the radios them-
selves. The total number of radios that have required repair or major
maintenance to date is 45. I.i°h



a. SUITABILITY: These radios were used on the average of 10-12 hours
0 a day. Breakdown was largely due to breakage of parts while the vehicle

negotiated rough terrain.

4. PORTABLE RADIOS (10 WATT_:

a. W. W: Primarily used as fixed stations, those twelve (12)
radios have been used in the Fire Direction Control (FDC),'Obsorvation and
Listening Posts, and in other defensive positions. Only six of the twelve
assigned radios could be used because of the lack of crystal compatibility.

b. PERFORMANCE: Generally, the 10 watt portable Motorola unit has been
dependable. However, personnel using these radios in rough terrain encounter
considerable transmission problems, due to "dead space" where transmissions
cannot reach the base station control center.

c. SUITABILITY: Adequate communications for fixed defensive positions.
Due to their construction and the way they must be carried, they have little
value for a unit moving in the field. They are susceptible to "dead" trans-
mission areas.

5. TWO WATT PORTABLE RADIOS:

a. PLOYIMENT: This unit primarily uses the seventy-five (75) two watt
radios in its inventory for the tactioal foot patrols conducting area recon-
naissance within our TAOR. They are used not only for communications with
the Net Control Station but also for intra-patrol communications.

b. PERFORMANCE: This portable radio unit has a poor performance record.
The major problems have been technical failure. Those radios have a limited
capability because they have line of sight transmission and any obstructing-
terrain will cause interruption or complete blocking of the transmission.
This has created many communication problems for the patrols. The 2 watt
radio can receive transmissions from the net control station, but the NOS
cannot receive transmissions f- om the 2 watt radio in the field. Considerable
relaying of transmissions through Observation and Listening Posts is required
in order to establish contact with distant patrols, resulting in lost time.
Particular emphasis has been placed on patrols carrying e4tra portable radio
batteries however, this has not solved the problems encountered with this
radio unit.

c. SUITABILITY: These radios have been subject to inclement weather and
rough handling. They are too fragile and were not designed to withstand treat-
ment of this nature. Damage to these radios under field conditions was un-
avoidable due to the nature of the 4uties of personnel of this unit. Average
daily use for these radios was 20 hours per day with a battery life of eighthours before needing to be charged.
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Q COMBAT SECURITY POLICE SQUADRON 1
EQUIPM LIST

PART A INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMMv 'I

PART B - 0ANIZATIONAL EOQUIPIWT I

SECTION 1 - VEHICLES AND VElICLE SUPPORT A

SECTION 2 - WEAPONS AND WEAPONS SUPPORT

SECTION 3 H IOUSE=P=l EQUIPMT-

SECTION 4 - RADIO AND LAkrDLfkM EQUIPI'TT

SECTION 5 - GWERAL EQUIPMNrJ'

PART C TACTICAL SECURITY SUPPORT
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Operation SAFE SIDE

TRAIN••TG PROGRAM ANALYSTS

1. Academics

a. Personal Hygiene and Field Sanitation: Topics like proper care

of the feet and wear of socks and boots which ordinarily are taken for

granted became very critical in a program like SAFE SIDE. Emphasis was

placed on the importance of proper sanitation procedures and the indi-

viduals responsibility to the entire squadron to insure that these

procedures were followed.

b. First Aid: The first aid procedures taught throughout the Air

Force were re-emphasized. In addition such topics as the treatment of

gunshot wounds and field expedients for the care and movement of injured

Li personnel were taught.

c. Detection Devices: Seome classroom hours presented by the civilian

representatives from RADC was used to familiarize the squadron members with

the characteristics and limitations, care and maintenance requirements,

methods of installation and tactical employment of each device. This in-

struction was followed by field demonstration and tests.

d. Communications: The unit's radios did not reach the training site

until the unit field training phase. During the interim classes were taught

on the proper tactical use of radio and land line communications utilizing

the correct pro-words, and procedures.

e. Air-ground Operations: These classes were taught by the 7th DA.SP,

Wheeler AFB and had to be limited to cadreh NCOs because of difficulty in

coordinating class time with the availability of instructors. A day of

classroom work devoted to the procedures involved in requesting air support,

Annex K



marking targets, and communication between the air and ground forces as

well as a detailed explanation of how the Tactical Air Support System

operates preceded a day of practical application in which cach student

actually called in simulated air strikes using equipment provided by

7th DASF and a T-33 flown by 7th DASF pilots to simulate the tactical

aircraft.

f. Y.•p Reading; Compass & land Navigation: A fundamental skill for

all personnel down to the lowest grade airman is the ability to properly

utilize a map, aerial photograph, or pictomap. In the many hours devoted

to teaching this skill each man learned to properly recognize topographic

symbols, accurately plot coordinates and read distance and direction. An

equally important associated skill to map reading is the ability to use a

lennatic compass. Instruction toward this end emophasized the day and

night uses of the compass. Combining these two fundamental skills and

adding the ability to make an accurate terrain analysis, the training on

these subjects culminated with practical application hours where the

students were reqaired to negotiate land navigation courses during day-

light and darkness.

g. Tactics: The basic principles of all field operations were taught

or briefed prior to each field operation in an academic atraosphere. Severml

sup-topics can be grouped under the heading of tactics including patrolling

techniques. Under this sub-topic instruction was presented on the various

types of patrols, point and area reconnaissance patrcls and raid and ambush

combat patrols, covering the organization.4 preparation and conduct of each

() of these types. A related sub-topic under tactics was the use of support-

ing fires from within the unit and other friendly forces. T=rget detection



training is another sub-topic which was presented. Escape and evasion

training was a portion of the tactical training. Field fortifications,

both hasty and permanent, were taught in the academic situation prior to

the many hours of practical field training which included the use of these

fortifications. All of these subjects as they apply to the academic

portion of training consisted of an introduction to the actual field

training which emphasized these topics.

h. Combat Intelligence: These classes covered the sources of intel-

ligence data, and the proper recording, reporting and evaluation of that

data.

2. Weapons

a. Rifle, 5.56 mm (m-16): The M-16 was the basic weapon of the unit

I and therefore a proportionately greater amount of time was devoted to

classes which dealt with this particular weapon than with any other.

Immediately following weapons issue a class was held on safety, field

stripping, care and cleaning of the weapon functioning and immediate

.ction procedures. Subsequent sessions were held on field stripping until

each individual was able to break down and reassemble his weapon blind-

folded. The next class held with this weapon was devoted to zeroing each

weapon for the individual rifleman and then an initial proficiency evalu-

ation was conducted. Classes in basic marksmanship including proper sight

alignment and sight picture were presented in an attempt to improve the

individual's knowledge of the fundamentals of rifle markmanship. Train

fire courses with pop up targets at various distances irith the individual

shooting from several positions, including from in a fox hole, were utilized
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* - to teach each man how to hit a target with a zeroed weapon at different

ranges. An assault fire course was used to teach the poincipals of move-

ment in formation while shooting live awmunition. Night firing was an

essential part of the M-16 training program and night fire courses were

conducted periodically. Bi-weekly proficiency evaluations were required

by the USAF Management Plan and provided additional training for the

individual as well as a method of measuring proficiency.

b. 12 Gauge Shotn: The introductory classes for the shotgun

included safety, care and maintenances .functioniug and i=mediate action

procedures. Day and night proficiency firing for each man was then held

to familiarize each individual with the weapon.

c. Light Machine Gun, 7.62 mm (M-60): Because this is a more comp-

licated weapon than the majority of the weapons used by the squadron,

more hours of classroom and crew drill training was required prior to

and in conjunction with actual live firing to familiarize each member of

the squadron. Detailed instruction in functioning and disassembly was

gIven to include the use of the tripod and traverse and elevation mechanism.

Pa-Liarization firing was conducted both day and night with the tripod

a.-.d bipod and each individual performed as the ganner and assistant gunner

in turn. B ach individual was also taught the fundamentals of firing from

the shoulder, underarm, hip and groin positions. As an adjunct to the 14-60

training, the students were introduced to the preparation and use of ranae

cards. Once the squadron was reorganized and each man received his perma-

nent assignment, those personnel who ware selected for duty as machine

gunners and assistant machine gunners were given extensive training in the

()_



use and employment of their weapon as well as several hours of range time

to improve their proficiency in firing the M-60 during the specialized phace

of training.

d. Heaav Vachine Gun, .50 cal (M-?}: This is also a complicated weapon

similar in nature to the 14-60 light machine gun so the trainirAZ conducted

followed a pattern similar to that presented to that presented for the

DI-60 that each individual was not taught the detailed d.sassembly of the

M-2, and this weapon vas only fired from the tripod using the traverse and

elevation mechanism. All personnel participated in familiarization firing

both day and night serving as gunner and assistant gunner in turn. Addi-

tional training was given on range cards and crew drill for the M-2 was

taught. As with the 14-60, much more extensive training was conducted for

thaose members of the squadron who were selected as heavy pachine gunners

and assistant machine gunners during the specialized phase of training

including the detailed assembly of the weapons, functioning, care and main-

tenance, and immediate action procedures.

e. Rocket, 66• (M-72)(Light anti-tank weapon, UAW): This vreapon is

extremely simple to employ in that the container for each round also serves

as the launcher. Classes in the use of the .M-72 were limited to the prep-

aration of the launcher for firing and sighting techniques. Each squadron

=enber then fired only one round for familiarization.

f. Mortar, 81mm (14-29 w/mount MIAl): Because of the nature of the

weapon, the training associated with the mortar was divided into three

distinct classes. All members of the squadron were given extensive train-

ing in Forward Observer procedures, including how to call for mortar support

and how to adjust fire on the target. Everyone also received familiarization

training in fire direction center procedures showing them how each fire



mission was plotted. Familiarization training was conducted so that all

of the students learned the duties of each member of a mortar crew. This

portion of the mortar training was devoted to crew drill and conduct of

actual fire missiona using training/practice ammunition. As with the

other crew served weapons much more extensive training was conducted for

those personnel permanently assigned as mortar crewmen, fire direction

center personnel and forward obsernrers during the specialty training phane.

g. Grenade launcher (M 132l$: The unit was able to borrow sufficient

grenade launcher. (14-79) which is a suitable substitute for familiarization

parpoaes, to conduct a limited amount of trainirn for all squadron meambers.

Each man was briefed on the nature of the weapon and fireI several rounds

of training ammnition. When the assigned weapons arrived at the opera-

tional site, those personnel who were assigned as grenadiers were given

complete quallfication training on 9 make shift range.

"h. Rtevolver, .38 caliber: When the weapons were received those in-

dividuals who were to carry the weapon because of their ýosition or the

nature of their duties were given proficiency training anl were reqired

to fire a qualification course.

i. F'ragn•etation fland Grenade (1-26): All persomnel received train-

ing in the proper use of the hand grenade starting with several hours of

practice with dummy grenades and finishinrg with the use of live grenades

on, a specially prepared range.

0(



3.Field Training

a. Stream Crossing and Patrols: Cadre taught field training included

stream crossing techniques in which the students were taught several W.Ztho&d

of crossing a stream or river, rnppelliug as a confidence measure, target

detection and the field application of the subjects previously coverea in

academic classes. In patrol training the instructors organized and lead

the first few patrols with the students as the patrol members. Later thc

students became the leaders of patrols and their performance was monitored

and critiqued by cadre instructors.

b. Tactics: Mfter the squadron was reorganized to function as it

would in the operational phase, detailed field exercises were planned and

conducted to test the tactics to be employed, evaluate the organization

command and control and mold each fire team into a harmonious tear.. A

total of four exercises were. conducted, three lasted three days each and

the fourth lasted six days. The planning involved in each of these exer-

cises included detailed aggressor actions, an intelligence briefing on the

current "enemy" situation, tactical motor convoys, close air support and

the aefenses to be employed. The information and experience gained in

theze exercises lead to some modifications in the tactics to be used and

resulted in a slight squadron re-organization.

4. Specialized Trainir

a. Tactical Security Support Equipment (TSSE): 1,zny houra of training

and testing of equipment were given to the TSSE section mcnbers to thorough-

ly indoctrinate them in the use, employment, installation and operational

characteristics of their gear. They began compiling detailed data on each



(2 individual piece of equipment during this training and testing which con-

tinued througho t the operation.

b. Armored Personnel Carrier Crew Training: The APC crews spent two

weeks learning to drive the vehicles over varied terrain, performiri pre-

ventive maintenance, and major maintenance on the vehicles and developing

the tactical application of the APC to air base defense. In addition,

each crew practiced firing the .50 caliber heavy machine gun, the prina y

armament of the APC from a static position as well as while the vehicle waz in

motion.

c. Sniper Team Trainingq: One fire team from the Close Combat Flight

was designated the Squadron Sniper Team as an additional assignmeunt above

and beyond their normal fire team duties. This fire team received training

* over a three week period on the use of high power rifles, sniper scopes

and the techniques of long range marksmanship. They also spent several

hours of practical application training, firing on a 1,000 meter range.

d. Dzmolition Training: During this training, selected students

learned to set charges using G-4 compound, TNlT, detonating cord, and elec-

trical and non-electrical caps and fuses. They also learned how to employ

and set the various miner which the unit had as part of its equipment.

e. Mortar Crew Training: As discussed in paragraph 5.5, the personnel

assigned as mortar crewmea and fire direction center personnel received

e:tensive specialized training in the coordinated use of their equipment

and practiced the techniques of mortar fire in support of other units and

* for harassment and interdiction fire. Each Fire Team Leader received

additional training ao forward obervers to increase their ability to call

for mortar support and adjust fires. In addition, there were several

hours devoted to coordinated training with the three essential eloments
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of effective mortar fire, the FO's, FDC and mortar erews trained together

to improve the overall efficiency of the mortar section.

f. Communications: All pernonnal assigned as comiunicators in the

operations section or as Radio Telephone Operators with each fire team

were given additional training in the proper use of the equipment avail-

able with particular emphasis on proper communication procedures.

g. ichine Gun Crew Training: Specialized training was also con-

ducted for those individuals assigned as light and heavy machine gunumn

and assistant gunmen to thoroughly familiarize each man with his weapon

and his duties on the machine gun crew. Each crew bacame responsible for

the care and maintenance of their assigned weapon and added training along

with daily inspections insured their knowledge of this responsibility.

C iny hours on various ranges during daylight hours and hours of darkness

using range cards, which each crew prepared for their position, polished.

the proficiency of each crew to a high degree.

h. Weaons Maintenance Course: As a part of the specialized phase of

training, each member of the Weapons Support Flight attended a four day

course on maintenance of crew served weapons taught by the Schofield

Barr-acks Supply Maintenance Center.

5. Physical Conditioning

a. Group Exercises: Ten exercises taken from US Army Training Ihnual

21-200 were selected aa body builders to loosen and tone the body muscles

for the participation of the entire squadron. To build endurance and tone

the leg muscles, running in flight formation was included in this portion

of the Physical Conditioning program. This entire program was designed on

(_) a progressive basis. During the early phases of training calisthenics were



scheduled at the start of each training day. later in the program those

scheduled exercise periods were conducted only while the squadron was in

garrison. Also during the early phases of training a second period of

exercise was normally scheduled at the close of the trainiug day depenairng"

on the days activity.

b. Confidence Course: A confidence course was included in the physical

conditioning program to build body muscles, develop endurance and build

the individuals confidence in his ability to negotiate simple but physically

demanding obstacles. This confidence course consisted of 13 obstacles

constructed over 450 meters of hilly terrain. It was run also on a pro-

gressive basis. At first the men were required only to negotiate the

course to learn the various obstacles and the techniques for negotiatina

each obstacle. The amount of equipment each man carried was gradually

increased to the point where they were wearing their normal field gear

and" carrying their rifle when the course was run.

c. Road Marches: During the training day the student body was required

to move from class to class by marching in formation between training areas.

T•,is distance varied from less than a mile to five miles. Forced marches

from five to eight miles in distances were added to the training schedule

as another means of preparing the men physically and building their endurance.

This program culminated with a 28 mile force march which tested the students

endurance after participating in a four day field exercise.

d. Combatives: This portion of the physical conditioning program was

primarily intended to teach the basic skillm of unarmed defense and bayonet

fighting. The O'Neal system of Hand to Hland Combat an& US Army bayonet

(1-



training program were utilized for this Irarpose. As a sccondary benefit

the exercises used to loosen the body prior to participation in the O'Neal

training and the actual participation in bayonet training also served to

tone the body sancles.

e. Swimminn Classes: As a result of the Combat Water Survival Tests,

a number of the membars of the squadron were fourn to be weak swirxrners or

non-swimmers. Therefore, suimming claoser, were added to the trainirn

schedule to develop this skill in each inlividual enabling him to operate

in or around bodies of water safely. SwimminZ also h•d, the additional

ber.efit of beirg an excellent form of exercise for the entire body.
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OPERATION SAFE SIDE

INDIVIDUAL PROFICIENCY EVALUATION

1. Physical Combat Proficiency Test (PCPT): The PCPT, taken from Army
Publication TAOG-148C, was selected as the means used to measure each
individualrs state of physical fitness at the beginning of training and im-
provement as training progressed. This test measured the physical skills
of running, crawling, throwing accuracy, coordination, strength and en-
durance. The test consisted of five events, the 40-yard low crawl, hori-
zontal ladder, dodge run, and jump, grenade throw and a mile run. During
the training period, this -test was required every two weeks.

2. Combative Measures: Performance evaluations on the individual's
proficiency in combative measures were required every two weeks during
the training phase to measure each man's progress in training and monthly,
to measure the retention of the skills which were taught.

3. Marksmanship: Marksmanship with the M-16 rifle was also tested every
two weeks to evaluate the progress of each man's skill with this weapon
during the weapons block of training and to measure the retention of this
skill during the later phases of training.

4. Combat Water Survival Testingt: This test was administered to all squa-
dron members during the first week of train!.ng to determine which of the
students would require special safety precautions while operating in orQ around bodies of wate2. For the test, the individual was dressed in the
standard fatigue uniform with combat boots, field web harness with ammuni-
tion pouches, and canteen. Each individual also carried his rifle. The
test .consisted of three phases. In the first phase, the individual was
required to jump into the water and swim 15 meters without losing his
weapon. If the weapon was dropped but the individual swam The required

distance, he was classified a weak swimmer. Thi remaining two phases tested
the individual's composure in the water. In the second phase, each man was
required to jump into the water backwards, surface and regain his composure,
then on command submerge and remove his field web harness. For the final
phase, each man was blindfolded and required to step off a three meter diving
board. Upon entering the water, he removed the blindfold and swam to shore
without losing his weapon. The individuals who were identified a3 weak or
non-swimmers were given saimming lessons and then retested.
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OPERATION SAFE SIDE

CADRE TRAINING

1. Ranger Training: On 4 May 1966, 62 selected volunteers began the week
of Introductory training with the formal course commncing on 111 May 1966.
During the course 43 Air Force students were eliminated for various reasons.
On 2.2 July 1966, when General Martin, Inspector General, Hq USAF addressed
the graduating class at Eglin AFB, Florida, there were 19 Air Force persormol
who had completed the course. As the course was in progress it became
apparent that the drop out rate was excessive and a shortage of qualified
instructors would be encountered. Therefore an agreement was made with the
Department of the Army to allow additional Air Force personnel to attend the
school in succeeding classes. On 4 July 1966 six new students and six re-
cycle students began Ranger Training, with four completing the course on

* 5 September 1966. It was originally planned to recycle several of other
previously injured students but the target date for beginning the SAFE SIDE

V training program was too near, therefore, it was decided that certain of
these individuals would be of value to the training program with what limited
trY ning they had received, therefore, they were included in the instructorS~corps.

2. O'Neil Hand to Hand Combat Course: Four volunteers, graduates of the
Ranger course, reported to Hurlburt Field, Florida, 14 August 1966 for a
two week special instructor course in O'Neil Hand to Hand combatives. The
course was designed to teach an individual to defens himself at close range,
either armed or unarmed, disabling such an enemy by using only his body, e.g.
feet, knees, hands, elbows. This training also included use of the bayonet
in the art of self-defense.

3. Intelligence Analysis: During the period of 12 September through 19

0 October 1966 three SAFE SIDE NCOs completed the US Army Intelligence Course
at Fort Holabird, Maryland. This course included planning, collection,
analyzing, and dessemination of combat intelligence; various intelligence
organization structures, radio operations, photographic map reading, photo
interpretation, situation maps, receipt, handling interrogation and asposition
of prisoners; sociology of South Vietnam, North Vietnam andpacificatior pro-
grams. During the unit's field training exercises they were used extensively
in the patrolling and field exercise training portions to get experience in
patrol briefing and debriefing and in establishing a unit intelligence
capability including the preparation and maintenance of situation maps.

4. Special Infantry Weapons Course: During the period 10 July through 22
July 1966 two individuals attended US Army Crew Served Weapons Course. Train-
ing consisted of basic instruction and live fire with the 14-60 and .50 caliber
machine guns and 81mm mortar. Mortar training included classroom and field
application of Fire Direction Center, and Forward Observer duties.
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SO 5. Weapons Maintenance Course: While at the SAFE SIDE training site
arrangements were made for five members of the instructor cadre to attend
a resident 40 hour Weapons Maintenance Course conducted by the US Army at
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. The course consisted of 38*hours of instruction
on Weapons Maintenance and detail stripping of the M-16, M-60 machine gun,
.50 caliber machine gun and the 81mm mortar and two hours of familiarization
firing with the M-60 and .50 caliber machine gun.

6. Scout Dog Course: Since quotas for the existing Department of Army
Scout Dog Course, Ft Benning, Georgia, could not be obtained it was neces-
sary for the Air Force to establish its own Scout Dog Training Course. Three
US Army instructors and one Air Force instructor with duty at the USAF Sentry
Dog School, Lackland AFB, Texas were selected to organize and train 1.5 air-
men with scout dogs. This training was conducted between 8 June through 30
August 1966. All individuals selected for this training had previous in-
structor duty with the US Army Scout Dog School at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Upon completion of the course the Air Force instructor became NCOIC of the
Scout Dog Unit and as such became the instructor for the continual proficiency
training of the handlers and their dogs.

7. Forward Air Controller Training: During the period 24 through 29 October
1966, 25 cadre instructors received special Forward Air Controller training.
Training was presented on Tactical Air Request and Controller duties by key
personnel of the 7th Direct Air Support Flight, Wheeler Air Base, Hawaii.
Classroom training included Tactical Air Controller Organization, use of

k• forms, advance of tactical aircraft, radio procedures, and jargon. Tactical
xl field training included use of the MRC-108 radio jeep in calling air strikes.

Each individual receiving this training actually called for and directed
several simulated air strikes.
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OPERATION SAFE SIDE

TACTICAL SECURITY SUMPORT EQUIP] ENT SUM."ARY

Multipurpose Concealed Intrusion Detection System (MCID) - 1odel T-14

i. The MCID system is designed to detect ferrous metal passed over or
carried over a buried detection wire. The system consists of four
components:

a. Detector - An insulated copper wire, in 1600 foot lengths
weighing 30 pounds.

b. Amplifi r - The amplifier contains the sealed electronic nmyli-
fication system which is powered by an internal 2 year life mercury battery.
The amplifier has a connection for the detection wire and a connection for
the WD-1 wire which leads to the annunciator. The amplifier is 6 inches in
diameter, 11.5 inches high and weighs i8.4 pounds.

c. Annunciator - The annunciator is 7 inches long, 7 inches highq and
2.7 inches wide and weighs six pounds.

d. Field Phone WIre - WD-I field phone wire is an essential component
but was not supplied by the manufacturer - Honeywell Incorporated, Hopkins,
Minnesota.

2. Theory of Operation: A ferrous object carried across the buried wire
disturbs the magnetic field and causes an electrical current to flow through
the'wire to the amplifier. The normal flow of current in the W1D-1 wire is
broken which causes the annunciator to give a light, audio, meter and counter
reaction. The detection wire is buried 4 to 6 inches deep in sections up
to 600 feet and the amplifier is buried next to the wire. The VFD-1 wire
which leads back to the annunciator can be buried to prevent discovery.

3. Test: A total of 30 units were received mid at the close of tactical
operations 17 were installed. Three units were installed Pt the training
site and later were re-installed at Phu Cat with 14 othir units. Three
units were installed in the southeastern portion of the base. The remain-
irg 13 units were installed on the north and northwest perimeter of the
base. Vhe MCID at both locations was monitored from a tower 200 - 400
meters from the nearest unit. The units were placed in hard and soft soil
at various locations along the perimeter and were interlocking to prcvide
a solid line of early warning.

S4. Results: Normally the MCID was reliable. Installirn the MCID v ith-
out trench digging equipment was very difficult and time consuming.
Thirteen MCID units were found to be defective and the exact cause Vra3
unknown. A total of 811 alarms were receiaved of which 90 were possible
intrusions. Eight positive sightings of individuals were observed after
receiving the alarms. Four new units were inoperative after they were
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unpacked and tested. Causes of most malfunctions could not be determined.
Lightning caused false alarms and may have caused 6 installed units to
malfunction.

5. Conclusions: This system is not easily moved and. once inotalled. should
remain stationary. It is bulky and weighs 55 pounds per unit. It is
durable and well constructed. A break in the buried uIre is difficult to
locate. The sy;stem is beneficial for a permanent base. Camouflage or
concealment is difficult unless much time is spent or a large area is cleared
of vegetation to blend with the area o? the MCID units. Inatallation of
one ±MCID unit by hand required. 8 to 10 hours using approximately 12 to 14
personnel. With trench digging equipment, four personnel were able to install
one unit in 4 to 5 hours.

6. Recommendations: The MCID is not recon•ecnded for mobile combat security
force units. A more expeditious and simple method, cf installation must bedeveloped.

Infra-red Intrusion Detection System - Model X-4 (Active)

7. The IR system is designed to detect intrusions by means of irfra-rcd
beams which cause alarm when interrupted. The IR system consists of 3
components: (1) An infra-red source, (2) An infra-red Receiver-Radio Fre-
quency Transmitter, and (3) An Alarm Innunciator. One IR system contains

:C' 6 sensor pairs with each pair consisting of an IR source and Receiver-aHadio
Frequency Transmitter. These six sensor pairs are monitored by the one
annunciator. The IR source and the RF transmitter are both self contained,
battery powered units which are 4x4x2 inches and weighing 3/4 of a pound.
The annunciator is a self -contained, battery powered unit which is 12x7x4
inches and weighing 8 pounds. The system is a product of Santa Barbara
Research Center, Goleta, Cal.

8. Theory of Operation: The source projects the infrared bean effectiVely
unc•er most weather conditions to the receier e• tranzmitter RXhich may be up
to 1,000 feet away. Waen an object interrupt3 the beam it causes the Receiver-
RF Transmitter to se=cd signals (line of sight) to the annunciator. The
annunciator is activated cauzi., audio and light allarns. A counter on the
annunciator panel also indicates the number of times the bean has been inter-
rupted. Simultaneously with the audio, light Lnd counter alarms are activated.
By monitoring the needle indicator it is possible to detcrmnaine the different
types of intrusions such as slow or fast moving objects or the size of the
object Interrupting the beam.

9. Test: Only limited teoting was conducted both day and night at various
distances w-ith the annunciator up to 500 meters away.

10. Results: The first IR system was returned to RADC in Dccember 1966
and a ieplacement was received in March 1967. All malfunctions of the IR
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unit were with the annunciator. Except for one minor structural defect,
the IR source and Recevcr-P.F transmitter functioned properly., Initially
the annunciator fumctioned properly, however, after several tests one
annunciator received no signals from the transmitter. During one night,
several hundred false alarms were received. The needle indicator moved to
the right of the scale and 'would not remain settled even when no alarms
were received. The base of the annunciator battery co.partracrnt i s poorly
constructed as the bottom cane loose when batteries were dropped into the
battery compartment. Over-all results have not been satisfactory as the
annunciator gives only one alarm when the beam is interrhipted. •herefore,
it is difficult to determine if there is w. intruder or the unit has been
blown out of line or a branca or leaf has inte-ruptcd the beata.

11. Conclusions: Further improvements are required on this psa- icl11axr
system since it is not considered reliable at this time. The only areas
where the IR is practical is on leveled flat areas or cleared paths. The
system takes at least 5-10 minutes to line up the source arnd receiver.at
night ever, at close range requiring extra movement wfaich is not feasible
in a hortile area. The rnnunciator has no tone control oand the lamp is too
bright for night operations which requires that the annunciator be monitored
from a safe location. In most cases the maximum range of the R' transmitter
has been up to 600 meters from the annunciator.

12. Reco- cendations: The active IR system requires improvement and is not
reecom.endcd for use by combat security units at this time.

Scismic Detection System (R&I):

13. The seismic system is designed to detect ground vibrations caused by
a person cr vehicle moving on the ground near a sensor. It is composed of
•cn battery powered seismic sensors which are monitored by a battery poe'ered.
aznunciator. Each sensor contains 10 batteries and weighs 7 pounds with
a gcophone sensor spike at the base of the sensor and a telescoping antelna.
TIe sensor has an adjustable sensitivity switch. 'The arznurciator is 4x~x2
inches, self contained, battery powered and weighing 2 pounds. It has an
external battery pack which charges the annunciator battery thereby extend-
ing operational life of the unit from one to three days. The system is
manuuu>tured by R&I Controls of Research Inc., Minncapolis, M~irnnesota.

'4. Theory of Operation: An individual movirZ near the device will cause
ground vibrations w•hich are detected by the seismic sensor, which in turn
transmits a radio signal (line of sight) to the annunciator. The annunciator
gives audio and visual light indications. Thc .n lights on the annunciator
are mated respectively to the ten sensors enabligZ the operator to dirzUguish
w.hich of the sensors is detecting an intruder.

15. C__t: The seismic system was tested& at various times and locations.
They were used in soft sandy soil and hard clay soil, and in wet and dry



"weather. The annunciator was monitored from burners, observation positions,
and towers located up to 500 meters from the duployed sensor.

16. Results: Generally all tests proved zatisfactory. The system was
easy to carry, install, and ctuouflagc. Few faults wore noted with the
sensors. The annunciator has sevcral problcm areas such as opcration and
construction of the unit, which can be corrected by the manufacturer. On
a high sensitivity setting various other disturbances such as nhlicopters,
artillery, vehicles, etc., cause false alanns, however, they ca•n be dcistin-
guished by a skilled operator. There were at least 8 occasions when ac:-rn
"were received which were similar to alarms cauucd by ma intruder. nhe
sensors aroemost effective when buried and using UD-1 wire as an external
antenna.

17. Concludions: When used with an aggressive active defense, this system
is most suitable and can be used in a variety of situations. It performed
better than other intrusion devices and had the least number of malfunctions.

18. Rccormendations: This system should be retained for use by future
combat security force units.

Seismic Detection System (Sandia Corp.):

19. The seismic intrusion detector is u.cd to detect intrusion of enemy
pcrsonnel and vehicles by means of the ground vibrations they cause while
iroving. The detector is a portable battery pcowercd unit which is 8x7.5x4.5
inches and weighs 15 pounds. The sensor spike is a separate co.ponent which
must be connected to the detector by wire. The interrogator is a portable,
self-contained transceiver with rechargeable batteries, measures lOxS.5x5.5
inches and weighs four pounds.

20. Theory of Operation: The detector when buried will signa.l the prescnc2
of personnel or vehicles within a certain ranige based upon the sensitivity
setting. The signal is transmitted (line of sight) to the interrogator which
gives audible tones (beeps) coinciding with the actual rmovement on the ground.
The interrogator can monitor a detector by a second method using a comm-nd-
readout plug which will enable the detector to store inLformation concerning
personnel or vehicular activity. The operator can thcn send a signal from
the interrogator to the detector which will trcansrit the stored information
back to the interrogator. The airborne interrogator operates on the samne
principle as the portable interrogator but is monitored in an aircraft for
greater range and coverage.

21. Test: The aix seismic detectors and two portable interrogators were
tested in camp and then in the field under actual working conditions both
day and night. The airborne interrogator was tested in an AC-47 aircraft
while in flight and also on the parking ramp.
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22. Results: The two portable annunciators became inoperative within
three days after initial testing. The interrogator battery indicated it
was not charged. The interrogator received sdgnals from the detector as
they occurred but would not receive stored information fro:. the dctector.
Thcj interrogator was recharged and did not function properly after several

Sadditional tests. Battery life of the interrogator is quite short. There
were no known malfunctions of the dctectorj.

23. Conclusions: This system has proved unreliable and further testing
and evaluations should be conducted after manufacturcrs improvement. The
systai is more difficult to install, operate, and maintain compared to

the R&I seismic system. The interrogator can only monitor one of the 6
detectors at a time and the bright yellow lamps are not Practical for night
operations.

24. 1Zeccrmcndations: Unless improvements are made, recomrmend this system
not be used.

Radar Ai- Base Intrusion Detection System -Raids-1

25. The Raids system can detect moving targets (human or otherwise). It
can also be used to detect stationary targets along with moving targets
depending on the selected mode of operation. The device consists of three
self-contained components, the transmitting/receiving -unit, the remote display(• unit, and a battery pack, with a combined weight of _ 6 pounds. Since the device

is dcsigned to be mounted in a vehicle as well as in a stationary position,
a cha,,gcd vehicle battery may be uZed 6-10 hours. If desired, the display unit

•ay be remoted up to 50' from the transmitting/receiving and power units. The
re-76ot unit consists of two display scopes. The A Scope for range and peak-
Sin, the signal, and the B Scope for search, crude range and crude azimuth.
A • range gate is provided for more precise measurement of range (+ or
- 20 >acters) and the transmitter receiver unit provides accurate azimuth in-
formation to (+ or - 20 Mils). A set of head phones is also used to determine
by characteristic sound -fhat the observed object is and to peak up the signal
i'or accu:'tc range and azimuth determdnation. If any one or both scopes are
inopcrable, it is still possible with the use of the headphones to take
accurate readings. The device is manufactured by Adirborne Instrument Labor-
a tories Incorporated, Deer Park, Long Island, N.Y.

26. Tlcor of Operation: The device is a standard groxid radar with a
Zselection mode that allows for sampling targets and display only if they
are rzving. The Raids 1 is positioned at a desired loc4tion and can= cover
a narrow 30 degree or a wide 10 degree sector scan. All noving targets
within the sector scanned and out to 5000 meters range will show up as bright
spots at their appropriate range and azimuth and an aural tone is provided
by the headphones. The operator can then stop the antenna and track the
target or return it to automatic sector scan.
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*1 C 27. Tent: Since the successful use of the device rec'uires the ability
to discriminate bctwcen sounds, many people were pLacQ" at various ranges
and did various things that were known to the opcr.rtor; walkinrg, crawling;,
running,, working, waving arms and movilns vehiiclcs. ne next stage w.-s
much the same exccpt that the operator wao mn-2e of Wi.:•t tha tar-ct was
doing or the direction and ;he distance. AIL first, :cof.t3 wcre puor, but
as personnel became familiar with the machinc, results ý.mroved rapidly
with fairly accurate analysis of target infozt-on, iFrthcr tests were
conducted in open areas, wooded arcas, hilly -reas, ra!in and high wind.

28. Rcsults: The device is strictly line of ci';ht. 11in .fcct...
slightly in that it generates a characteristic noise in the hed horcs a.
limits range somewhat. In high wind, above 35 knot,, the a.tenna is in-
operable. In wind below 35 kmnot, the effectivencss is propoztional to the
velocity of the wind in that moving trees become targets and clutter the
screen. Although the trees are easily eliminated by their sound, as the
velocity of the wind increases so many targets are received that it becozzes
impossible to pick out a single man moving among other targets.

29. Conclusions: It is concluded that if the device is cnployed in a
proper environment with trainea operators it will unioubtedly provide out-
standing results. It must be provided security as the antenna cannot be
concealed and there is noise involved in operation.

30. Recom.endations: It is rccommendcd that the cvaiuation of the device
ba continued and later be considered for e=_loy'"aent.

Pc.-rýiuard Pressure Intrusion Detector Systcm, •.odc. T-1: (Wostin-housa)

31. This system is designed to detect ground pressu.e -.aves caused by local

distuboances in the sensor area. It consists of two tran•sduccr sen-ors,
one alara console, and two 5/8 inch parallel hoses filled with a liquid

normally water and antifreeze) and located 4 feet ap art and up to a.proxi-
mz~tely 700 feet long. 'e hose weighs -, pound per foot and is buried 3-12

inches. The Solenoid and Transducer weigh about 9 pouands each =nd both have
dimensions of 4x~x6 inches. They are housed in machined aluminum containers,
and located at each end of the hooe. the aec.u coneolc is a self contained
racharrgeable, nickel cadmium battery powered unit wcighinWg 24 pounds with
16x~x9 inch dimensions. Te unit ca be cor-nocted to exernal batteries for
!onser life. The Solenoid cable connects the Solenoid to the Tran-sducer and
fs 425 feet. The Transducer cable which connects the trwnsdacer with the
alarm console is 325 feet.

32. Theory of 0Oeration: The pressure waves created by Can individual
crossing the system increases the pressure of the fluid :.n the hose wnich
activates the Solenoid, rand the Transducer causes an electrical pulsa to
be sent through the trcn.duccr cable to the alari console. The gain control
of the alarm console controls the desired sensitivity •fnereby tezperature

changes, sonic booms, earthquakes, etc., will not cause an al.arm.



33. Test: The system was installed on the northern perimeter of the
base in sandy clay soil with the aid of a grader to dig the ditches.

SSeveral tests wore conducted with Indivilu•it wilkinC across the system.

34. Results: When the transduccr cable was attachcd to the alarm console
it was discovered that the internal battcirj rcqui.rcd chrn-ingr. Following
. .ttery charging, tests were conducted and the system reccivcd alar.s
on a heavy footed person crossing the hose. Therefore, the gain corntrol
was adjusted to alarm on a lighter weight. After attempts to adjust the
Cain control the system received no alarms and became totally inoperative.

35. Conclusions: This system was difficult to install, there are mrny
parts to it, and battery life was rather short. Thi system may be
adapted for a permanent base where time and facilities are adequate.

36. Recommendations,- This system is not recommended for mobile cox;bat

security force units.

•i~rlihtScope - ýIodel 6060: (Electrical Opt ic~a Sy-stem::, Inc..)

37. Mae Starlight Scope is designed for visual observation and to assist
in aimed fire of weapons at night. It is a cylindrical, portable, battery
powered, electro-optical scope. It can be mounted on a variety of weapons.
S it has a magnification, weighs 5.4 pounds, is 18.5 inches in length,

3.3 inches in width, and 5.5 inches in height. Battery life is approximately
100 hours using a 6.75 volt mercury battery.

38. Theory of Oncrations: The Starlight Scope uses the natural light
(moon!lGht and starlight) for target illumination. The natural light is

intensified by means of electrical and optical co'-onents and a green image
Of the target area is produced.

39. Test: The scope wa_ tested under controlled and field conditions where
Swould have been Iipossible for the eye to observe objects unaided. It

was also used as a sighting and surveillance device in open and densely
vegetated terrain within 1000 meters.

40. Results: Overall results have been excellent. The scope definitely
enhances view-ing during night combat operations. However, there are some
deficiencies in the scope. When a scope is removed from a weapon it must
be re-zero;.d if the mount is also removed. in conditions of high humidity
or moisture, the cardboard battery casings deterdorate. Also some fogging
of the lens occurs if the scope is placed or held near the ground. Operators
will experience eye fatigue after five or ten minutes of continuous obser-
vation through the scope.

41. Conclusion: The scope is excellent i~nd has definitely proved bene-

ficial in combat security operations.
( )



42. Recommcndations. The Starlight Scope should be retained for
use by combat security units. A fi're inch lens shade should be
added to prevent fogging. A screw on lens cover with a small chain
attached would prevent loss of the cover.

Oxford Light Pip Scope (Oxford Coijoration):

43. This scope is designed to assist in sight alignment at night.
It is a penlight battery operated, plain glass, tubular scope with
a pip of light acting as the reticle. The scope is approximately
7W inches long aad approximately I inch in diameter.

44. Thbc-r of 0pzration: The scope is designed to proiJee he light
pip which replaces the front and rear sight, allowinG tne individual
to get on target quicker than with iron sights.

45. Test: The device was tested over a 600 meter course and the
resuLlts compared with results from normal M-16 sights.

46. Results: Results were poor as more hits were scored with the
iroA sights on the M-16, the zero of the weapon changed while in use,
and the test scope fell off the weapon due to the poor mounting
arrangement. The sight gave off excessive light at night.

47. Conclusion: The scope is not practical for combat zones.

48. Recommendations: This scope is not recommended for use in a
unit of this type.

!-fthe Night Sight (British Device - Saunders Poe Fird F!iclc•.r E'nter-
prises Ltd. )

49. The Hythe Night Sight replaces the foresight blade on the M-16.
It is a "Betalight" sealed glass tube, internally coated with a
phosphor and filled with tritium gas. The tube is housed in the
wedge shaped foresight blade. The sight oan be rotated through 90
degrees to provide a narrow blade for daylight use.



P 5 0 e of Open0c ton. The trituni gas gives of -. conztant floi of
beta particles which bombard the phosphor and cause it to glow. zhis
allows the firer to align his weapon onto thZ t..got during )eriods of
low light, for example at dawn and dusk. Thu 5ight is a. aid to firinz
and does not illuxminate the target.

51. Tc:ýt. Trclve individuals fired the !4-16 with the DritiLh slght
after the weapon was zeroed and then fired the seine cource with their
personal M-16 weapon. Firing was conducted at night from 30 ctcrs at
standard mflitary "E" targets. Visibility varied from aLmooz- total
darkness to partial moonlight. '-n very dark nights an 8 xlO 1iece of white
paper was placed in the center of the silhouette tar-get which made the
target barely visible.

52. Reoults: A higher percentage of hits were scored with the British
sight comapared to normal sights. The sight improves a persons sense of
direction when aiming or firing and increases his confidence in the wea-
pon. The illuminatian device cannot be detected beyond 5 meters at
night. The rear sight aperture is quite large and could be modified to
provide even better sight alignment.

53. Conclusions: The sight is a definite aid in night firing.

( ) 54. Rccoum~endations: Recorm.end the rear sight be modified possibly with
=nother illuziination device and further tests be conductcd. The sight is
recomcnded for future combat security type units.

Trace Thetal Detection Kit (Ultra Violet Products Inc.)

55. This kit is designed to detect traces of metal ox:ide deposited on an
individual after handling metalic objects. It consists of a portable
battery, a ultraviolet light (black light), battery charger end bottles
os opecial spray, instructions sheets and color co-,,parison charts.

56. T:W,•ry o2 .&x'tion: -".en certain chemicals are mixed with a metal
oxide they wil1 react with a certain wave length of light and give off
various light depending on the type of metal.
57. Tests: Several tests were conducted by this unit which indicated that

the device was useful.

58. Rcsu'ts: Results were satisfactory.

59. Conclusions: Based on test results obtained by this unit and the OSI
detachment at Phu Cat A4B, the device was useful especially when used in
conjunction with an experienced interrogator.



60. Reeoricnndc•-tons: Reco.-mend this dcvico for initial interrogation by
combat security units which are operating in rc.otc areas with expcricnced
interrogators.

FRubidium Magnetometer .lanncl Detection Device (Varican Asnoclrtuc)

61. This device Ic used to dctect underground tunneling Cnrd Tcta.1 objects.
It consists of a detector (hand held), annunciator, battery pack (belt worn)
aiid buttery charger.

62. Theory of COcration: This device operate:; on the theory of ma,,;netic
anomaly. Usually most soils contain enough ferrous ores That thc earth's
nagrnetic field will be affected if the quoanity of soil beneath the device
is changed (tunnel) or a piece or ferrous metal is present. The device
senses these changes and indicates them audibly.

63. Tost: Several known tunnels were checked to obtain a familiarity vrith
possible responses of the instruwent. Additionally, areas were checked
where there was no knowledge that tunnels existed. The operator had less
than three hours of training on this device.

64. Result,;: Where the known tunnels existed the instrument respordurd
indicating that the tunnels existed, but in no case did it indicate the true
dimensions of the tunnels. In the check of areas where there was no know-
ledge of tunnels the instrument did indicate the existence of a tunnel, but

again the dimensions were inaccurate. The instrument was strongly influenced
by metal objects.

65.. Conclusions: The amount of testing was not extensive enough to drrs
valid conclusions other than that the device is capable of detecting ttmnels.
The fact that it did not detect accurate dimensions of the tunnels indi-
cates that it is not infallible. Further, it cannot be concluded that the
training received by the operator was adequate.

66. Recoam-endations: This instrument appears to have an application in
combat security units inventory, however it is recommended that more
thorough testing with an adequately trained operator be conducted.
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